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ABSTRACT

This study claims that architectural periodicals, which reflect

architectural production of their period, also serve as independent mediums of

activity and production within the discipline of architecture. In this respect, the

study proposes that architectural periodicals can be used as means to evaluate

the architectural present and aims to examine the architectural process of

Republican Turkey with respect to the transformations and interruptions that

can be observed in the simultaneous architectural periodicals.

Within the scope of the study, in order to verify the two-way relationship

between the architectural periodicals and the architectural agenda; periodical

publications have primarily been evaluated as a form of media, with a focus on

the transmitting, interpretive, critical and trans formative approaches of the

periodical publications in the field of design and architecture. This conceptual

framework has been used to investigate the reflections of transformations in the

political, cultural, economical and social dynamics on architecture and

architectural publishing. As a result of this evaluation, the study presents an

interpretation of the contemporary architectural milieu in Turkey with a critical

approach based on architectural periodicals.

This academic work should also be considered as an initiative effort for

the documentation of the sixty years of Turkish architectural publishing.

Keywords: media, periodical publications, architectural periodicals,

architectural theory, architectural praXIS, architectural criticism, Republican

Period, Turkish Architecture, 1980.
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Bu yah~ma, mimarhk gundemini yansttan birer ortam olan mimarhk

sureli yaymlanmn, aym zamanda mimarhk disiplininin bir etkinlik ve uretim

alam oldugunu one surer. Bu yeryevede yah~ma, sureli yaymlann gundemin

okunmasmda kullamlabilecek bir aray oldugunu iddia ederek; Cumhuriyet

Turkiyesi'nin mimarhk gundemini, mimarhk sureli yaymlannda gozlenen

degi~im, donu~um ve ktnlmalar uzerinden yaptlacak okumalara bagh olarak

degerlendirmeyi amaylar.

Cah~ma kapsammda, mimarhk sureli yaymlanyla mimarhk gundemi

arasmdaki bu yift yonlu ili~kinin geryeklenmesi amactyla; sureli yaymlar,

oncelikle medyamn bir formu olarak ele ahnmt~ ve bu yeryevede tasanm ve

mimarhk alanmdaki sureli yaymlann, donemlerinin kuramsal ve pratik

uretimini yansttan, yorumlayan, ele~tiren ve donu~tiiren yaptst incelenmi~tir.

Olu~turulan kuramsal yeryevede Cumhuriyet Turkiyesi'nde yaytmlanan sureli

yaymlar irdelenerek, politik, kultiirel, ekonomik ve sosyal dinamiklerdeki

degi~imlerin, mimarhk sureli yaymcthgt uzerindeki yanstmalan

degerlendirilmi~tir. Bu degerlendirmenin dogal bir sonucu olarak yah~ma,

gunumuz mimarhk ortamtm, mimarhk siireli yaymlanm baz alan ele~tirel bir

yakla~tmla yorumlamaktadtr.

Cah~ma, aym zamanda Turk mimarhk yaymcthgmm 60 ytlhk surecinin

belgelenmesine bir katkt olarak da degerlendirilmelidir.

Anahtar sozcukler: medya, sureli yaymlar, mimarhk sureli yaymlan, mimarhk

kuramt, mimarhk pratigi, mimari ele~tiri, Cumhuriyet Donemi Turk Mimarhgt,

1980.

I IZMIR YUKSEK TEKNOlOJi E sliTUSU
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM

With its definition that has recently expanded; the concept of media

seems to have more importance and power today than it has ever had. Beyond

its changing role; media, that is supposed to be the source of communication

of knowledge and news, hides its recently gained power that creates the news

and virtual stars, makes judgement, exaggerates, ignores and misleads. With

its new definition, media seems to be incapable of controlling the limits in

using its power against the public that it is responsible for. Similarly, the

public that is far from determining the power of media, becomes a target

virtual subject itself.

The correspondents of this efficient role of media in the field of

architecture have not yet been studied extensively with respect to the cases in

"architectural media". Due to the insufficiency of the primitive methods of

archiving and communication, a study that aims to focus on "architectural

media" primarily requires a historical overview.

With an outlook that studies architectural media from past to present, it

IS possible to realize that periodical publications offer more realistic and

traceable data in terms of determining the architectural agenda and keeping

record of current discussions. Acting as an interface between the architect and

the user, periodical publications communicate the most recent architectural

theory and practice to many people in a documentary and permanent way. It

is possible to say that architectural publications realize probably the most

basic mission of media by consciously getting the reader involved in the

discussions taking place.

1



When the interrelations of media with social transformations are

examined, it is possible to observe an equilibrium. Media that is influenced

by the developments taking place also holds the power to evaluate and lead

these developments. The periodicals that appeared especially during the rise

of internationalist movements have taken over the mission of communicating

the most recent discourses, styles and debates of the architectural agenda and

become the primary sources of new ideas. However, architectural periodicals

are not only the mediums that reflect the architectural production of their

period, but are independent mediums of production themselves. As an

alternative medium of production for architecture, the periodicals have the

power to direct and determine the architectural present.

In order to examme the efficient role and power of the Turkish

architectural media, it is necessary to focus on its historical existence, since

the dynamics beyond the evolution of Turkish architectural periodicals are

closely related with the evolution of the profession. Determining the

interrelations of periodicals with the social and cultural characteristics of

their periods of publication will help create the conceptual framework to

study the Turkish architectural media with respect to Turkish Architecture in

general.

1.2. AIMS OF THE STUDY

Being the most temporal form of architectural publications, periodicals

are a medium of communication that keeps track of the architectural agenda.

With their dynamic nature that is observable especially throughout the

historical process of the 20th century, architectural periodicals have reflected

the properties of their age of publication while also contributing the

intellectual production. One of the aims of this study is to concentrate on the

correspondents of the changing concept of media in the field of architecture in

order to define architectural periodicals as an effective medium reflecting the

theoretical and professional production of the period and evaluate their

2



interrelations with the architectural agenda. Within this framework, this

evaluation will focus on the architectural publications in Turkey during the

republican period and constitute an academic basis for the discussions about

the relationship of periodicals with architectural theory and practice.

Simultaneous with the social and economical developments in Turkey

after 1980s, the number and the variety of Turkish architectural periodicals

have considerably increased and it has become easier to reach foreign

publications. However, it is true that architectural periodicals of this period

face a reductionist homogenization caused by the consumption-based culture.

This study also aims to examine the qualitative and quantitative changes that

have occurred in architectural periodicals with respect to the changing

concept and definition of media during the 20th century.

Besides evaluating Turkish architecture through a media-based

framework, this study also aims to present a documentary record of the history

and the evolution of architectural periodicals in Turkey, that have been the

most efficient form of communication in the field of architecture during the

20th century. Due to the lack of systematic archives, it is not possible to reach

any resources specified on the field of architectural periodicals. This

documentary attitude in the presentation of the collected information also

helps to define the framework for the evaluation of Turkish architectural

periodicals.

1.3. METHOD OF THE STUDY

This study that primarily alms to examme the interrelations of

architectural media with the theoretical and professional production, IS

founded on the evaluation of a simultaneous reading of periodicals and the

architectural agenda. The parallel reading determines the common

approaches, effects, reactions, and correspondences of the two distinct

spheres of the profession within the historical process. However, this

3



approach to architectural media requues an evaluation on the power of

periodical publications as a form of published media throughout the history.

Consequently, the evolution of the concept of media is evaluated throughout

the second chapter of the study, with a focus on the interrelations of

architectural periodicals with the architectural agenda. The meaning of the

term media that had primarily been used to define communication has

considerably changed in time, resulting in a media whose mission has

transcended this initial definition with the transformative power it exerts over

the society.

Following an evaluation on the advantages of periodical publications

compared to other forms of published media; the study focuses on the power

and influence of periodical publications on architectural theory and practice.

In this section, architecture is evaluated as one of the activity fields of media,

and media is discussed as an alternative activity field for architecture. The

power of the architectural periodicals of the avant-garde movements and the

transformative power that the periodical publications have gained during the

pluralist period of the late 20th century are issues of discussion in this chapter.

The simulative effects of visual materials presented to the reader in

architectural periodicals are studied, considering the role of the photographic

image within the concept of "reproduction of the architectural product". The

illusions caused by "image based perception" will be briefly discussed, to

constitute a basis that will be referenced in the final evaluations.

Based on the power of architectural periodicals in reflecting the

characteristics of their period of publication, the third chapter focuses on the

Turkish architectural periodicals. A simultaneous reading of the periodical

publications and the architectural agenda is made for the Republican period.

Through a chronological overview of architectural periodicals in Turkey; the

social, economic, political and cultural developments that have taken place

are evaluated considering their reflections in the simultaneous architectural

periodicals.

4



Following this chronological evaluation that verifies the interrelations

between periodical publications and the architectural agenda; the fourth

chapter examines the Turkish architectural media of the last two decades

through criteria such as fields of interest, issues of discussion, critical

approach and reader profile. The increase in the number and variety of

architectural periodicals makes it difficult to evaluate the journals of the late

20th century in chronological order. Consequently, periodicals with common

characteristics have been grouped to provide the basis for comparative

evaluation.

In order to determine the criteria of groupmg, the system of

"Conceptual Frames in Architectural Criticism" introduced by Abdi Guzer and

adapted to discuss various foreign architectural periodicals has been briefly

discussed. Following an evaluation on the validity and applicability of Guzer's

classification for Turkey, the grouping system based on the aimed reader

profile and the supporting source has been proposed. The Turkish

architectural periodicals have been studied according to the following frame

of reference:

• Anonymous Journals for Non-Professionals

• Architectural Periodicals for Professionals

• Commercial Architectural Periodicals

• Architectural Periodicals Supported by Professional

Organizations and Institutions

• Architectural Periodicals Realized by Idealistic and Individual

Efforts

This examination has been a basis for the debate that aims to define

the Turkish architectural medium of the last twenty years through the

framework of architectural media.

IIMIR YUKSfK TEK OlOJi ErtSTiTOSO I

REKTORlUGO
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1.4. ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS

The term "media" defines a broad field today, gathering many distinct

concepts under a single title. It is necessary to mention the definition for

"media" that is assumed for this study, since the term now stands for various

means of communication including published, audio-visual and interactive

media. It has been observed that periodicals are one of the most effective

forms of media in the field of architecture. Considering the participative and

long-term relationship magazines establish with their readers, the term

"architectural media" is used for architectural periodical publications

throughout the study.

The chronological overVIew that focuses on Turkish Architectural

Media aims to draw attention to the common points and parallel developments

in periodicals and the architectural agenda. Being a period of radical changes

and rapid developments in favor of modernization, the Republican period in

Turkey has been chosen as the interval to be studied. The evaluation is limited

to Turkish architectural periodicals that have been published from 1923 to

1999. However, it has been observed that regional architectural periodicals

that do not have a national distribution specify more on local issues and do

not fully reflect the architectural agenda from a national scope. Consequently,

these periodicals have been excluded in the chronological evaluation.

Although the architectural periodicals that focus on decoration,

furniture and textile are the publications that communicate more with the

users, they often remain far from the academic discussions and the

architectural agenda. Throughout this study, such publications that increased

in number especially after 1980's have been mentioned only to provide sample

cases for comparative analysis. This study primarily focuses on the

architectural periodicals that are positioned within the academic and

professional medium of discussions in architecture.
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CHAPTER 2

THE CHANGING CONCEPT OF MEDIA AND ITS

REFLECTIONS IN ARCHITECTURE

2.1. PUBLISHED MEDIA AND PERIODICAL PUBLICATIONS

2.1.1. A BRIEF HISTORY OF MEDIA

According to Edward Hallett Carr, phenomena get in charge only when

the historian asks them to. According to Carr, it is the historian who decides

in which order or context each phenomenon gets mentioned within history.

(Carr 1961, p.16) Drawing attention to the inadequacy of explaining history

with phenomena, Carr argues that the historian, who is responsible of

providing a continuous dialogue between the past and the present, should not

put the emphasis on neither the phenomena nor his personal experience during

this process of continuous relation. In the book called "Experience and Its

Modes"; M. Oakeshot traces the concerns of Carr, remarking that history is

the life of the historian who is the only one capable of making history, and

adds that the only way of making history is, writing it.

Jean-Noel Jeanneney makes a similar evaluation as he adapts the

interpretations of Carr for the case of "the history of media". According to

Jeanneney, there are three major difficulties in writing a history for media.

The first difficulty is the distraction caused by the difference of the subjects

to be focused on. The concept of media that has been transformed from

published information to audio-visual and interactive modes of

communication has been stuck between the immeasurable and incomparable

variables of this multi-dimensional structure. The second difficulty is caused

by the inadequate and unbalanced documentation of sources. The unreachable

piles in the archives of published media and the inadequacy of systematic

----. -. ~.~ .. -:"'1
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archives in the other sectors that direct media make it difficult of reach the

data in the resources. The ambiguity of the concept of "public" that is in

direct relation with media can be defined as the third difficulty in writing the

history of media. (Jeanneney 1996, pp. 7-9)

In Pierre Laborie's inventory formed by a collection of the adjectives

that the historians have used to define the concept of "public", the term has

been identified with adjectives such as incomprehensible, unstable, dynamic,

fragile, complex, inconsistent, and discordant. The history of media, whose

study involves some practical difficulties, owes its existence to the relations

that it establishes with this unstable concept of "public".

The first example of media that can be observed in the pre-literate

society consisted of the transfer of a simple incident to others by means of

audio-visual signs. This first and most primitive form of communication based

on signs can be defined as "double choice information". With the rising

necessity for more detailed information, verbal communication became the

major subject of focus. The incident that is known as the birth of Marathon is

a significant example that reflects the conditions of communication during

that period. According to the story, following the victory of the Greeks against

the Persians in Be 490, a messenger runs 42,195 kilometers to Athens in order

to announce the result of the war in public. After telling about the victory, the

messenger dies of fatigue. His figure has been unified with the message he has

carried and he symbolically disappears after having fulfilled his mission.

(Jeanneney 1996, p.2l)

The verbal communication of information was realized by runners in

the Inca civilization. The Incas had built a communication network of roads

within the borders of their land. Numerous stop points existed on this

network, in order to provide rapid and continuous information flow.

8



With the advent of writing, the information transfer that was limited to

the verbal communication was carried to another medium. The written

products that offered a more realistic and true expression replaced the

alterations and misunderstandings that were previously caused by the

uncontrolled circulation of the information among many people. The official

foundation of postal centers that was the next important development in

communication took place in Europe during the 15th century.

However, these developments still were not enough to define the

sufficient conditions for the existence of published media. Public distribution

of information had not occurred yet. One of the few initial examples of the

public distribution of media was the bulletin used during the Greek and

Roman Empires. These official hand-written journals were hung in public

spaces and were used to announce the news, price lists and senate agreements.

With this development that can be interpreted as an expansion of the

information networks, it has become possible to talk about the concept of

media.

2.1.2. THE EVOLUTION OF PUBLISHED MEDIA

Although the Chinese had been using printing press between the years

618 and 907 to publish an official newspaper called Ti pao, the most

important step in the development of published media has been the advent of

the print machine in 1438 by Gutenberg. Following the first book published in

Lyon in 1473, news started to be published and distributed as well.

It is possible to observe that the publication of news has been irregular

until the 16th century. These news bulletins that consisted of several small

pages were called "occasionnel" in France. Although it has been said that the

Italian bulletins called "gazette" were named after the smallest coin (gazetta)

paid to buy the bulletin, it should be remarked that the word "gazette" has the

root "gazza", which means "chattering" in Italian.

9



It was during the same period that the publication of "canard"s, began

In France in 1529. The term "canard" literally has two meanings:

"newspaper" and "false news". It is possible to state that "canard" was more

spectacular than "occasionnel" and its contents consisted of fictitious articles

rather than news and facts. Another different type of journal that existed in

France was the magazine journal called "chanson" that preferred not to

publish any political or satirical essays. (Jeanneney 1996, pp.24-25)

Following the publication of journals with different tendencies, it

became possible to observe a quantitative increase in publications. As the

different newspapers started to specialize in their own fields, the variety of

tendencies in press became more evident. General news and official

documents were published in "occasionnel"s whereas social issues and

exaggerated fictitious news were published In "canard"s. Mural

announcements and satirical journals had become the foci of new thoughts

and ideas.

The publication of books was another innovation offered by the use of

print press. Printed publications have transformed the mediums of creation

and definition for the doctrines in the West. The texts produced by the church

authority were reproduced and standardized by print. The wider distribution of

the texts contributed to the diffusion and acceptance of laws. The publication

of books had been seen necessary in order to provide their distribution and

permanence. The destruction of printed works became impossible. Due to the

existence of many reproduced copies of each work, the book burning

ceremonies were reduced to symbolic rituals. (Guedon 1995, p.I04)

2.1.3. PERIODICAL PUBLICATIONS AND THE CHANGING

MODES OF INFORMATION

The first periodical publications that reached their readers at regular

intervals first appeared during the first half of 17th century. The newspaper
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called Nieuwe Tydinghen published in Anvers, Holland In 1605 can be

accepted as the first example of periodical publications.

The number of periodicals rapidly increased especially in the cities of

Northern Europe. The first weekly periodical that was published in London in

1622 was followed by the weekly journals published in Paris in 1631, in

Florence in 1636, in Rome in 1640 and in Madrid in 1661. In the Eastern

Europe, the Tsar Great Petro, who was influenced by the Western

developments, published his own newspaper in St.Petersburg in 1703.

As a consequence of these developments during the 1th century,

newspapers started to transcend the national borders, aiming to expand their

areas of activity. The newspaper of politics and literature called Le Mercure

Galant that was first published in 1672 opened branch offices in Holland,

aiming to reach an international audience.

The first example of scientific periodicals can be accepted as Le

Journal des Savants that was published in France in 1665. The journal that

focused on bibliographic data aimed to inform its readers about the important

publications of the period. Le Journal des Savants was also the first journal to

be published outside France in other languages. The periodical that was first

translated to Italian and then to German, had been recognized by an

international audience. The journal that published scientific articles, trials in

the courts and the censorship reports of Sorbonne and other universities,

aimed to attract the intellectual group called "gens de lettres". (Guedon 1995,

p.103)

Denis de Sallo, the first editor of the journal, aimed to achieve a

regular and systematic publication by using the print machine, overcome

problems like wrong translation and wrong reproduction, and provide the

safety of the distribution of the journal. As a reflection of the international

influences of Le Journal des Savants, a similar journal called The

11



Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society was published in 1666 by the

Royal Society in London.

The qualitative and quantitative developments that could be observed in

the European periodical publications started to appear in the USA later,

during the second half of the 18th century. It is known that only two

periodicals were present in America in 1741~ one of which was Benj amin

Franklin's journal called General Magazine and Historical Chronicle for All

the British Plantations in America. Although the number of periodical

publications in the USA was over one hundred in 1800, a majority of the

articles were directly cut and pasted from British newspapers and did not

reflect any production activity. It should also be remarked that only a few

periodical publications had succeeded to become economically self-sufficient.

According to Noah Webster, periodical publishing was a risky business in

which publishers had to keep financial constraints and bankrupt in mind. Self

sufficient periodical publications became possible during the 1860s with the

appearance of the new middle class, which constituted a new group of readers

for periodicals. (Oskay 1993, p.106)

The periodical publications that succeeded to overcome the problem of

survival 30 years before the other periodicals, have been the women's journals

Dial and Godey's Lady's Book that aimed to attract the housewives of the

middle class. Following the foundation of the journals "Harper's Weekly"

and "Atlantic Monthly" in 1857, the number of periodical publications in the

USA reached 3300 by the year 1880.

Parallel to the competitive atmosphere caused by the increase in the

number of periodicals, the prices of journals started to decrease. Similar to

the development of newspapers, the development of periodical publishing has

been dependent on the advertising sector that appeared as a consequence of

industrialization, the increase in literacy and the dominance of the mass

society. (Oskay 1993, pp.106-108)
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Meanwhile, the number of periodicals published in Paris had reached

five hundred in 1860 and two thousand in 1890. This increase is simultaneous

with the class struggle that took place between the intellectuals. During this

period, authors whose books sold many copies were accepted and recognized

as the members of the intelligentsia. These authors were supported by the

state and all of them had high academic salaries. This support led to a

disturbance among the group of writers that remained outside this popular

intelligentsia. As a resistance to the industrialization of art and literature, this

opposing group defended the autonomy of art. However, these artists soon

realized that becoming a part of the sector was the primary obligation for

being successful in that sector. Consequently, small groups of artists gathered

to found their own -ism and started to create their public and audience.

Journals of art and criticism were the main tools that the artists used in order

to educate their own reader group. (Oskay 1993, p.?3)

Periodical publications have played a significant role In the

transformation of the modes of information. Different from books, periodicals

provided a convenient medium for the reproduction and distribution of the

more ephemeral and extraordinary essays. The periodicals also constituted a

medium for regular and short-term criticism, which led to dynamic debates on

the new ideas and products. The ideas presented in periodicals could be

evaluated on a different ground where corrections, oppositions and critical

approaches were recorded.

In time, the periodicals became more preferable than the more

permanent publications that were fully designed and rigidly concluded.

Periodical publications that were legitimized by being admitted in the

archives of libraries, soon became publicly accepted as the expression of

originality.

The main objective in the foundation of libraries was to collect and

protect the products of an ideal, permanent and constant knowledge. Books
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were the only tools that served this objective. Consequently, periodical

publications that are shaped by the ephemeral and variable existence of the

production process symbolize the transformation in the nature of knowledge.

The library that previously was the space of the sacred and ultimate

knowledge has transformed to a space of discussion and criticism where the

process has become more important than the product.

With their dynamic nature, periodical publications contributed to the

development of mass communication that owes its existence to the inadequacy

of the individual means of communication. As the interrelations of people

started to become anonymous, the borders of interaction expanded and got out

of the reach of individuals. Consequently, the cultural functions of mass

communication have become a problem especially for the post-industrial

modern society based on consumption economy. (Oskay 1993, pp.137-138)

It is possible to mention two distinct theories of media for the mass

society. The first one is the functionalist theory, which interprets media as a

neutral instrument for information flow. On the other hand, Marxist media

theory views the means of mass communication as tools used by the social

elite and its collaborators in order to impose and sustain the existing system.

Both views are reductive and over-simplified to evaluate the dynamics in the

mass society, since the first one sees media as totally neutral and the latter

defines the masses of people as passive.

According to Mc Luhan, the tools of communication both transmit

information and direct our perception of the information and opinions that

they transmit. In this respect, the transition to the culture of published media

has been a significant threshold in the evolution of mass society. According to

Mc Luhan, with the developments in published media, the things on which the

statements are written have become more important than the statements

themselves. (Oskay 1993, p.222)
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2.1.3.1. THE USE OF IMAGES IN PUBLISHED MEDIA

One of the reasons beyond the transformation from the traditional

society to the mass society has been the development in print and publication

technics. The rotative print technic that replaced the slower steam print

machine in England and America between 1860 and 1870, can be accepted as

a revolutionary development in press. In the field of typesetting, letter blocks

of cardboard replaced lead letters that had been used for a long period.

A major improvement III the field of popular press has been the

developments in the wood engraving technic. As a result of the development

of lithography (stone engraving) in 1797, illustrated cheap newspapers began

to appear in Europe. Penny Magazine sold in London for one penny and

Pfennig Magazine sold in Germany for one pfennig are among the first cheap

and illustrated popular journals.

Due to the lack of alternative forms of media and communication, the

period between the 19th century and the World War II can be mentioned as the

golden age of published media. Due to the improvements in the technics of

print and mechanical reproduction, image and photography became integral

components of published media during the mid_19th century. These

developments are simultaneous with the initial appearance of professional and

academic periodical publications specialized in the field of art and

architecture.

2.2. THE MEDIA OF ARCHITECTURE - PERIODICAL

PUBLICATIONS

For literary disciplines, the periodical publications are significant as

expressions of the changing modes of information. Different from the statical

body of knowledge presented in the books, periodicals activate the cultural

medium with their dynamic structures. However, it should not be forgotten
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that the reproductions of the literary products in the periodicals use the same

semiotic system with the original product. However, architecture is a

discipline that is also oriented to the traditional practice of building. The

influences of periodical publications in the field of architecture are strong

enough to define a new space for architectural production: the space of the

press.

2.2.1. PERIODICAL PUBLICATIONS AS A NEW FIELD OF

ACTIVITY IN ARCHITECTURE

The initiative objective beyond the publication of the first architectural

periodicals in the 1800s was to constitute a medium of professional

communication, as In many other disciplines. However, periodical

publications also offered a more dynamic and ephemeral medium of

production for the profession of architecture, whose fields of activity were

traditionally defined. This new medium of professional production that was

defined at the beginning of the 19th century, has often been more productive

than the traditional practice of "building".

The increase in the number of architectural periodicals that could be

observed in France at the beginning of the 19th century is probably the earliest

example of this situation. During the period of political and social pressures

that followed the French Revolution, the building activity in the country had

almost stopped. The only type of architectural "boom" of this period was

observed in the increasing number of architectural periodicals. (Lipstadt 1984,

p.51) The first known architectural periodical published in 1800 was the

Journal des Bdtiments Civils that was prepared by a group of engineers and

contractors. The first issue of the periodical was sent free of charge to 1000

architects and artists. The journal offered a new ground for architectural

production during a period of low building activity; by publishing professional

announcements, critical essays on the architectural practice of the period,
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articles on architectural history and theory and the most important of all, by

creating a medium of discussion to which the readers contributed.

Although Journal des Batiments Civils was named after the official

institution called "Conseil des Batiments Civils", the journal was not

supported by this organization. Consequently, the periodical aimed at a wide

audience in order to survive. Readers from various disciplines including

architects, philosophers, scientists and the French intelligentsia contributed

the open forum that was offered by the magazine. (Lipstadt 1984, p.52)

The consecutive publications of the first art journal called Nouvelles

des Arts in 1802, Annales du Musee in 1803, and the first engineering journal

Recueil Polytechnic des Ponts et Chaussees in 1804 followed the publication

of Journal des Batiments Civils. It may be interesting to mention that these

three periodicals that focused on different subjects were all edited by the

artist C.P. Landon.

Similar architectural publications appeared in other Western countries

during the first half of the 19th century. The Architectural Magazine edited by

le. Loudon that was published in 1834 was followed by the publication of

The Builder in 1842. The Builder, that was almost alone in the field for thirty

years, regularly dealt with public health and railway construction. The Builder

also published monochromatic illustrations prepared with the wood engraving

technic. The position of The Builder was challenged by the publication of The

Architect in 1869. Different from The Builder, The Architect made use of the

dichromatic stone engraving technic in its illustrations. With the increase in

the number of professional periodicals, a variety of tendencies became

observable among the publications. Various architectural approaches were

presented and supported by different periodicals. A significant example of this

attitude was The Building News that supported the mannerist approaches of

the period. (Casson 1968, p.261)
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Following the publication of professional architectural periodicals, the

means of legitimization for the profession shifted from the elitist traditional

institutions like academies and awards to architectural media. As a result of

this shift, many minor architects obtained the opportunity of being mentioned

under the same title as their colleagues legitimized by the traditional

channels. (Colomina 1988, p.19) The pages of the professional journals can be

seen as a new competitive medium for the profession.

The first examples of architectural periodicals that aimed to create a

medium of professional communication focused mainly on architectural

practice and aimed at a professional audience. The theoretical production in

the periodicals about the discourses of architecture and design started later, in

the second half of the 19th century. During this period, architectural journals

became the most efficient medium for diffusing the theoretical production of

the avant-garde artists and architects.

The avant-garde periodicals that appeared during the second half of the

19th century have contributed to the legitimization of architectural theory as

an activity field of the profession other than practice. The periodicals had

become the primary sources for the theoretical productions of the artists and

designers. Providing national and international distribution of avant-garde

works, the journals contributed to the unification of cultures, and

international movements began to appear. (Batur 1995, pp.91-92)

The first known publications of the architectural avant-garde that

contributed to the development of the international movement were the anti

classicist The Germ, published during the late 1850s and the rational

structuralist L 'Emulation, published in Belgium in 1872. However, it is

possible to state that the first genuine example of the avant-garde journals was

The StudiO, which was founded in 1893 in England. The periodical that was

published monthly, illustrated examples of applied art, architecture and

industrial design from Berlin, Vienna and Brussels. The Studio was influenced
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by the ideas of the Glasgow School of Architecture and Charles Rennie

Mackintosh, and contributed to the diffusion of this new manner in the

continental Europe. The journal made use of photographs as well as

illustrations, but did not refrain from provoking a lively controversy on "The

Camera - Friend or Foe?". (Casson 1968, p.261)

Publications similar to The Studio also existed in the continental Europe.

Pan, which was published in Germany in 1895 was another publication of the

avant-garde. The contents of Pan focused more on art and design, with issues

closely related with Art Nouveau. Especially In its first years, the

interdisciplinary attitude of Pan could be observed from its contents that

included poetry by Verlaine, decoration by Eckmann and designs by Crane and

Voysey. The variety of the subjects in Pan should be seen as a contribution to

the interdisciplinary nature of modern architecture.

Figure 2.1 Decoration of two pages from Pan (1895)

Some of the other journals of the early avant-garde that are worth

mentioning are Art et Decoration, I 'Art Decoratif and Revue des Arts

Decoratifs published in France in 1897; Deutsche Kunst und Dekoration and

Dekorative Kunst published In Germany In 1897 and Kunst und

Kunsthandwerk and Ver Sacrum published in Austria in 1898. Pevsner



evaluates the sudden appearance of so many magaZInes as the "vigorous

revival of the continent". (Pevsner 1936, pp.107-108) It should be remarked

that the periodicals published in different countries focused on common issues

of the architectural and design agenda of the late 19th century. Consequently,

it is possible to state that the theoretical and interdisciplinary production in

the avant-garde publications contributed to the birth of the international

movements.

It was in the 1920s that a new generation of avant-garde periodicals

started their publication. Like the previous avant-garde journals of the late

19th century, these interdisciplinary journals of art, design and architecture

were the major mediums for the diffusion of internationalist modern

discourse. For instance, the journal De Stijf, published between the years 1917

and 1928, was the main element of continuity in De Stijl (The Style), the

internationally influential avant-garde movement. The periodical was edited

by Theo van Doesburg who was one of the major figures in the movement.
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Figure 2.2 Typical cover design of De Stijl
(January 1921)

Figure 2.3 Tenth Anniversary
of De Stijl with the portrait of
Theo van Doesburg (1927)

Similar to the early avant-garde approaches and the interdisciplinary

program of Bauhaus, De Stijl movement was influential in painting, sculpture,

applied art, architecture and design. Serving to promote the movement, De

Stijl journal acted as the major medium for producing and validating stylistic

and ideological links between artists and architects. (Overy 1991, p.7)
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Almost all of the articles in De Stijl were in Dutch, which was not

known or used in other countries. In spite of this inconvenience, and its

readership that never exceeded 300; De Stijl succeeded to earn international

recognition all over Europe. Theo van Doesburg corresponded with other

avant-garde journals of the period in order to establish international contacts.

Books and magazines were exchanged with the avant-garde artists in other

countries, and the names of the publications received were published in the

last pages of each issue. As foreign artists started to actively contribute to De

Stijl, the contents became multi-lingual with articles in English and German.

Providing the diffusion and circulation of key works of the period, De Stijl

intended to link formal properties to theoretical ideas promoted through the

journal. (Overy 1991, p.7)

Illustrations published in De Stijl were not only used to display the

stylistic unity within the movement, but also intended to validate the works

produced. The journal provided a forum where contributors regularly wrote

about and criticized each other's work. Theo van Doesburg constantly

remarked that the modernist artist was expected to be a critic and a theorist as

well. According to van Doesburg, the artist had to write about a work of art or

architecture in order to make it more understandable for the public. This

approach symbolized the development of the tradition of criticism. With the

contributions of De Stijl and other avant-garde journals of the period, the

work of the critic became comparable to the work of art.

The 1920s were a productive period in terms of the evolution and the

development of the modern discourse. Architectural journals of the avant

garde movements were the major mediums contributing to the intellectual

production of the period and determining the architectural agenda.

Architectural practice of the 1920s and 1930s was heavily influenced by the

internationalist discourse promoted in these journals.
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Intellectual productivity and the modernist architectural practice that

was accelerated during the 1920s and 1930s was interrupted by the political

and economical crisis, rise of nationalist movements in Europe and the World

War II. Architectural agenda became oriented to intense reconstruction

activity after the war. Stripped off from its social program, modern

architecture was reduced to a formal style in the 1950s. (Nesbitt 1996, p.22)

The professional crisis of modern architecture led to the intensification

of studies on architectural theory. This theoretical institutionalization of

architecture that commenced in the 1960s, became the major source of

criticizing the international style that was reduced to formal concerns. The

late 1960s are significant with the foundation of two independent institutions

similar to the Architectural Association in London that was founded in 1847.

The Venice Institute and The Institute for Architecture and Urban Studies

founded in New York became the foci of architectural debates and new

publications that provided the diffusion of their theoretical production.

Venice Institute in Italy was founded as the Institute of Architectural

History at the University of Venice by Manfredo Tafuri in 1968. The group of

Italian theoreticians and architects collectively known as the "School of

Venice" included Rossi and Gregotti as the major figures. The members of the

"School of Venice" believed in the necessity of simultaneous involvement in

different aspects of the architectural profession including teaching at the

Institute of Architecture at the University of Venice and editing periodical

publications and bulletins. Gregotti, one of the former editors of Casabella

said:

"For an architect to edit a magazine, like teaching, or participating in

public debates, is a way of cultivating theoretical reflection, not as a

separate activity but as an indispensable part of design craft. Indeed,

theory and history have been and still are, two important constituents of

design, at least for my generation." (Nesbitt 1996, p.23)
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The other influential think tank of the late 1960s was the Institute for

Architecture and Urban Studies in New York, which was established in 1967

by a board of architects led by Peter Eisenman, as an alternative to the

existing state-run architectural education system. Aiming to insert theory and

criticism of ideology into the architectural discussions, IAUS edited the

newsletter called Skyline and the journals called October and Oppositions.

Oppositions that was initiated by Eisenman, Frampton and

Gandelsonas, aimed to introduce the European theoretical approach to

America by "opening a dialogue between critics and architects on both sides

of the Atlantic". (Ockman 1988, p.197) The journal reserved a section for the

criticism of architectural products, where the major requirement was to place

the building into a historical context, evaluate the building with an analytical

and critical eye rather than a descriptive one and develop a point of view

different from the architect's. The journal that reflected an elitist viewpoint in

architecture was criticized by Portoghesi for focusing on the works of a joyful

minority. (Erez 1990, p.91)

With its critical approach towards architecture, Oppositions questioned

liberal tradition of eclectic publishing and determined its position as different

from the other architectural journals of the period:

"The entry of Oppositions on the American scene of architectural

reviews must be seen as an attempt to 'oppose' another conception of

architectural publishing and in this way to question the contemporary

situation; this situation may be defined schematically by the two

opposite types of review that share the market: the 'established'

architectural reVIew (i.e., Progressive Architecture), and the

noncommercial review, which appears irregularly from the architecture

schools (i.e., Perspecta) .... The first concerns itself with defining and

marketing the latest current trends in built work, the second with the
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passlve diffusion of texts and projects according to such criteria as

'quality' and 'distinctiveness'." (Ockman 1988, p.194)

The editors emphasized that Oppositions was positioned closer to the

"little magazines" of the twenties and thirties, including De Stijl and L 'Esprit

Nouveau.

As the number and variety of architectural journals considerably

increased during the 1970s and 1980s, the distinction between commercial,

theoretical and academic journals became more evident. Nesbitt evaluates the

increase in the number of architectural journals as the blossoming of

theoretical literature as a response to the professional crisis. (Nesbitt 1996,

pp.22-23)

Among the architectural periodicals directly involved in the conceptual

discussions of the architectural agenda, the three Italian journals that are still

in print; Casabella (1928), Domus (1928) and Lotus (1963); have constituted

an important part of the theoretical production in Europe. Japanese journal

called Architecture and Urbanism (A + U) that was founded in 1971, focuses

equally on architectural design and critical texts, with an extensive use of

photographs and graphics. A + U has succeeded to earn international

recognition by the translations in English. Another of the most significant

commercial theoretical journals is the Architectural Design published in

London.The journal publishes thematic profiles and provocative presentations

of current architectural debates. Published by the Academy Editions that has

the most effective theoreticians of the late century as its contributors, AD has

become capable of determining the theoretical debates of the architectural

agendaespecially during the last decade.

Other than the independent commercial journals, the 1970s and 1980s

have been significant with the initiation of numerous university-based

publications; most of which were modeled on Perspecta, The Yale
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Architectural Journal that had started in 1952. VIA of University of

Pennsylvania, and the Architectural Association Quarterly published in 1968,

Modulus of University of Virginia and Precis of Columbia University

published in 1979, Harvard Architecture Review published in 1980, The

Princeton Journal of Architecture that appeared in 1983 and The Pratt

Journal of Architecture that appeared in 1985 are some of the most influential

academic journals that have contributed to the evolution of the architectural

discourse during the second half of 20th century.

Kate Nesbitt remarks that the extensive academic publishing in this

period reflects "the lack of work at the drawing board" due to the slowdown

in building activity caused by the oil embargo and energy crisis in 1973 and

the recessions in the construction industry in the 1980s and 1990s. According

to Nesbitt, writing theory and designing theoretical projects often sustain

architects' interest during slow periods in the profession. Consequently,

theory and criticism have dominated the debates in the architectural agenda of

the late 20th century. (Nesbitt 1996, pp.22-23)

Helene Lipstadt remarks that conventional analyses of architectural

periodicals view them as mirrors of contemporary production, reflecting a

reality external to themselves. Lipstadt argues that the architectural journal

should be seen as an independent production place. (Colomina 1988, p.20)

With its presence as an independent medium of production, the architectural

journal holds the power of determining, creating and inventing the

architectural present.

2.2.2. ARCHITECTURAL PERIODICALS AS A MEDIUM OF

PRESENTATION FOR THE ARCHITECTURAL PRODUCT

The transformation that has taken place in the presentation of the

architectural product has been another consequence of the diffusion of

architectural knowledge through periodical publications. The architectural
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language of drawings, that had been used to present the architectural product to

the non-professional group of users and clients started to reach a wider audience

of professionals by being published in the architectural periodicals.

Architectural presentations based on drawings and illustrations were previously

seen as an ordinary service of the architect for his clients. However, as the

conventional presentations started to reach the professional audience through

their reproductions in periodicals, they started to be evaluated in a critical

medium. Consequently, the ordinary presentations of architects started to be

treated as works of art.

A significant example of this situation has been one of the first

architectural periodicals, Revue Generale de I 'Architecture that was first

published in France in 1829. During its 61 years of publication, the approach of

thejournal was mostly dependent on the approach of Cesar Daly, who edited the

journal continuously for 48 years. The initial tendency of the journal towards

medieval architecture was later replaced by a classicist approach. With the rise

of the internationalist discourse towards the end of the century, Revue Generale

de I 'Architecture abandoned its historical approaches and became confined to

the modern period. (Lipstadt 1988, p.43)

It is possible to evaluate Revue Generale de I 'Architecture as a fully

illustrated architectural magazine. However, the intense use of images and

illustrations did not lead to a loss of aura for the architectural product. The
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conventional illustrations of the architectural product were evaluated as works

of art, and its creator was recognized as an artist. Lipstadt remarks that the

images, drawings and illustrations published in Revue Generale de

I 'Architecture earned it national prominence and international recognition;

and determined the standards for the technics and quality of architectural

drawings in France. Revue Generale de I 'Architecture, that made use of the

wood and stone engraving technics in illustrations, was prepared as a total

work of design with its titles, cover page and page setup.

The significance of the images and illustrations in Revue Generale de

I 'Architecture lies in the anti -reductionist approach of the journal towards the

architectural object. Victor Hugo's view "This will kill That"l was reversed in

the case of Revue Generale de I 'Architecture, which ennobled and

immortalized the built product that it published.
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Figure 2.5 The example of a page setup where the project is presented
with details and measured drawings (1862)

I "Ceci tuera cela", which means "This will kill That", is Victor Hugo's most important architectural
statement"Ceci" refers to the printing-press and "ce1a" to its victim, architecture. According to Levine, the
sentencesealed architecture's fate. For more information on Hugo's theory, see Neil Levine's article "The
book and the building: Hugo's theory of architecture and Labrouste's Bibliotheque Ste-Genevieve"
published in "The Beaux-Arts and the Nineteenth Century French Architecture" edited by Robin
Middleton.
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Among the illustrations and plates published in Revue Generale de

['Architecture; measured drawings predominated the pictorial and perspective

illustrations, indicating that the magazine was intended for architect readers.

The images that were published consisted of analytical illustrations, details

and releves that served to present the product through the architectural

language of drawing.

The publication of Revue Generale de 1 'Architecture came to an end in

1890, as the mechanical reproduction -or photography- replaced technics of

wood and steel engravings. As Jean-Lois Pascal, the editor of the journal

Architecte evaluated Revue Generale de 1'Architecture in 1906; he drew

attention to the fact that architects were primarily the readers of illustrations

and images. Pascal also remarked that the 19th century architects were devoted

moreto measured drawings and technical representations rather than pictorial

Views.

'If)

Figure 2.6 Example of an illustrated detail of a column capital
published in the journal (1862)

According to Pascal, the analytical drawings III Revue Generale de

['Architecture offered the architect-readers a reproduction of the building

visibleonly in drawings. It should be remarked that these comments of Pascal

belongedto a period when these elaborately prepared technical and analytical

illustrations2 were replaced by the technic of photography, which was favored

2 The reproductions used in Revue Generale de I 'Architecture were prepared with the permission and
cooperationof the architect. The publication of each work cost up to 1500 francs each and could take up
to sevenand a half years to produce. (Lipstadt 1988, p.29)
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by the numerous weekly architectural periodicals of the early 1900s, As the

analytical drawings in Revue Generale de I 'Architecture provided access to

architectural information that was not visible to the naked eye, perspective

views and later photography, limited the perception of the architectural object

to a pre-selected view.

;J!

Figure 2.7 First use of photography in an architectural magazine
in Revue Generale de l'Architecture (1856)

Another important point that should not be disregarded In the

distribution of the architectural presentations is that an act of interpretation is

present in all the different modes of representation. Architectural

representation, that can become analytical with the interpretive approach of

Revue Generale de I 'Architecture; has the potentiality of becoming reductive

andtransformative as a result of other interpretations.

2.2.3. ARCHITECTURAL PERIODICALS AS A MEDIUM OF

REPRODUCTION OF THE ARCHITECTURAL PRODUCT

The first appearance of the architectural product on the pages of

periodicals had been through technical, analytical and measured drawings

aimedat a professional audience. With the introduction of photography in the

field of architecture, the architectural product was not only represented, but

alsoreproduced in another medium.
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Camera and photography had lead to controversies and discussions in

all fields of visual arts as well. In his comments about the transformation of

the artwork caused by mechanical reproduction, Walter Benjamin questions

the authenticity of the work of art:

"For the first time In world history, mechanical reproduction

emancipates the work of art from its parasitical dependence on ritual.

To an ever greater degree the work of art reproduced becomes the work

of art designed for reproducibility. From a photographic negative, for

example, one can make any number of prints; to ask for the authentic

print makes no sense." (Colomina 1988, p.8)

However, the conditions beyond the reproduction process of the

architectural product are different from the other fields of arts. Architectural

periodicals that are the most important sources of communication for the

discipline, have also become the major medium for architectural reproduction.

Before the advent of photography, and earlier lithography, the audience of

architecture was the user. (Colomina 1988, pp.9-10) The only means of

perceiving the architectural product was experiencing it. The reproduction of

the work of architecture through photography limited this experience to a

constant predetermined viewpoint. The transformation in the relationship

between the audience and the product led to a controversy on the concept of

"reproduction", that has also transformed the traditional architectural design

processand the architectural product.

The initial OpposItIOns to the photographic reproduction of the

architectural product date back to the early 20th century. The discussion was

provoked primarily by Adolf Loos, who has been recognized as one of the

mostradical architects of the century. Loos, who believed in the necessity of a

radical aesthetic purification; strictly opposed the movements of Art-Nouveau

and Deutscher Werkbund, whose works were being presented to the public

throughperiodicals. (Conrads 1970, p.8)
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Figure 2.8 Cover of Das Andere, showing the variety of subjects
that focused on the modern culture rather than the representation of architecture

The opposition of Loos was soon directed to these periodical

publications, that he accused of consuming architecture by reproduction. It

was in 1903 when Loos started to publish Das Andere as a critical approach

to the periodicals of the period. Das Andere (The Other) was subtitled "A

Periodical for the introduction of Western Culture to Austria". In many

ways, Das Andere fit more to the literary category of "feuilletons", small

booklets that were very common in the Vienna of that period. (Gravagnuolo

1982,p.60) The subjects that Das Andere dealt with were as far as they could

be from the traditional scope of the discipline of architecture. As a part of

his critical approach towards the reproduction of architecture by periodical

publications, Loos did not use the pages of Das Andere to represent his own

or others' architecture. The journal presented articles about the Western

culture of living, especially about Loos' s mythical trip to America. Opposing

the artistic avant-garde of the period that saw in publishing another context

of production, Loos believed that the cultural dissemination of architecture

through periodicals in turn effected the design of architecture. His critique
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was directed to the confusion of architecture with its reproduced Image.

(Colomina 1988, p.15)

Similarly; Pierre - Alain Croset, the former editor of Casabella draws

attention to the problem of publishing architecture, remarking that any

publication is a reductive and selective act since the building can be fully

understood only by experience. However, the presentations in architectural

journals are often limited with a few reproducible images. The perception of

buildings presented in architectural periodicals has become more dependent

on visual stimuli. Consequently, photogenic quality, that is often independent

of the real spatial experience of the building, has become the major criteria in

the selection of the buildings to be published. Any reference to the spatial

experience is often being ignored in the architectural periodicals. It should be

remembered that a majority of the internationally recognized buildings of the

20th century are known worldwide with the same images. This effect of

publishing the building has led to a transformation in the characteristics of

contemporary architectural production. Due to the pressure of the demand for

newimages of consumption, the contemporary architects focus more on visual

qualities of the object at the expense of other qualities essential to good

architecture. According to Croset, the architectural periodical is responsible

of primarily criticizing the images it publishes and introducing them not as

autonomous objects to be consumed but as "fragmented representations of a

complexreality on which to reflect".(Croset 1988, p.204)

Loos had repeatedly attacked similar manipulations of the architectural

periodicals, often remarking that his greatest pride was that the interiors he

designed were totally ineffective in photographs. Believing that photography

was totally incapable of interpreting architecture, Loos drew attention to an

alternative medium of architectural reproduction as he said "Good

architecture can be described but not drawn. Good architecture can be written.

Onecan write the Parthenon." (Colomina 1994, p.43)
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Considering that architectural periodicals constitute the major medium

for theoretical production, the written presentation or the criticism of the

architectural product should also be evaluated as a medium of reproduction

offered by architectural periodicals. Croset remarks that the architectural

photograph cannot reproduce the temporal experience of a building. However,

the architectural magazine is capable of evoking this dimension by using

narration as a critical tool. According to Croset, the sensual experience of the

architectural object in its original place and time, which is inevitably

eliminated in the printed media; can be restored by "being embedded in the

life of the critic who was there and touched it." (Croset 1988, p.204)

The conventional studies on architectural periodicals tend to see the

periodical merely as a medium reflecting the contemporary architectural

production. Ugur Tanyeli remarks that the architectural periodicals do not

only present and reflect a reality external to themselves, but also reproduce

the architectural knowledge by transforming it during the process of

communication. (Tanyeli 1998, p.44) Similar to Tanyeli, Atilla Yiicel draws

attention to the two major functions of the architectural press that are

archiving and transmitting the architectural present. Yiicel argues that the

architectural media supports the reductive formalist tendencies in architecture

by focusing on the visual reproductions of the architectural object. (Yiicel

1995, p.95-96)

In this sense, as periodical publications reflect and keep the record of

the architectural present, they inevitably interpret the architectural object that

theyrepresent. As a result of this interpretive communication, the position of

the architectural object transforms. This transformation leads to another

discussion related to the architectural media -the discussion on the

representability of contemporary architectural thought through images. Abdi

GOzerdraws attention to the fact that the contemporary architectural object

doesnot have a chance of being reflected in the architectural agenda unless it

is represented by its images. According to Giizer, images are abstractions that
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conceal the bond between the architectural product and the ideas beyond it.

The architectural concepts and ideas that are represented as neither the

building nor its image, never succeed to become an issue of discussion in the

architectural agenda.

Reyner Banham has noted that the modern movement was the first

movement in the history of art, based exclusively on "photographic evidence"

rather than on personal experience, drawings or conventional books.

(Colomina 1994, p.14)

It is true that the international diffusion of the architectural works is

being provided primarily by the printed media. This situation has led to a

transformation in the site of architectural production, which has moved from

the construction site to the relatively immaterial sites such as architectural

periodicals. However, it may be argued that the site created by the periodicals

that may seem ephemeral at first sight, actually provides a more permanent

space for the architectural product by recording it in architectural history.

Consequently, architectural periodicals that transmit, reflect, evaluate and

transform the architectural present, are essential components of the

architectural process of the 19th and 20th centuries.
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CHAPTER 3

TURKISH ARCHITECTURAL PERIODICALS DURING THE

REPUBLICAN PERIOD

(1923 - 1980)

Besides reflecting the architectural production of their period,

architectural periodicals have become an important component of the

architectural agenda as a medium contributing to this production. Within this

framework, the interrelations between the architectural agenda of the

Republican Turkey and architectural periodicals can be evaluated with a

simultaneous reading of the two distinct fields. In the following part of this

study, the process of evolution from the first Turkish architectural journal

published within the dynamics of the early republican period to the period of

plurality during the late 20th century, will be discussed and evaluated using

these interrelations.

3.1. THE EARLY REPUBLICAN PERIOD AND THE MODERNIZATION

PROJECT

The 1920s is an important period in the history of Turkey that is

significant with the efforts of realizing a widespread modernization project in

spite of the problems that the new Republic had to face during its early years.

These efforts can be interpreted as the transformation from a traditional

society to a modern society within the existing orders. The projects of

modernization that could have been seen in the West after the 1th century

Enlightenment could only be observed in Turkey after mid-19th century.

During this period, the country was incapable of shaping its future especially

in the field of designing its cities and towns. The West that was taken as a

model in modernization could only be followed with a delay of two hundred

years. During the 19th century, the Ottoman Empire in the process of
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modernization used to determine its objectives according to the current

condition of the West. The scenarios of future based on the imitation of the

West that were imported during the last decades of the Ottoman Empire were

abandoned in the years following the foundation of the Turkish Republic.

With the radical application of the modernization project in Turkey, the

models based on Western utopias were replaced by those based on the

internationalist discourse.

The realization of the modernized life foresighted for the Turkish

people accelerated towards the end of 1920s. With the foundation of the

Republic, the scenarios defined by Ugur Tanyeli as "borrowed future"

(Tanyeli 1998, p.103), were abandoned. Researches and studies were held to

redefine many concepts that the country had difficulty in assimilating. City

planning was one of these concepts that was redefined within the framework

of the modernization project. Different from the 19th century Ottoman

Westernization that discussed the discipline of planning for the sake of being

"Western"; designing cities was introduced as a universal and scientific

obligation in the modernization project of the Republic. This trans-cultural

definition for city planning provided the public acceptance necessary for re

designingthe cities and towns.

During the several years following the foundation of the Republic, an

intense activity of construction started in almost all regions of the country.

The initialization of the planning project for the fire areas of central Izmir in

1924, the planning project for Ankara by M. Nausser, the realization of

"Ataturk Orman <;iftligi" as a designed urban area in Ankara in 1925, the

arrival of the Italian sculptor Pietro Canonika to design the monuments and

statues of Atatiirk for the Republican cities, the arrival of foreign architects

such as Clemens Holzmeister and Ernst Egli for education and professional

practice in Ankara in 1927 and the international competition announced in

1928 for the planning of Ankara as the new capital were some of the major

developments in the field of planning and construction.
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The reflections of these developments could also be observed in the

cultural life and arts. The publication of several periodicals in the fields of arts

and culture started during the second half of the decade. Fikirler, the magazine

of arts and culture that started in 1927; Yedi Me§ale, the magazine of poetry

that started in 1928; Turk Tiyatrosu, the magazine of theatre that started in 1930

andFoto Sureyya, the magazine of photography that started in 1931 are the first

periodical publications of the republican period. Intellectuals with common

professions and fields of interest gathered around these periodicals in order to

present their products to the society and form collective resources of

professional, intellectual and cognitive activity in the country. The use of

specialized periodicals as a medium of professional organization soon led to a

similar development in the field of architecture.
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Figure 3.1 Cover page of the first issue of Mimar in 1931

The publication of the first architectural periodical of the Turkish

Republic, Mimar, was initiated in 1931 by Zeki Sayar, Abidin Morta~,

Abdullah Ziya Kozanoglu, Samih Akkaynak and Sedad Hakkl EIdem. (Sayar

1994,p.44) Following the campaign in 1935 against the use of words rooted in

Arabic; the name of the magazine was changed as Arkitekt. In its early years,
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the periodical used the sub-title "The Monthly Magazine of the Art of

Construction, City Planning and Decorative Arts".
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Figure 3.2 Cover pages of Mimar in 1934 and Arkitekt in 1935,
after the name of the journal has been changed

Though limited, written sources for architecture and construction had

existed in the pre-Republican period in Turkey. Of the two known types of

sources, the first one was the technical handbooks of construction for the use

of soldiers and civil engineers. The other was the less functional articles

prepared for architects. One of the missions of these publications was to

provide the assimilation of written knowledge by the public. Following the

foundation of the republic, the continuous publication of the handbooks

stopped towards the end of the 1920s. The publication of the second type that

was more theoretical in content continued consistently until the 1950s. These

written products contributed to the formation of the tradition of transferring

the intellectual and architectural praxis into publications and books. (Tanyeli

1998, p.41)

According to Siiha Ozkan; Arkitekt, which has been published for fifty

years, is one of the two continuous events of Turkish Architecture; together

with the Tekeli - Sisa architectural office that has been going on for more

than four decades. (Ozkan 1994, p.72) It may be difficult to understand the

necessity of an architectural periodical since there were approximately two

hundred architects in the whole country in 1931. The establishment of a

medium for professional communication and organization was announced as
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one of the mam objectives of the magazme. When evaluated within the

Kemalist discourse of the 1930s that supported democratic and non

governmental organizations, it becomes possible to understand why such a

small group of architects felt the necessity of gathering around a professional

periodical.

A short time after the foundation of the Turkish Republic, some

changes had taken place in the "Sanayi-i Nefise Mektebi", that was the only

school of architecture in the country during that period. The name of the

school was changed as "The Academy of Fine Arts" (Guzel Sanatlar

Akademisi). During the early 1930s, the young generation of architects was

commissioned in various cities as a part of the policy that aimed to spread the

architecture and construction services all around the country. This physical

separation necessitated the existence of a medium of solidarity and

communication. One of the reasons beyond the publication of Mirnar was to

create this medium. (Alsa9 1979, p.86)

In an introductory essay in the first issue of the magazine, written in an

enthusiastic manner~ O. F. Galip invited all colleagues to gather around

Mirnar, which he defined as a property of all Turkish architects and Turkish

architecture. He remarked that as the center of this gathering, the magazine

would "shine" as a focus of the outbreak of the feelings for arts and

architecture. (Galip 1931, p.20)

For the architects of the early republican period, Mirnar was not only

an agent of communication but also a medium of professional unification to

discuss and react against the common problems. One of the main issues of

discussion among the Turkish architects was the professional and educational

activity of the foreign architects including Egli and Holzmeister, who were

officially invited by the state. The arrival of the foreign architects that started

in 1927 is an important event whose effects and results cannot be neglected.

During the 1930s, Arkitekt had become the major medium for the promotion
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of the oppositions against the intense practice of foreign architects in Turkey.

In the first issue of Mirnar in 1931, Abdullah Ziya had remarked that a foreign

architect who was unfamiliar to the social tendencies of Turkish people would

certainly be incapable of designing a Turkish house. In the 5th issue of the

year 1933, Abidin Morta~ had questioned the competence of the

commissioned foreign architects as he said:

"It took us years to understand that like all people, they had limited

abilities and talents and were not geniuses that could not be attained by

working." (Turner 1994, p.1 02)

When the Turkish Association of Architects was founded in 1927 as the

initial act of unification; there were 60-70 architects in istanbul, 30-40

architects in Ankara, three architects in Izmir with a total of 150 architects in

the country. (Sayar 1994, p.49) These numbers may give an idea about the

range of the profession on the year that the foreign architects started to arrive

in Turkey. During the period of intense planning and construction that lasted

for more than thirty years, projects of foreign architects were preferred in the

designof many official buildings and cities. Although this situation was due

to the lack of experienced Turkish professionals in the field, it naturally led to

a disturbance among the Turkish architects and gave rise to the need for

professional unification and acts of solidarity. However, the main reason for

the invitation of foreign architects was the strong wish to adopt the Western

architecture that was based on the modernist tendency. The professional

activity of architects educated within the Western tradition was found

necessary for the achievement of the built environment aimed by the

modernization project. It was in the 1930s that many European academicians

andprofessionals had to leave their countries because of the pressure exerted

by the Nazi government and the approaching war. Majority of the foreign

architects that came to Turkey were the modernist academicians that left

Germanyduring the Nazi period. However, it is true that as they carried on
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their practice in Turkey, some of these architects abandoned their modernist

tendency for the sake of orientalist approaches.

Another objective of Arkitekt was to provide the communication of the

worksof modern Turkish and Western architects to a wider audience. Arkitekt

aimed to follow the modernist developments of the West that had previously

been neglected and present these developments in the professional circle. It is

possible to say that the projects and translations published in the magazine

were considered as a medium to realize the national mission of contributing

the modernization project.

Arkitekt also served as a medium of education for the young generation

of Turkish architects a majority of whom had been educated in the Ottoman

tradition. The diffusion of modern architecture among Turkish architects had

been realized by Arkitekt. However, it should be remarked that this diffusion

wasprimarily based on the formal qualities of modern architecture, where the

social programs offered by the avant-garde in Europe and Russia were

considered secondary . An interview made with Beh~et Unsal demonstrates

how much the initial acquaintance of modernism was dependent on visual

stimuli:

"...Books on 'Modern Architecture' did not exist then. However,

friends from our senior class; Zeki (Sayar), Abidin (Morta~), Ziya

(Kozanoglu) had started to publish an architectural periodical that was

called Mimar, and later Arkitekt .... In Mimar, they presented us the

new architecture of the period; the corner window, construction on

'pilotis', Le Corbusier, long windows and the flat roofs that we called

'toit terrace' .... Although we had been educated in the Ottoman style,

we became devoted modernists by looking at the European periodicals."

(Onsal 1991, p.126)
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During the first years of the Republic, French was the mam foreign

language that was widely accepted. Consequently, the reflections of this

situation could be observed, especially in art education. During this period,

['Architecture d'Aujourd'hui was the most common foreign publication in the

country. During the 1930s, especially after 1933, German became the more

effectiveforeign language. German architectural periodicals such as Baumeister

and Moderne Bauformen were commonly used in the architectural circles.

(UnsaI1991, p.130)

Ugur Tanyeli remarks that the choice of foreign periodicals that entered

the country was a result of the auto-censor process, as he draws attention to the

factthat none of the avant-garde periodicals could reach the Turkish Architects.

Accordingto Tanyeli, among the few foreign publications that came to Turkey,

['Architecture d'Aujourd'hui and Moderne Bauformen were examples of the

moderate and conformist publications of their period. For instance; as its

publicationpolicy, Moderne Bauformen consistently refrained from publishing

the most significant and remarkable architectural products of the period.

(Tanyeli 1998, p.42) With its international contacts, Arkitekt was almost the

only medium reflecting the architectural and intellectual production of the

1930sin Turkey.
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Figure3.3 An example of the address list of the Turkish architects that has been regularly
published in the early issues of Mimar. (February 1931)
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Starting from its earliest issues, Arkitekt reserved one of its last pages

for publishing the names and addresses of Turkish architects. This approach

that aimed to introduce Turkish architects and provide a medium for

professional organization could also be observed in the characteristics of the

advertisements published in the journal. Different from the understanding of

advertising in the late 20th century, the advertisements in Arkitekt promoted

an unindustrialised craftsmanship that informed the architects about technical

support for building construction and construction materials.
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Figure 3.4 Examples of advertisements from the first issue that represent the
craftsmanship of the period (January 1931)

Arkitekt, that had started its publication during a period of professional

organizationand social solidarity, has tried to preserve its objective attitude

throughout its publication period, taking care to refrain from the sort of

criticism that could have caused disagreements among the few Turkish

architects.In the first issue of Arkitekt that was published as Mirnar in 1931,

the essay on "The House of Bekir Bey (Bekir Bey'in Evi),,3 is a significant

examplefor the critical approach of the magazine. As the anonymous author

introducesthe architect Slrn Arif Bey, he defines the ideal profile of the

J Thehouseof Bekir Bey designed by the architect 81m Arif Bey is one of the first known examples of
ModemArchitecture in Turkey. (Batur 1998, p.223) ._---_.-
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young Turkish architect. The more economical and feasible nature of the new

architecture is emphasized in an encouraging manner. (Mimar 1931, pp.5-9)

The delicate and polite language that is used in criticism has been a

characteristic of Arkitekt during the fifty years of publication.

As Zeki Sayar explains why Arkitekt refrained from a severe critical

manner, he draws attention to the fact that a majority of the Turkish architects

were young. Considering that criticizing an architect could be discouraging,

Arkitekt preferred not to criticize the products of the younger generation of

Turkish architects. However, Sayar declares that Arkitekt did not refrain from

a criticizing foreign architects as well as the ignorance and indifference of the

state towards the issues of architecture. (Sayar 1985, p.26)

It should be mentioned that Zeki Sayar's understanding of the concept

of criticism that implies a negative meaning is basically different from the

concept of "architectural criticism" that is considered a theoretical discipline

in the contemporary architectural discourse. Due to the qualitatively and

quantitatively inadequate studies in the field, the tradition of architectural

criticism in Turkey has not developed enough to bring up a discourse.

Understanding architectural criticism as a negative, destructive and

derogatory act is one of the factors that prevent the theoretical development

of the architectural discourse in Turkey.

The founders of Arkitekt were among the first graduates of the Fine

ArtsAcademy after the modernist reforms applied by Ernst Egli. (Nalbantoglu

1992,p.19) Consequently, the magazine tended to focus on functionalist and

modernist projects. During the fifty-year publication period of Arkitekt, this

publication policy did not go through a considerable change. This is also due

to the fact that Zeki Sayar took over the publication of Arkitekt by himself and

publishedthe magazine alone after the year 1942.
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Arkitekt succeeded to preserve its consistent modernist ideology and

did not contribute to the propagation of the nationalist movements and

tendencies in architecture and politics that began to rise during the second

half of the 1930s. During this period, it is not possible to observe any positive

and encouraging essays on national tendencies except Sedad Hakkl Eidem's

"Seminars on National Architecture,,4.

1938
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Figure 3.5 Cover page of Arkitekt (1938) Figure 3.6 Cover page of Arkitekt (1980)
Drawings have been used together with
the photograph of the building

During the early republican period when the principles and examples of

modern architecture were not included in the academic programs, Arkitekt

took over an educative role by publishing modernist projects and translating

essays on the latest tendencies in international architecture. Foreign projects

from the international architectural agenda took only a few pages in a normal

issue of the magazine. The remaining pages of each issue concentrated equally

on articles and architectural projects of Turkish architects. By focusing

4 Theseminarson National Architecture that began in the Fine Arts Academy (DGSA) in 1934 are studies
thatconstituted a theoretical basis for National Architectural Movement. The seminars that focused on the

traditionalresidential architecture were carried on mainly by Sedad HakkI EIdem. The necessity of an
architecturaltrend of national character created by the local workforce was emphasized as the main theme
oftheseminars.(Batur 1998, p.230)
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primarily on the practice of Turkish architects, Arkitekt contributed to the

establishment of the modern architectural movement in Turkey and fulfilled

its mission as a part of the modernization project.

The architectural developments that took place in Europe and the

U.S.A. were regularly published in Arkitekt as international news. Afife Batur

draws attention to the informative attitude of the magazine. According to

Batur; Arkitekt, that published the developments in ClAM and manifestos

regularly in the issue of the following month, had become the representative

of AA (Architectural Association) in Turkey. (Batur 1985, p.35)

3.2. THE RISE OF NATIONALIST TENDENCIES

Simultaneous with the increasing contribution to the discussions on

architectural theory during the late 1930s, the tendency towards a

symmetrical and monumental architectural style started to become more

observable in Turkish architecture. In Italy and especially in Germany, the

international style and modernism were abandoned due to the objectives of the

nationalist regimes. The reflections of this international tendency towards

nationalism could readily be observed in Turkey. The classicist approaches of

the officially invited architects from Germany and Austria5 had a considerable

influence in the rise of nationalism in Turkey.

Sedad Hakkl EIdem's design for the Turkish Pavilion in 1937 New York

Expo can be interpreted as a sign of the approaching nationalist movement.

Believingthat architectural styles could not be imported and each country had

an architectural approach of its own (Sozen-Tapan 1973, p.243), Sedad Hakkl

Eidemadapted the traditional four-iwan scheme of Turkish architecture in the

design of the pavilion. Eidem was one of the founders of Arkitekt, which

l Between 1923 and 1940, fourteen foreign architects and planners were officially invited by the state to
carry on the intense construction activity. Nine of these foreign architects were from Germany and one was
fromAustria.This situation is a sign of the strong cultural bonds between the founders of the Republic and
theGermanspeaking European countries. (Nasir 1997, p.73)
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managed to preserve its modernist attitude in spite of the general nationalist

tendencies. However, EIdem's approach to nationalism does not contradict the

modernist attitude of Arkitekt; since he does not reject the modernist essence

but only aims to familiarize modern forms by national references.

Between the years 1938 and 1950, Turkey suffered from the effects of

WorldWar IIthough it did not become an active participant. During the 1930s

and 1940s, the intense construction activity was mainly dependent on

imported building materials. Consequently, World War II caused an

economical crisis in building sector as well as in many other fields of life.

Duethe increase in the prices of imported building materials, a major decline

occurred in construction activity other than the construction of new official

buildings.

During this period, Turkey preferred to remam introverted, with the

rising acts of solidarity and unity as a reaction and resistance to the external

influences caused by the World War. The nationalist architectural tendencies

that had become observable towards the end of the 1930s were supported by

the state in the 1940s due to this atmosphere of national unity. During this

period; the nationalist movements in Europe led by Germany used arts and

architecture as a medium to reflect the ideological power to masses of people.

Thoughthe effects of European nationalism were not reflected similarly in

Turkish architectural practice, it is possible to observe an intense tendency

towardsnationalism, considering architectural discourse and the main theme.

An architectural period named "The Second National Architectural

Movement" began, though it was not influent on the whole architectural

activity.

The Second National Architectural Movement evolved with the

influencesof the nationalist tendencies accelerated by the World War II, as a

reactionto the formal characteristics of Modern Architecture. Modernism was

introducedto the public mainly through visual materials such as the black and
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white photographs published in La Turquie Kemalist and the graphics of ihap

Hulusi demonstrating the national industrial products. Consequently, the

public acceptance for modernism was based primarily on the aesthetic, visual

and formal qualities rather than the theoretical essence. (Bozdogan 1998,

p.123) It is possible to say that the reactions against "cubic architecture"

mainly opposed the modernism that was reduced to formal concerns without

any theoretical background. Supported by the public nationalist tendency,

reactionary architectural approaches that founded themselves upon the

criticism of modernist forms resulted in an eclectic and classicist architectural

attitude.

During the World War, architecture was used as a medium for the

expression of the state ideology, especially in the totalitarian regimes of

National Socialism in Germany and Fascism in Italy. The expressive role of

architecture entered the Turkish architectural agenda with the Exhibition of

Italian Fascist Architecture in Ankara in 1934 and the Exhibition of German

Architecture in 1943. As Sevki Vanh explains the German influence on

Turkey during the war, he remarks that as Turkey suffered from the

economical and social crisis; the German state was publishing a magazine in

Turkish, named "Signal", printed on good quality paper in color. The

magazineaimed to impress the Turkish people with the extraordinary German

guns,planes, tanks, technology as well as the national German architecture. It

wasduring this period that the Exhibition of German Architecture opened in

Ankara. According to Vanh, even the brochure of the exhibition was

impressiveenough to suppress the Turkish architects. (Vanh 1994, p.82)

Almost all of the foreign publications that entered the country during

the early 1940s were those used by Germany as mediums of propaganda. In

the 1950s, cheap and popular American journals and commercial German

books replaced these publications. (Tanyeli 1998, p.44) The architectural

medium in Turkey still had not become capable of developing a critical

approachtowards foreign publications and determining its preferences.
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The publication of Yapz, the second periodical of architecture in Turkey

after Arkitekt, began as a result of the nationalist movements of the 1940s and

supported these tendencies as its publication policy. The magazine first

published in 1941 was founded by Tahir Tug, Behget Unsal, ismet Barut9u,

Necmi Ate~ and Turgut Tokad. (Nalbantoglu 1992, p.20 ) Yapz was introduced

with the motto that meant "Towards the Good, the True and the Beautiful"

(iyiye, dogruya, glizele) and with the subtitle "The Bi- Weekly Magazine of

Architecture, Fine Arts, Idea and Culture". This subtitle was later changed to

excludearchitecture, as "The Magazine of Fine Arts, Idea and Culture".
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Figure 3.7 Examples of the cover pages of Yap' in different periods.
The first issue is dated 1941 whereas the 46_47th issue is dated 1943.

The main article of Yapz was selected particularly from the

fields of architecture and planning. However, essays on various other

disciplines such as art, sculpture, drama, photography and poetry were

included in each issue. Consequently, the aimed reader profile of Yapz

used to comprise a much larger group than that of Arkitekt. Different

from Arkitekt, modern projects were not published in Yapl. The

authors used an emotional and sensitive language that expressed their

nationalist tendencies. The special page entitled "Polemic and



Chronic" that was present in each issue is significant with its contribution to

the discussion and criticism of various issues in architecture.

Different from the Arkitekt of Zeki Sayar, Yapl did not take over

mission of professional reconciliation and organization6. Accusing the

academicians of architecture for being elitist, Yapl strictly opposed

academicians who were involved in professional practice. For the design of

the most important buildings of the Republic, instructors of architecture in

universities had been the first names to be considered. Yapl interpreted this

attitude as an act that provided no opportunities for the young Turkish

architects. The academicians were also criticized for neglecting their

educational mission for the sake of professional practice. (Yapl 1943)

Due to economical problems, the publication of Yapl came to an end in

1943. During its two-year publication period, the magazine aimed to represent

the alternative ideas and approaches in Turkish architecture. With its severe

and opposing style and language, Yapl aimed to evoke the national solidarity

in all fields of arts. In a part of the book review for "History of Architecture"

by Behyet Unsal, ismet Barut9u mentions the objectives and the issues of

struggle of Yapl. With his enthusiastic and emotional language and style;

Barut9uremarks that the publishers of Yapl had no concern for any benefit,

and did not refrain from opposing the indifference of the state towards

architecture and construction, demanding solutions from the state for common

problems of construction activity, questioning the educational systems of

schools of architecture and criticizing the approach of the Ministry of

Education (Milli Egitim Bakanhgl), which they believed was wrong. Barut9u

definesthis approach as a "struggle for the profession". (Barut9u 1950, p.24)

6 Arkitekt did not refrain from using the term "Chamber of Architects" even in its early issues published in
1935,drawing attention to the necessity of a legal professional organization and remarking that the
determinationand inspection of the rights and responsibilities of architects should be carried on by this
organization.(Alsa~ 1979, p.87)
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It is possible to observe numerous "struggles for the profession" in the

periodical publications of the period. One of the most significant issues of

discussion in the periodicals was the International Project Competition for the

Mausoleum of Atatiirk that had become an important subject of the

architectural agenda after the death of Atatiirk in 1938. Even before the

competition was announced, an essay that was published in Arkitekt had

remarked that designing the mausoleum of Atatiirk was the duty of the

Turkish architects and that nobody other than the Turkish architects could be

sensitive enough to design this monument. (Tiimer 1998, p.64) However, the

competition that was announced as open only to foreign architects caused the

Turkish architects to react strictly against this condition. With the influence

of the intense reactions that were published in journals of the period, the

specifications of the competition were revised to allow the participation of

Turkish architects. The competition that was won by Turkish architects is

significant as a symbolic success of the Turkish architects against their

foreigncolleagues.

Figure 3.8 The first issue of Mimarlrk published in 1944 as the

journal of the Association of Turkish Architects
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One year after the end of the publication of Yapl, in 1944, the

publication of a new architectural periodical commenced. Mimarlzk, published

by the Association of Turkish Architects founded in 1927, had the subtitle

"the magazine of the art of construction, city planning and fine arts".

Rememberingthe call of Arkitekt for professional unity and communication in

1931, the periodical published by the association can be seen an attempt to

constitutean efficient source of communication among the colleagues.

In the first issue of Mimarlzk edited by Nizamettin Dogu, the portrait of

ismetinonii was published on the first page with the title "National Chief'. In

this issue, the objectives of the magazine were presented in the editorial

article. (Mimarlzk 1944, p.l) The most important aim of Mimarlzk was

announcedas the development of national Turkish art. The editorial article

referredto the grandeur and splendour of the Turkish architectural heritage.

Parallel to the nationalist discourse of the 1940s, Mimarllk drew attention to

the necessity of defining national art and founding a culture of construction

forTurkey. However, it should not be forgotten that there existed a group of

modernistTurkish architects whose practice was parallel with the principles

of the international style during the 1930s. Consequently, the nationalist

approachof the first legal professional organization of architecture in 1940s

can be evaluated as a contradictory situation open to discussion for this

decade.

However, it should be remarked that a widespread public opposition

and reaction against the modernist projects and buildings of the young

Turkish architects presented in Arkitekt had always existed. Sedad Hakkl

Eidem declared that he was not against the modern life style aimed by the

modernization project, and added that what he opposed was the unfamiliar

formalpackage wrapped upon modern life. The discourse beyond the products

of the architects who carried on a "Nationalist" practice focused on the idea

that the aura needed for the development of Turkish architecture and the

foundationof identity could be found in the architectural heritage of the past.
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As a consistent approach in publication, Arkitekt had also praised the

Turkish architect in an exaggerated manner and drawn attention to the

necessity of successful architectural products within the scope of Turkish

identity. However, Arkitekt had equally focused on the necessity of an

internationalist modern approach to architecture. Consequently, Arkitekt's

discourse should not be confused with the "Nationalist" discourse of the

1940sthat can be identified with the periodicals Yapl and Mimarhk.

Another aim of Mimarhk was to reach a much larger number of readers.

However,different from the periodical Yapl, the readership aimed was limited

to the disciplines within the design and construction industry. The aimed

reader profile of Mimarhk was determined to consist of architects, civil

engineers, intellectuals related with architecture and fine arts, construction

technicians, students of technical schools and municipalities. (Mimarhk 1944,

p.l) Different from Yapl that determined a publication policy oriented more

towards fine arts and literature, Mimarhk aimed to bring together all

disciplines related to design and construction. This approach of Mimarhk is

similar to the interdisciplinary principles of practice in the program of

"Staatliches Bauhaus" prepared in 1919 by Walter Gropius.

The creation of a medium to reflect the common problems of Turkish

architects and the introduction of Turkish construction practice In the

international field were other aims of Mimarllk. When the aims of the

periodical and its manner in the expression of the above ideas are considered,

it is possible to observe that the "Nationalist" tendency of the magazine was

in many ways similar to the discourse of Yapl. However, in terms of the

contentsthat focuses on architectural design and building industry, Mimarhk

resemblesmore to Arkitekt.

The contents of the first issue of Mimarhk consisted of Bedri U9ar's

articleaiming to urge the promotion of Turkish Architecture (Mimarhglmlzl
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Ya~atahm), written in the nationalist language of the 1940's that refers to

history; the essay on "Historical Monuments" prepared by the Science

Commission of the General Directorate of Foundations, reports of design on

the projects of "Afyon State Hospital" by Erip Erbilen, "Bahkesir Halkevi" by

Sabri Gran and "Thermal Baths in Nigde <;iftehan" by Necmi Ate~ and the

articles "Sports Areas" by Nizamettin Dogu, "Turkish Cities" by Mithat

Yenen and "The Meteorological Principles of City Planning" by Cevat Erbel.

The distribution of subjects in the first issue continued similarly in the later

issues of Mimarlzk. The periodical that extensively published the products of

Turkish architects also included articles on city planning and urban design.

Mimarlzk had determined architecture and all other related disciplines

as its field of interest. Consequently, in spite of its nationalist approach, the

magazine had to keep in touch with other countries and communicate with

foreign architectural periodicals. Similar to Arkitekt, Mimarllk also published

translated essays. However, instead of the publishing the architectural

products and discourses in foreign countries, Mimarllk preferred to focus on

technical issues of construction in translations. The professional orientation

of Mimarllk is its major difference from Yapl that focused on fine arts and

literature rather than architecture and construction.

Mimarlzk had significantly contributed to the "First Congress of

Turkish Construction", the first important national meeting in the fields of

architecture and planning that was held in 1948. The magazine supported the

organization of the congress and published articles related to this meeting.

Mimarlzk; the first architectural periodical to be published in Ankara, is also

important since its critical approach has presented the first examples

objective criticism that is based on facts rather than emotions. (Alsa<; 1979,

p.48)

The year 1947 was significant because though for a short time, three

architectural periodicals coexisted during this period. The publication of
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Arkitekt, that had started as Mimar continued in a consistent manner.

Meanwhile, Mimarlzk that was published by the Association of Turkish

Architects was within the fourth year of its publication. It was in the same

year that "The Monthly Periodical of Art", Eser, directed by Selyuk Milar,

entered the agenda as the third architectural periodical. In the introductory

article of the first issue, the aim of the magazine was announced as the

creation of a medium of communication for young artists that would give

them the opportunity to present themselves nationally and internationally.

(Eser 1947, p.3) Drawing attention to the evolution of a new generation of

artists, Eser focused on the necessity of the release from the pressure of the

old for the development of the new. In the "News and Notes" section of the

first issue, Selyuk Milar expressed that as an independent publication, Eser

was not supported by any official organizations and its existence was

dependent on the interest shown by the reader. (Milar 1947, p. 31)

Figure 3.9 The first and the last issues of Eser, which has been
published for only two issues (1947-1948)

The contents of the first issue of Eser consisted of an introductory

essay on Sedad Hakkl EIdem's "Safyurtlu House" in Yenikoy; the first of a

series of articles on "Siileymaniye" written by Abidin Dino; an essay on

"Cernal Nadir and His Personality"; an analytical essay on "Yunus Emre
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Oratorio"; introductory articles on "Eski~ehir Railway Station" and "National

Library" buildings; essays on "Traditional Houses in Ankara", "Dream

Houses" and "Pierre Bonard"; and an interview with "Le Corbusier". It can be

observed from the contents that Eser aimed to reach the intelligentsia of arts,

a much larger audience of which architects were a part of. Throughout its

period of publication, architecture was the main subject that Eser focused on.

Aiming to communicate international developments directly to its audience,

the magazine had contacts in Switzerland, England, United States, France, and

Italy.

The first issue of Eser ended with the statement "You cannot say that

you have seen Eser until you see the second issue". However, Osman Akol's

opinion on Eser, published in the second issue along with other comments, is

as follows:

"It is possible to say 'I have seen Eser' without seeing its second issue

and without doubt, one must explicitly reveal that it is published in

Turkey." (AkoI1948, p.56)

Akol's observation emphasizes an important difference of Eser from

otherarchitectural periodicals published until then. Eser reached its readers in

an original envelope and cardboard cover. Different from the preceding

architectural periodicals; Eser was designed as an individual object with its

cover page, the photographs published and the high print quality. As Akol

emphasizes, the publication of such a high quality magazine in Turkey during

the 1940's is worth mentioning. Eser can be seen as an early symbol of the

process of transformation that Turkey went through during the following

decade.
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3.3. WESTERN INFLUENCES AND THE CHANGING CONCEPT

OF MODERNIZATION

For Turkey, 1950s were a period of transformations in all fields of life

and contradictions caused by these rapid changes. The influence of political

authority felt upon architecture and the nationalist approaches of the 1940's

tended to weaken after the end of World War II; where Germany, that was

taken as a model for Turkey, was beaten by the allies. Although the remains of

the nationalist discourse continued to exist in interpretations on the

architectural heritage, the search for a national appearance was abandoned in

the new designed buildings. (Tanyeli 1998, p.235). However, the nationalist

discourse had disappeared without discussion or inquiry, and consequently,

Turkey could not readily bring up a new discourse. The rejection of the

nationalism of the 1940's was perceived as equivalent to becoming a part of

the West through an internationalist model. Meanwhile, systems of thought

from the United States of America had become a force of attraction for

Turkey and Europe that were going through an unproductive period in terms

of thought and theory.

The 1950s in Turkey were significant with the increasing construction

activity in the country. Parallel to this increase; the issues of discussion of

Turkish Architecture shifted from nationalism and interpretations of modern

architecture to subjects more related to the building industry and construction

materials. It was in the first half of the decade that the subtitle of Arkitekt was

changed as "The Monthly Magazine of Architecture, City Planning and

Municipality". (Alsay 1979, p.87) It may be interesting to note that this

subtitle was changed again after the 1960s as "The Magazine of Architecture,

City Planning, Municipality and Tourism" and later as "The Magazine of

Architecture, City Planning and Tourism" until the end of its publication

period.The observable changes in the subtitles of Arkitekt can be evaluated as

thereflections of various periods in Turkish architecture.
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Although Turkey had not fully developed in building industry and

construction techniques, various solutions were adapted for the production of

Western examples. For instance, during the construction of the Sakarya City

Hall, steel profiles were welded to each other to produce the form work for the

Miesian reinforced concrete walls. (Tanyeli 1998, p.238) This incident is an

example of Turkish designers' efforts to make use of the technology that they

could not produce.

These developments created an urge for the establishment of

architectural offices and firms in Turkey. Turkish architecture had not

experienced the presence of any architectural offices until the 1950s,

including the practice of the foreign architects. Consequently, majority of the

first architectural offices were founded as partnerships. The entrance of

private businesses into the construction sector brought a variety to the overall

building production that was previously carried on parallel to the state policy.

In the determination of the architectural panorama of Turkey; the state

buildings of the earlier periods were replaced by hotels, banks, office

buildings and especially housing projects during the 1950s. Experimentation

with various housing models including social housing apartments and

suburban American houses was the typical characteristic of this period.

The influences of Modern Architecture and the International Style that

could be observed in Turkish architecture during the 1930s had weakened in

the 1940s with the effects of the Nationalist discourse. 1950s were a period of

the revival of the modern movement in architecture. However, due to the ten

year interval, the modernist practice and discourse of the 1950s was more

moderate then the early republican approach that aimed to take part in the

modernization project via architecture.

It may be interesting to mention that the 1950s, recorded in the Turkish

political history as the beginning of the "multi-party democratic system",

symbolize the return to the "single journal period" of the 1930s in the field of
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architecture. As the publication of Mimarlzk came to an end in 1953; Arkitekt

was left as the only representative7 of architectural periodicals that

constituted the most important and efficient medium for architectural

criticism. Consequently, architectural criticism became an often overlooked

field during the 1950s. In fact; this situation can be interpreted as a reflection

of the lack of intellectual and theoretical production in Europe after the

World War due to the intense re-construction activity that was primarily

oriented to practice. Turkey, that was dependent on the West in the field of

building and construction technology, inevitably entered a similar process of

construction where theoretical production was overlooked.

3.4. THE CHANGING SCOPE OF THE PROFESSION OF

ARCHITECTURE

In spite of the positive developments that took place in industry and

construction during the 1950s, Turkey entered a period of political and social

disorder and chaos especially during the 1960s and 1970s. During the twenty

years until the 1980s, political acts moved from parliament halls to

universities and city squares. Terrorism had become a major determinant in

the agenda of the country.

Within this unsafe and chaotic environment, architects and engmeers

were recognized as a separate class probably for the first time in the

Republican Turkey. The period of intense construction that the country had

entered in the 1950s continued until the end of 1970s. According to Tanyeli,

the 1960s were significant with the increase in the number of engineers and

architects that reached several thousands; and the intense public works

programs of the 1950s that showed the young technocrats the importance of

the role they could take in the modernization process. (Tanyeli 1998, p.242)

These developments that were supported by the state urged the technocrat

7 It is necessary to mention that The Chamber of Architects published TMMOB Mimarlar OdaSl
SirkUleri, a publication in the form of a news bulletin from the end of the fifties until the first years of the
sixties. (A1sae 1979, p.87)
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class to work to serve in the modernization process of the society.

Establishing strong relations with the political authority, architects acquired a

political identity. Although this political identity was not widespread in the

whole society, organizations like The Chamber of Architects and universities

that were the primary sources of academic production were actively involved

in the politicization process.

The technocrat class believed that specific problems of the profession

of architecture could not be solved without solving the social, cultural and

political problems of the society. This collective belief prevented theoretical

achievements in the field of architecture. Consequently, even the minor

contributions to architectural theory and discourse during this twenty-year

period are worth mentioning.

The first half of the 1960s is significant especially with the intellectual

contributions of the periodical Mimarlzk ve Sanat that was edited by Biilent

Ozer and supported by Dogan Hasol. In the article entitled "The Aim of the

Magazine" in the first issue, Biilent Ozer focused on the artistic

unproductivity of the period and the need for criticism. The lack of criticism

and intellectual production during the 1950s had led to a gathering of the

intellectuals disturbed by this situation. Being a medium of gathering with

similar concerns, Mimarlzk ve Sanat provoked its readers and called them to

showinterest in the worldwide developments in architecture.

Due to the strong relations established with the West after the World

War, it became much easier for Turkish architects to reach foreign

publications -books and periodicals- after the 1950s. However, Ozer claimed

thatbeing content with foreign publications was "being left as the audience in

the world of culture". Aiming to become the periodical of Turkey's own

culture and an alternative to the foreign publications that were used by the

Turkisharchitects as "illustrated journal of news"; Mimarlzk ve Sanat incited

theoretical production and discussions on arts and architecture. Ozer also
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criticized the readers in this introductory article, as he asked whether the

short life cycle of the periodicals of fine arts -excluding the journals of

literature- was due to the incompetence of these publications or the lack of

authors and interest to help them survive. (Ozer 1961, p.3)

Mimarlzk ve Sanat had three major objectives in publication. One of

these objectives was to interpret and present the ideas and works of

contemporary architects and contribute to the professional and artistic

education of the students. The second aim of the magazine was to draw

attention to the examples of traditional and vernacular architecture and

evaluate them with modern criteria in order to lead the researches on modern

regionalism. Another objective of Mimarlzk ve Sanat was to inform the

foreign architects about the architectural history and heritage of Anatolia.

(Ozer 1961)

The interest of Mimarlzk ve Sana! in the regionalist approaches within

the framework of modernism was significant in the sense that it drew

attention to a new issue of discussion in the academic circles during the

1960s. This discourse that differed from the searches for "National Identity"

evolved as an alternative reaction to the International Style that had lost its

theoretical background and been reduced to a set of formal characteristics

especially during the intense construction period of the 1950s. Local solutions

that interpreted traditional and vernacular architecture within a modern

framework were seen as the solution for the architectural unproductivity and

otherproblems.

Mimarlzk ve Sanat that reserved its first pages for the summary texts in

French, English and German constituted a model for publications that aimed

to reflect the intellectual production. Dogan Kuban contributed to the first

issueof Mimarlzk ve Sana! with the articles "Our Regionalism" and" On the

Structure of the Turkish City". Turgut Cansever presented his "Shelters in

Karatepe"; while the other building introduced was the "Stuttgart Auditorium
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Complex". "Atik Valide Kiilliye" that was the cover subject was also

presented. Sedat Giirel' s "Interview with Kenzo Tange" and Lami Eser's essay

on "Prof. Felix Candela" aimed to introduce the readers with the latest

architectural works and structural developments worldwide. "The Correlation

Between the Arts of Painting and Building" evaluated different disciplines of

art with respect to each other whereas Biilent Cher's essay on "The Content

and Evolution of Plastic and Architectural Forms" offered the readers a

theoretical discussion. The discussion of Erol Kulakslzoglu on "The Case of

Middle East University" was another subject published in the first issue of

Mimarlzk ve Sanat.

Figure 3.10 The cover page of the third issue of Mimarhk ve Sana! (1961)

It can be observed from the contents of the first issue that Mimarlzk ve

Sana! was not only a medium for architecture and reserved considerable space

for subjects related to arts. The variety of subjects covered in each issue and

the simultaneous reflection of the international developments proves the

efforts of Mimarlzk ve Sanat to accumulate the intellectual production. The

care taken in the selection of the photographs and other graphics shows how

the visual quality of an art magazine should be handled.

In spite of its transformative influence that aimed to establish a meta

language for architecture during the 1960s, the end of Mimarlzk ve Sanat was

not different from the previous architectural periodicals other than Arkitekt.
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Leaving behind ten issues, the journal had to quit its publication due to

economical problems in 1964.

One year before the end of the publication of Mimarlzk ve Sana!, in 1963,

the publication of Mimarlzk that became the architectural periodical to reach

the largest number of readers was initiated by The Chamber of Architects

founded in 1954. In the introductory article in the first issue; i.Hulusi GUngor

remarked that the architects finally had a journal that would present and follow

the problems of the profession. Providing a medium of communication between

the architects, or rather, between the architects and the Chamber of Architects,

was stated as the main aim of Mimarlzk. GUngor also drew attention to the

possible changes that could occur in the administrative board of the Chamber of

Architects and remarked that the journal would change and reach its final form

according to the criticisms. (GUngor 1963, p.l)
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Figure 3.11 Mimarlzk restarted its publication
in 1963 as the journal of the Chamber of Architects

When the contents of the magazine are evaluated; it IS possible to

observethat different from Mimarlzk ve Sana! that was published during the

same period, Mimarlzk had no intellectual concern for theoretical Issues.
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During the first year of its publication, the periodical did not publish critical

discussions on any subject. The general attitude of the periodical that was meant

to "present and follow the problems of the profession" received severe criticism

from Afife Batur. Batur remarked that having an allegation and a discourse

should be the main reason of the publication of a journal. She claimed that

Mimarhk was the publication of those who had a word to say but remained

silent; those who were aware of the problems and still did not bring them up.

According to Batur, the ignorance and indifference of the architects who were

responsible of shaping the physical environment of Turkey was a good will that

should be questioned and judged. (Batur 1973, p.61) As Mimarhk was

criticized for not being political and not considering the social problems of the

publicduring the first years of its publication; Mimarhk ve Sanat was criticized

for being the journal of "the academicians who were after an intellectual

satisfaction and the professionals close to this group". (Onal1973, p.58)

Figure 3.12 Examples of cover pages of Mimarlzk during the politicized period of the
Chamber of Architects (1971)

During this period, the architects who were representatives of the

intelligentsia and technocrats had overtaken the mission of "social

engineering" within a politicized discourse. (Tanyeli 1998, p.242) The
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tendency towards evaluating architecture on a political basis increased

especially during the late 1960s, when Batur's critical approach was repeated by

many other architects. As the publication of a Non Governmental Organization;

Mimarlzk held a position that got the journal involved in political issues beyond

its professional responsibility. Being a part of the Turkish intelligentsia, "the

architect" had overtaken the role of representing the public. Due to this

approach during the ten-year interval between 1970 and 1980; the problems of

the society were considered primary to the problems of the profession.

Consequently, the journal that was expected to consider social issues inevitably

faced the risk of remaining away from the profession.

Starting from 1964, each issue of Mimarlzk focused on a different main

subject. The theme of each issue was determined considering the decisions

made by the state in the field of architecture and the issues discussed at the

International Union of Architects (U.LA). Consequently, the tradition of

relating the contents of the journal to a common theme was initiated.

ARALI nOLACAK
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Figure 3.13 Cover pages of Mimarlzk during the period that the joumal has focused on
professional politics, parallel to the approach of the Chamber of Architects

The cultural environment was one of the most important issues of

discussion especially during the late 1960s. Due to the lack of intellectual
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production, Mimarlzk had also overtaken the continuous education of the

architects. During this period that lasted until the early 1970s; Mimarlzk

mainly focused on technical problems and professional politics.

One of the most important issues of discussion in the periodical was the

legitimization of the profession and the problem of professional audition.

Mimarllk was an efficient medium reflecting the struggle of the Chamber of

Architects against the architectural practice of non-professionals. Starting

withthe tenth issue published in 1969, the first page of Mimarlzk was reserved

for the editorial article signed "Mimarlzk". With this incident that was also

observable in many foreign architectural periodicals, it is possible to say that

the journal acquired and presented its identity. The journal that moved its

center to Ankara in 1974 is being supported by the publication of the

Mimarlzk-Haberler bulletin since 1971.

It was when the publication of Mimarlzk ve Sanat stopped in 1964 that

the Fine Arts Academy in istanbul began to publish the periodical Akademi

that was subtitled "Architecture and Arts". As announced by Halil Dikmen,

the General Director of fine Arts; the main objectives of the magazine were

contribute the development and improvement of fine arts by researches,

present criticisms on arts, consider the problems of the country with respect to

plastic arts, introduce the artists to the public and provide the communication

of the news related to arts.

The first issue of Akademi started with ASlm Mutlu's "Opening Speech

of the 1963-1964 Academic Year". Articles on basic arts education such as

"Georges Braque" by Cemal Tollu, "Hello Color" by Bedri Rahmi Eyiiboglu

and "Sound-form-Color" by Ziihw Miiridoglu followed Mutlu's academic

speech.The informative essays entitled "The Potters of Anatolia", "The Value

of Our Folk Arts" and "The Preparation of the People that Settled Around

Cities for the New Living Conditions" especially drew attention to folk arts

and the traditional life styles. Besides the article "The future of Cities in
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Delos Symposium", the pages prepared by Devrim Erbil entitled "Art

Happenings at the Academy" evaluated the academic and professional issues

of the agenda. It may be interesting to mention that the only article that was

directly related to architecture was "Walls in Buildings" written by Utarit

Izgi. The summary in French was present at the end of the first issue.

Figure 3.14 The cover page of Akademi that
reflects the interdisciplinary approach of the periodical

Mimarlzk ve Sana! had been published during 1960s, as a reaction to

the intellectual unproductivity of the period. Mimarlzk, supported by the

Chamber of Architects, was the publication of a professional organization. In

this respect, the publication of Akademi that followed Mimarlzk ve Sana! and

Mimarlzk was significant, being the first periodical publication of the

university as a medium of academic production. Other than news from the

Istanbul Fine Arts Academy and foreign academic institutions, the magazine

focused on the subjects of fine arts and folk arts and crafts. As can be

observed in the contents of Akademi; traditional and vernacular arts and the

problem of squatter areas in cities had started to become the main issues of

interest in the academic agenda. As the academicians abandoned their elitist

approach to architecture, their discussions focused more on the social and

cultural issues of the country.
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Dogan Hasol states that Akademi was the best magazine published until

then in terms of presentation, paging and the quality of color print. However,

he remarks that the journal could not achieve its objectives due to the

selection of the contents and the weakness of the relations between the

articles published. (Hasol 1965, p.33)

It is possible to observe two evident tendencies in the architectural

agenda of the 1960s. One of these approaches focused on the studies for

establishing a scientific basis for architecture. The other subject of the agenda

wasthe influences of industrialization on the building industry. As the number

of the schools of architecture rapidly increased, various research groups were

founded in order to contribute to the developments in the field of

construction. Other than universities, similar research groups were founded

alsoby scientific institutions like TOBiTAK.

The number of university based publications has considerably

increased, shortly after the end of the publication of Akademi in 1967. jTU

Mimarllk Fakilltesi $ehircilik Enstitilsil Dergisi published in 1969 by the

istanbul Technical University concentrated on city planning and the

conservation and redevelopment of the natural and historical environment.

ODTU Mimarlzk Fakilltesi Ara~tlrma ve Geli~tirme Enstitilsil Billteni

published in 1971 by the Middle East Technical University was another

university based periodical. It is possible to observe a rapid increase in he

numberof academic periodicals especially after 1975. jTU Mimarlzk Fakilltesi

YaplAra~tlrma Kurulu Billteni that focused on the researches and experiments

in the fields of architecture and construction and jTU Mimarlzk Fakilltesi Yapl

Ara~tlrma Kurulu Billteni that aimed to inform the readers about the

evaluations on the historical environment and the researches of the institute

were both first published in 1975 by the istanbul Technical University. The

METU Journal of the Faculty of Architecture (ODTU Mimarlzk Fakilltesi

Dergisi) published by the Middle East Technical University was another
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periodical whose publication started in 1975. Due to the long publication

intervals of the METU Journal of the Faculty of Architecture; news and

information to be communicated were published in another periodical of the

Faculty called Ara-Yaym Dizisi.
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Figure 3.15 Examples of the academic periodicals published by
various schools of architecture

The KTU Mimarllk B6liimii Mimarllk Biilteni published by the

Karadeniz Technical University in 1976 and the EU Giizel Sanatlar Fakiiltesi

Mimarllk B6liimii Dergisi published by Ege University in 1979 followed the

publications of istanbul Technical University and Middle East Technical

University. Another academic periodical of the late 1970s was the istanbul

Devlet Miihendislik ve Mimarllk Akademisi Dergisi that published the

scientific researches of the departments and the works of the Department of

Architecture at the istanbul Academy of Engineering and Architecture. During

the years 1979 and 1980, a considerable number of academic periodicals on

architecture were being published by the universities all around the country.

Among the numerous architectural periodicals, METU Journal of the

Faculty of Architecture has been the one that has managed to preserve a

consistent publication. The journal was formed by the improvement,

systematization and expansion of contents of the previous bulletin called

ODTOMimarllk Fakiiltesi Ara~tlrma ve Geli~tirme Enstitiisii Biilteni. The

objectives of the METU Journal of the Faculty of Architecture were to draw

attention to the problems of the environment by articles on theory and

practice, and publish the studies on the various tendencies in architecture and



architectural education. The journal that started its publication with the

Spring 1975 issue aimed to focus on the interrelations of men and

environment, the influences of environmental factors on the human

perception, the changes made by men on the environment and the reflection of

these changes on the cognitive needs of the society and individuals, the

behavior of men in various environmental conditions, men's evaluation of the

environment and the development of environmental consciousness. (Turan

1975, pp. 2-3)

Figure 3.16 Cover page of the first issue of the METU Journal of the Faculty of
Architecture, which is still the only refereed architectural periodical in Turkey

The contents of the first issue that was published completely with the

contributions of the academicians of the Faculty of Architecture consisted of

the articles "Anatolian Turkish Gardens" by Goniil A. Evyapan, "Glasgow

School of Arts and Architecture and Charles Rennie Mackintosh" by inci

Aslanoglu, "Design and Production of Architectural and Other Products" by

Mehmet Adam, "Physical Correlates of Neighborliness in Apartment

Buildings" by Ayhan LeCompte and Cengiz Yetken, "Postural and

Physiological Criteria for Seating - a Review" by Mehmet Asatekin, "Factory

Districts in Bursa during the 1860's" by Leila Erder, "The changing Process of

the Urban Structure in the Anatolian Ottoman City between the 17th and 19th
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Centuries" by Sevgi Aktiire, "Cybernetic Approach in Planning and Practice"

by Qzcan Esmer, "Rank-Size Distributions for Small Settlements in Turkey"

by Gtiven Gtil6kstiz, "The Relations Between Theories and Politics of

Migration".

When the contents of the METU Journal of the Faculty of Architecture

are evaluated, it is possible to observe the increasing tendency towards the

modernization models of the "Third World", that had become an issue of

discussion starting from the late 1960s and been supported in the academic

circles during the 1970s. It was in the mid-1970s that the Chamber of

Architects, whose discourse had become political, and the universities started

to focus on the social functions and the modes of production of architecture

rather than its aesthetic qualities. Proposing alternative social and

architectural processes, squatter settlements and vernacular architecture were

intensely discussed in the academic periodicals of the period.

Due to its interdisciplinary approach that aimed to cover the general

issues of environment and the relationship of men and environment; the

journal published articles with a variety of subjects. However, the articles did

not cover the contemporary issues of discussion on architectural theory and

practice. Different from other periodicals that kept track of the agenda, the

journal was published only twice a year. Another characteristic of the METU

Journal of the Faculty of Architecture was that it was bilingual and all

articles published in either Turkish or English were translated to the other.

Another objective of the journal was to encourage researches and constitute a

medium for presenting the original studies carried on in Turkey In the

international academic circles and bring international researches to the

attention of the Turkish academicians.

Research and theoretical production activity was not limited to

academic institutions. Simultaneous with the industrialization during the

1960s,YapI-Endtistri Merkezi (Center of Construction Industry) was founded
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in 1968 with the initiative of Dogan Hasol. The mam objectives of Yapl

Endiistri Merkezi were to organize exhibitions of building materials; carryon

and support researches and experiments in the field of construction; provide

the gathering, development and distribution of information on construction;

offer the services of technical consultation and control and publish and sell

books related to architecture and building industry. (Hasol 1993, p.36)

YRPI
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Figure 3.17 The illustrated cover page of Yapl Endustrisi published by OR-AN

Simultaneous with the foundation of YapI-Endiistri Merkezi in 1968;

OR-AN (Orta Anadolu Toplu Konut ~irketi), a firm founded in Ankara in

order to produce mass housing projects started to publish a periodical called

Yapl Endustrisi. Being the first journal to approach architecture from the

viewpoint based on the issue of industrialization, the periodical focused on

building industry, prefabrication and the industry of construction materials

and drew attention to the problems of housing and environmental pollution

causedby urbanization. (Alsa9 1979, p.88)

Although publishing a periodical was not one of the initial objectives of

YapI-Endiistri Merkezi; Yapl, first published in 1973 by YapI-Endiistri

Merkezi followed the journal Yapl Endustrisi. With the support of a private

institution like YEM, Yapl became one of the most long-lived architectural

periodicals of Turkey, following Arkitekt and Mimarhk. Yapl that focused on

building industry as well as issues of arts and architecture can be interpreted

as a successor of Mimarhk ve Sanat that was previously published also by

Dogan Hasol and Biilent Ozer. The square form of Yapl is a memory of
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identity that can relate this journal with Mimarhk ve Sana!. In spite of the

similarities between the two journals, Mimarhk ve Sana! had not been able to

achieve a publication period as long as that of Yapl. The short life period of

Mimarhk ve Sana! was a result of the insufficient financial sources rather than

the lack of interest in the journal. In the case of Yapl, the journal was sponsored

by Yapl-Endiistri Merkezi until it became financially self-sufficient with the

advertising incomes. Consequently, it is possible to say that Yapl overcame the

problem of finance, that is one of the most important problems of periodical

publications in Turkey, with the support of Yapl-Endiistri Merkezi and achieved

a regular publication period.

In Dogan Rasol' s introductory article in the first issue entitled "As Yapl

Begins" (Yapl Dergisi <;lkarken); Rasol makes remarks on change and

development in the 50th anniversary of the Turkish Republic and defines the

objectives of Yapl as reflecting the production in all fields of art, design and

architecture, determining the values that form the structure of the country and

examinethe problems related to this structure. (Rasol 1973, pp.157-158)

Figure 3.18 The cover page of the first issue of Yapz (1973)

The contents of the first issue of Yapl consisted of "An Interview with

Nedim Giinsiir"; the article "Louis Kahn Says"; the articles "Cultural

Structure, Art and Industrial Design" by Biilent Ozer, "Industrial Design" by

MustafaAsher and "The Concept of Industrial Design and Turkey 1973" by

Onder Kiicriikerman; the research called "The Sector of Prodigality,

Construction and Rousing"; Dogan Rasol's study on "Building Industry 10
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Turkey" and the pages on arts and culture entitled "Picasso". In addition to

these articles, the pages of national and international news that consistently

continued throughout the publication period of Yapl also existed in the first

Issue.

Although Yapl has focused primarily on subjects related to architecture

since its first issue, the contents of the journal covered a larger scope that

ranges from technical and economical issues and industrial problems to

discussions on arts. With its consistent approach and expanding scope of

contents, the journal became an efficient medium in announcing the

exhibitions, conferences, seminars and professional meetings on construction

materials and technology organized by YapI-Endustri Merkezi and informing

the readers about new publications in the field.

It is not a coincidence that a majority of articles published in Yapl were

written by academicians. It should be considered that this academic approach

that also existed in Mimarlzk ve Sanat, another collaboration of Dogan Rasol

andBulent Ozer, can also be due to the fact that the first years of publication

of Yapl coincided a period of intense academic production and numerous

academic periodicals. As the majority of academic periodicals quitted and the

rest paused their publications after 1980, the people with an academic

backgroundgathered around other journals, including Yapl.

Cevre, a short-lived journal published in the late 1970s is also worth

mentioning for its contributions to intellectual production. The publication

committeeof Cevre that was owned and directed by Sel9uk Batur consisted of

AfifeBatur, Sel9uk Batur, Erkal Gokgoren, Ersen Gursel, Suha Ozkan, Atilla

Yiiceland YlldlZ Sey. The publishers of the periodical primarily aimed to

contribute the national and international communication between the

professions and disciplines responsible in forming the environment. Other

objectives of c;evre were to initiate an inventory study for this

communication, present the studies in publications with a limited distribution
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to a larger number of readers and contribute the establishment of the suitable

medium for criticism and self criticism. (Gergek 1980, p.6)
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Figure 3.19 The cover page of the first issue of gevre,
which had to cease its publication after 1980

The contents of each issue of Cevre focused on a main subject. The

main subject of the first issue that was published in 1979 was a dossier on

"Library Buildings" that consisted of the introductory essay "Libraries" by

MJ.Long and the presentations on "Istanbul Atatiirk Library", "ITO Ayazaga

Campus Central Library", "METV Central Library", "Ankara National

Library" and "Tahran National Library". "1978 VIA Awards", "ClAM in Its

50th Year" by Afife Batur, "Architectural Periodicals of the Republican

Period" by Ustiin Alsa9, "Turkish Graphic Design" by Sait Maden, "M.C.

Escher: The Master of Math and Graphics" by Ayla Odekan, "A Drawing

Album:Good Bye Istanbul" by Ya~ar Kemal and "The Results of the DYO

1978 Art Competition" were the other subjects in the first issue.

Cevre had defined its objectives as presenting the successful products

of architecture and constituting a medium of communication between the

practicingTurkish architects. The efforts of the journal to establish a tradition

of criticism in architectural publications should be seen as a consciousness of
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the necessity of questioning each situation rather than an anti-modernist

approach. (Batur 1985, p.38) The conditions of the early 1980s were not

suitable for the development of a critical attitude towards architecture.

Consequently, (:evre preferred to present the products of architectural

practice in order to provide the raw material for the spontaneous formation of

the critical medium.

Simultaneous with the end of the publication of (:evre in 1980, the

publication of a new periodical was initiated by Cemil Gergek. The periodical

subtitled "Journal of Contemporary Architecture" was far from the theoretical

discussions and especially aimed to reach the professionals in architectural

practice and those that participated in the architectural competitions.

Gergek remarks that "a rigid line" was drawn in determining the

publication policy, contents and reader profile of Mimar. (Gergek 1985, p.36)

Remembering that the approach of Mimarlzk ve Sana! was determined by the

intellectual attitudes of Bulent Ozer and his friends, the professional approach

of Mirnar that stays far from theoretical production can be interpreted as the

reflection of the approaches of Cemil Gergek and his friends towards

architecture.As Cemil Gergek defined the objectives of the periodical in the

first issue published in 1980, he made critical remarks on the architectural

periodicals in Turkey:

" Sometimes the visual quality of the environment was focused

on, the subject (architecture) was evaluated within the framework

of Fine Arts, its technical and social dimension was almost

overlooked. Sometimes it was examined merely with scientific and

technical criteria and evaluated only by measurable qualities~

sometimes the social dimension became the focus, trying to reach

the essence of the subject. However, it was forgotten that this

essence would, sooner or later, become a built product." (Gergek

1980, p.6)
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Figure 3.20 The cover page of the first issue of Cemil Gervek's Mimar,
which aimed to focus on architectural praxis

In the first issue of Mirnar, two office buildings on Atatiirk Bulvan and

in <;ankaya designed by Vedat Ozsan; apartment building in <;ankaya and

office building in Kavakhdere by Ugur Eken and apartment buildings in

Gaziosmanpa~a by Eren Boran were presented in the section titled

"Architectural Practice". The section called "Competitions" included the

projects of Umut inan for the competitions of "Kocaeli Government Hall" and

"General Directorate of SSK". The "Monument of Islamic Union in Lahor"

project by M. Aslaner, V. Dalokay and i. Ural and the "Tahran National

Library"competition project by M. A. Giiran, M. Karaaslan and N. Karaaslan

werepresented under the title "International Works". Ozgiir Ecevit's study on

"OpenOffices" was published in the "Commentary" section whereas an essay

translated from Architectural Record was presented under the title "Foreign

Publications". The first issue ended with the summary in English.

Cemil Geryek, who defined architecture as "building, not writing a

book";aimed to evaluate the different dimensions of the profession, examine
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the influential factors in the formation of the physical environment and focus

onthe issues directly related to architectural design and practice.

It is possible to state that Mirnar, that has presented more than two

hundred projects and buildings during its publication between 1980 and 1985;

hastried to take the place of Arkitekt, whose publication ended in 1980.

From the first years of the Republican Turkey until the year 1980 when

the publication of Arkitekt came to an end, architectural publishing in Turkey

was realized by the amateur individualistic efforts. This has been the main

reason beyond short, irregular and uncontinuous publication cycles of the

majority of architectural journals. 1980 is an important turning point in the

social, cultural and economical development process of the country. The

political constraints and the changes in the economical structure caused an

interruption in the publication of many periodicals. The only continuous

journal other than the periodicals supported by institutions, Arkitekt, had to

stopits publication the same year.

Similar to the foreign periodicals, the Turkish architectural journals

have been in close relation with the current discussions in the field of

architecture during their evolution process until 1980. However, after the

thresholdof 1980, the quantitative increase and the qualitative transformation

shouldbe evaluated within the changing dynamics of the period.
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CHAPTER 4

AN EVALUATION ON THE CONTEMPORARY TURKISH

ARCHITECTURAL PERIODICALS

4.1. THE THRESHOLD OF 1980 IN THE PUBLICATION OF TURKISH

ARCHITECTURAL PERIODICALS

The 1980s, that were significant for the Western world with the pluralist

approaches caused by the post-modern situation; were welcomed in Turkey in

an atmosphere of political unstability, economical crisis and cultural pressure.

Thecountry entered a state of isolation caused by the economical crisis during

the late 1970s and early 1980s and consequently, the importation of foreign

architectural publications almost stopped. (Tanyeli 1998, p.44)

The 1980s constituted an important threshold also for the continuity of

architectural periodicals. Immediately after 1980, the journals gevre and Mimar

that were being published for only a few years had to cease their publication

due to financial constraints. Mimarlzk, the publication of the Chamber of

Architects that was closed down by the authority after September 12th, also had

topause its publication during this period.

The same break can also be observed among the numerous university

basedacademic periodicals that had started their publication during the 1970s.

Withthe effects of the foundation of YOK, the academic periodicals suffered a

strong interruption, and a majority of them remained as positive efforts of the

1970sin the field of publication. Ege Universitesi Mimarlzk Fakultesi Dergisi

that had to stop its publication in 1980 was followed by jstanbul Teknik

Universitesi Mimarlzk Fakultesi Sehircilik Enstitusu Dergisi in 1981 and

Karadeniz Teknik Universitesi Mimarlzk Fakultesi Dergisi in 1982. It was
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during the same period that the publication of METU Journal of the Faculty of

Architecture paused for a long interval.

Another architectural periodical whose publication came to an end during

the early 1980s was Arkitekt, which had been published regularly for fifty years.

Arkitekt had preserved its consistent publication policy between 1931 and 1981.

The journal that preferred to publish the articles and the works of Turkish

architects during its early years, had become a medium providing the

communication of international developments after the 1940s and had combined

its consistent policy with an international identity.

Arkitekt, the first and the most long-lived architectural periodical in

Turkey, has been identified with the name of Zeki Sayar, who has edited the

journal for fifty years. In his article in the last issue of Arkitekt, Sayar evaluated

the architectural medium of the 1980s with the contentment of having fulfilled

his mission:

" ...We are pleased to observe that our architectural community has

achieved a high professional level with a scientifically and technically

qualified staff, and that the young generations have started to gather for

publishing periodicals." (Sayar 1981, p.123)

In the "News" section of its last issue, Arkitekt announced its readers that

subscription registrations had been stopped because the publication costs had

increased and it was not yet decided whether the publication of the journal

wouldcontinue. Different from the journals gevre and Mirnar that stopped their

publication due to financial constraints in their early years; Arkitekt had

survived many similar periods of economic crisis, social and political

transformation, pressure and terror during its fifty-year life cycle.

Consequently, it is possible to say that besides financial constraints, Arkitekt

was also forced by the changing dynamics of the period. It is probable that

Sayar,who had always succeeded to preserve the journal's consistent modernist
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position regardless of the changing conditions, preferred Arkitekt to remain as

audience in the architectural medium of the post 1980s.

Tanyeli remarks that except the last years of the World War II, the level

of the architectural - intellectual medium of Turkey had never been as low as it

was during the 1980-1983 period. According to Tanyeli; the developed world

was going through one of the two most significant architectural turning points

of the century and the Turkish architectural medium did not become aware of

thesedevelopments for another ten years. (Tanyeli 1998, p.45)

Following the political break in 1980, the changes that took place in the

economical structure of Turkey constituted the basis for the formation of new

social classes and a new life style. (Tekeli 1984, p.9) During the 1980s, the

country started to go through a transformation that it was not ready for yet.

Turkeythat was in between assimilating modernism and accepting the current

anti-modernist critical approach of the West, started to expenence

contradictions and conflicts in all fields of life.

4.2. ARCHITECTURAL MEDIUM AND PUBLICATIONS IN TURKEY

AFTER 1985

Following the social and cultural transformations of the 1980s, the early

republican state ideology of modernism lost its persuasive effect. Reactionary

discourses started to appear in various forms of cultural expression including

architecture.

The architectural medium of the 1980s is significant with the pluralist

variety observed in building production; as a consequence of the loss of

political identity and social ideals that the profession possessed in 1960s and

1970s.In this new milieu where architectural practice broke its bonds with the

architectural discourse, the regionalist-contextualist criticism of the late 1970s

thataimed the assimilation of modernism was reduced to formal concerns with

no theoretical background. It was during the 1980s that architecture returned
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back to its professional field of activity as an autonomous discipline

independent of social concerns. Considering that the profession was dominated

by the interest in the political and economical processes of the country during

the 1970s, this return to the autonomy of architecture may be considered as a

positive development. However, a total break from the social ideals of

modernism caused architecture to be treated as a medium of creating form and

image for wealthy clients and the private sector. (Bozdogan 1998, p.129)

Architectural periodicals of the late 20th century have been the major medium

accelerating this popularization of the profession. Especially the anonymous

journals for non-professionals that aim at a much larger audience, prefer to

introduce the architect in a non-disciplinary style. Tanyeli interprets this

popularization as a deformed form of the publicization of architecture:

"Turkey, that has been late in publicizing architecture, has combined this

new invention with the media-dominated world that it has been equally

late in encountering. The consequence has been the inventions of means

to transform the architect and architecture into a subject of "news". If

news do not exist -they seldom exist in architecture- they are produced.

Consequently, a public group that would have no chance of knowing

anything about the real architecture of an architect is equipped with

information that will be forgotten as fast as it is read about the same

person." (Tanyeli 1996, p.96)

As a result of the demand caused by the culture of living that was not

familiar to the country, imported construction materials and foreign

architectural publications started to enter the Turkish market. In order to

providethe promotion of these new products, advertising sector became more

activethan it ever was. These new dynamics inevitably effected the nature of

architectural periodicals. Although readership had been the most important

factor that financially supported a journal until the 1980s, advertisement

incomesbecame the primary financial source after 1980. Furthermore, map"

periodicals started their publications just to get their share of the adv

market.Unfortunately, this quantitative increase was not efficien
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overcome the identity CrISIS of the architectural periodicals. (Tanyeli 1992,

p.26)

The increase in the number of periodicals after the 1980s makes it

difficult to evaluate the journals of this period in a chronological order.

Consequently, grouping the periodicals of the 1980s will be the organizing

principle of this chapter.

Due to the preferences of the publication companies and the wish to

attract the advertising sector, the aimed reader profiles of contemporary

architectural periodicals are ambiguous. Consequently, a classification based on

the identity of the architectural journals would be inadequate to draw the

conceptual framework of this study.

In his study, Abdi GUzer defines the "Classifications of Conceptual

Frames for Architectural Criticism"s and applies this system to evaluate various

foreign architectural periodicals. GUzer determines four journals to demonstrate

themodel behavior in each abstract category:

• The Reductionist Frame (Popular / Mediatic / Activist)

Mass-media magazines of the consumer culture

• The Anti - Reductionist Frame (Academic / Critical/Historicist)

Academic journals supported by universities or institutions

• The Pluralist - Eclectic Frame (Professional/Post Critical)

Periodicals that focus on professional issues

However, it should be remarked that the keywords GUzer uses to describe

each critical frame do not exactly match the general approaches of the Turkish

architectural periodicals. Turkish journals are still in the process of evolution

and are incapable of establishing a consistent balance, stability and

8 For more information on the "Conceptual Frames in Architectural Criticism", see Abdi Giizer's PhD
Thesis "The Limits of Architectural Criticism: Architecture as a Process of Representation,
Commodification and Legitimization", Ankara, 1994.
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specification due to the cultural milieu of the country. Consequently, a

classification based on content and identity may be reductive for Turkish

architectural periodicals.

In an identity-based classification, the journals gathered under a common

title differentiate from each other in many ways. For instance, Art+Decor that is

defined as a "Popular Architectural Periodical" in this classification is in fact

positioned more on the professional side when compared to other journals of the

same class. Tasarzm that is classified as a "Professional Architectural Journal"

at times gets closer to the "Popular" class. It should also be mentioned that

Arredamento Dekorasyon (Mimarlzk) that is also classified as "professional"

usually publishes theoretical articles that bring the journal closer to the

"Academic" or "Anti - Reductionist" frame. Every journal forces to break and

transcend the drawn borders. The minor variations between the publications

place every single journal on a different point in the scala. In order to prevent a

reductive approach that defines this wide range within a limited number of

groups, the classification should not be based on unmeasurable qualities such as

identity.

In order to provide a more consistent framework in the grouping of the

Turkish architectural periodicals, this study will be founded on more definite

variables such as the aimed reader group and the nature of the supporting

sources beyond periodical publications. It should be mentioned that this

grouping does not propose a classification system for Turkish architectural

periodicals and aims to provide the stable basis for the evaluation of the data

that is scattered in an indefinite and ambiguous medium. Consequently, as

verified by ihsan Bilgin, the Turkish architectural periodicals of the post 1980s

canbe grouped under two main titles as the first step: "Anonymous Journals for

Non-Professionals" and the "Architectural Periodicals for Professionals".

(Bilgin 1998, int.) The second group that focuses on the professional journals

branches in the second step, according to the sources that sustain them. In this

step, professional architectural journals have been grouped under three titles:

"Commercial Architectural Periodicals", "Architectural Periodicals Sustained
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by Institutions" and "Individual and Idealistic Efforts m Architectural

Publication" .

4.2.l.ANONYMOUS JOURNALS FOR NON-PROFESSIONALS

It is possible to observe that a majority of the magazmes that were

published during the late 1980s have become objects of consumption

themselves as well as the subjects they covered. Different from the efforts of

the previous periodicals for establishing a medium of professional interaction,

the communication with a non-professional group of clients became much more

important during this period. The periodicals on decoration, textiles and

furniture started their publications towards the late 1980s and have been

reaching a large group of people during the 1990s.9

One of the characteristics of "Anonymous Journals for Non

Professionals" is that as in many similar foreign journals, they primarily depend

on the promotion and advertisement of the various firms in the field. The

targeted audience of consumer magazines consists of readers who do not have

professional bonds with architecture. In fact, the real importance of these

journals lies in the educative role they take by evoking architectural concerns in

non-professionals; as they encourage their readers to think about, evaluate and

transform their living space and environment. According to ihsan Bilgin, these

periodicals are significant as a "component of the modern culture of

inhabiting". Consumer magazines that equip the clients of architecture with an

understanding of the profession, have the potentiality to constitute a common

vocabularybetween the architect and the user. (Bilgin 1998, int.)

For the society, establishing a relationship with space and environment is

a requirement of the modern life style. In the modernization process of the

society, house and decoration magazines help the modern man to establish a

9 Manyof the architectural journals that aim at non-professionals have started their publication curing the
1990s;such as Vizyon Dekorasyon in 1991, Art+Decor in 1993, Villa Dekorasyon in 1994, Home Art and
MaisonFranfaise in 1995, Ah~ap and Adres in 1997.



dynamic relationship with his environment. Encouraging the individual to

experience and transform his living space is not a behavior that can be realized

by the professional media on architecture. In this respect, it is possible to state

that consumer magazines satisfy the hidden demand of the modern man to get

control of his living environment.

KO«;OCOK MEKANLAR KOCAMAN ONERiLER

Figure 4.1 An example showing how the journals for non-professionals
invite the users to evaluate and transform their living environment

The range and variety of the market of house and decoration magazines is

mainly dependent on the nature of the advertisers in the field. The amount of

advertisements in many foreign journals is significantly low when compared to

the amount of advertisements in Turkish publications. This is mainly due to the

fact that large foreign companies that can finance advertising in foreign

architectural periodicals are fewer in number. On the other hand; in Turkey, the

numberof small companies that import construction materials has considerably

increased after 1980. These companies are in need of advertising in order to

survive in the ever-growing market of construction materials. Since there are

not many professional periodicals, the demands of these small investors for

advertising are naturally met by the house and decoration magazines.

Due to the variety of the sectors of theirs advertisers, house and

decoration magazines prefer to expand their fields of interest. Similar concerns

underlie the efforts of the large media groups to propose a different magazine

for all fields of interest, aiming not to leave any field unattended. The
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publication of many of these magazines does not depend on demand, but on the

wish to cover an unattended field before another media group. Consequently,

the number of house and decoration magazines in Turkey is much more than the

number needed and demanded by the readers. (Tanyeli 1998, int.)

Figure 4.2 The reductive approach to design in the "Culture of Living"

Although the decoration, textile and furniture magazmes that can be

gathered under the common title of "Anonymous Periodicals for Non

Professionals" reserve some space for subjects of architecture within their

contents; they exist as a component of a sector that presents of the art and

culture of living, rather than a necessity for the discipline of architecture.

However it should be remarked that the periodicals that establish a direct

relation with the client and the user are not professional periodicals that

determine architects as their target readers, but these anonymous consumer

magazines. The educative role that they take over by familiarizing non

professionals to the discipline will improve as the magazines more certainly

definetheir relative positions and identities in the sector.
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4.2.2. ARCHITECTURAL PERIODICALS FOR PROFESSIONALS

4.2.2.1. COMMERCIAL ARCHITECTURAL PERIODICALS

Starting from the late 1980s, a change that could be observed in the

nature of architectural periodicals was that they started their publication with

the support of commercial powers behind. Architectural periodicals that had

beenrealized by idealistic, amateur and individual efforts before the 1980s were

replaced by magazines published and supported by media companies and

commercial organizations towards the end of the decade. In the 75th issue of

Arredamento Dekorasyon, Ugur Tanyeli drew attention to this transformation in

theperiodicals:

"Arredamento Dekorasyon should be considered an important turning

point among the Turkish architectural periodicals. The reason for this is

not the "per se" (as itself) importance of the magazine but the historical

position it has taken. The beginning of the publication of Arredamento

Dekorasyon coincided a very important turning point in terms of design

and architecture. For many years, the publication of all periodicals on

design and architecture had been the products of the non-commercial

efforts of courageous and devoted individuals. The architectural medium

was not ready for a financially self-sufficient periodical of design that

could redefine its position. As a consequence of the financial constraints,

numerous attempts for publishing magazines had to remain as positive

intentions." (Tanyeli 1995, p.35)

This transformation in architectural periodical publishing can be seen

simply as a change in the commercial dynamics at first sight. Commercial

journals can be accepted as the most efficient medium of professional

communication in the field of architecture. Each periodical has its own set of

selectivecriteria in the determination of the architects, projects and buildings to

be presented. Due to the lack of specialization among the few commercial

professional journals, many architectural products that are worth mentioning
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remain unattended by the architectural media. An architectural product that has

become an important issue of discussion among a small group of architects may

never be recognized by the majority, as a result of this selective approach. 10

As a result of the commercial supports, the publication of architectural

journals with continuous and regular publication periods became possible.

These new journals refrained from specialization and aimed to reach readers

from various fields of interest and consequently attracted advertisers from a

wide range. Although publishers state that the readers demand a periodical in

which they will be able to find almost everything, the main factor that prevents

the specialization of periodicals is the publishers' wish to preserve their share

of advertisements by reaching an audience as loosely defined and as large as

possible. Haluk Pamir questions this lack of specialization in architectural

periodicals in spite of the quantitative increase:

" ...Although the activity in the field (of architectural periodical

publishing) has recently accelerated, these new journals have almost no

relation with the technical issues of architecture. For instance, a technical

evaluation or a technological system is not presented in architectural

periodicals. Similarly, evaluating the building as a whole integral to its

performance is also ignored .... When the reader gets a journal, he either

comes across a building component to buy or finds presentations on

decoration. He does not come across other subjects of specification."

(Pamir 1998, p.51)

In this respect, during the late 1980s and early 1990s, architecture has

beenpresented in the architectural periodicals as a field of interest rather than a

lOA recent example of this situation has been experienced in the case of Yapl Kredi Bank Gebze
OperationCenter building designed by John Mc AsIan and Partners. Although the building attracted the
attentionof the Turkish architects after its presentation to the audience via TV commercials, the project
wasnot mentioned in any Turkish architectural periodicals for a long period and was first published in
"ArchitecturalReview", that has been classified by Abdi Giizer as a "Popular Professional Journal". The
first appearance of the project in Turkish architectural media has been in the first issue of Archiscope
datedSeptember 1998.
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profession; aiming to attract the average reader. In this sense, the journals that

reserved a considerable amount of space for subjects on decoration, fit more

into the group" Anonymous Journals for Non-professionals".

As the orientation of architectural periodicals shifted towards a

commercial identity after the late 1980s, the efforts to expand the target group

of readers dominated in the publication policies of architectural periodicals.

This was realized by expanding the scope of the contents and releasing the

expression from professional vocabulary. Consequently, the users that were

passive observers within the activity field of architecture started to become the

readers of professional periodicals. The second half of 1980s is significant with

the intense publication of periodicals subtitled "the art of living" and "the

culture of living", which were basically different from the previous journals that

evaluated architecture within a disciplinary framework and aimed to constitute a

professional medium. The rapid increase observed in the number of

architectural periodicals is due to the false relations that seem to be founded

betweenarchitecture and periodicals on "the art of living".

During the 1990s, Arredamento Dekorasyon became an efficient

architectural periodical especially in architectural theory, which has been an

often ignored sphere of the profession for many years. In its earlier years, the

position of the periodical was much different from its current tendency. When it

was first published in 1989 by Boyut Yaymclhk, the magazine was directed by

OrnerMadra. In its first issues, Arredamento Dekorasyon preferred to publish

articles from a wide range of subjects and in a way reflected the complexity and

plurality of approaches in contemporary architecture. In the first issue, sections

with various main titles such as Architecture and Design, Arts, Antique, New

Products, Kitchen and Bathroom were prepared by different people. The

publication committee of this period consisted of artists, architects and

designers such as Enis Batur, Onder Kii9iikerman, Hasan Mingii, Murat

Morova, ~ermin Alyanak, Berna Bora, Mustafa Arslantunah, Teoman Madra

andRe~it Soley.
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In the first issue of the magazine; trying to stay remote from architecture,

Orner Madra defined Arredamento Dekorasyon as a periodical of "the culture of

living" that aimed to combine the contemporary and modern aesthetics with the

practical needs of daily life. Madra also remarked that the eclectic approach of

the periodical that focused on a variety of subjects from coffee mugs, computers

and heating systems to holograms, offices and bathrooms; was a publication

policy that would have to continue until magazines specialized in their own

fields appeared in Turkey. (Madra 1989, p.43)

Figure 4.3 The cover page of the first issue of Arredamento Dekorasyon

The first issue of the periodical started with the introductory essay of

OrnerMadra called "The Word of Beginning". Following the presentations of

the new products and the two interviews made with Aykut Hamzagil and Max

Bill, examples of decoration projects and applications were presented under the

titles "Interiors" and "Arredamento". The article on the "Memphis" movement,

anessay by Enis Batur, a presentation on the interior designer Mariano Fortuny,

the interior design of a bank and Korhan Giimii~' s article "The Office as a

Space of Communication" under the title "Office", the dossier on "Wool

Carpets", Cengiz Bekta~' s article on hotels called "Being a Guest in the City",

Han Tiimertekin' s presentation on the designs of Alessi called "Officina

Alessi",various interior design projects of kitchens, bathrooms and shops, Fuat

Sahinler's article called "Apples + Pears = Deconstructivizm", an essay on
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Solar Houses, an auction in England, essays on carpets and handcrafts, Onder

KU~likerman's article on the art of glass, the book review on Emile Galle's

vases and lamps, and the addresses of the advertisers were the contents of the

first issue.

As can be observed in the contents, Arredamento Dekorasyon aimed to

cover a wide range of subjects in its early years with a focus on interior design

and decoration. In this respect, the journal aimed to reach a non-professional

audience. Madra remarked that the main objective of the periodical was to

replace the foreign magazines of interior design and furniture, which had a

considerable number of readers in Turkey. (Madra 1989, p.43)

Another periodical whose publication started on the same year with

Arredamento Dekorasyon was Tasanm, which used the subtitle "Journal of

Architecture, Interior Design and Visual Arts". In the "Editorial Beginning"

essay written by the publication director Ra~it Tibet, it was stated that the

magazinewas the publication of a company called "Bilimsel Eserler", that was

importing architectural books and periodicals. 11 (Tibet 1989, p.12) The

publishers of Tasanm had aimed the periodical to be sold in the USA, Europe

andFar East. Different from Arredamento Dekorasyon, it can be observed from

the contents of the first issue of Tasanm that the periodical was prepared

particularly for a professional audience.

The first issue of Tasanm started with the good wish message of Dogan

Tekeliand the introductory essay of Ra~it Tibet. The contents consisted of the

presentation of Ersen Gursel's "Bodrum Manastlr Hotel"; the essay on lstanbul

by Necdet <;atak; the articles titled "Touristic Buildings in istanbul and Sedat

HakklEIdem" by Ahmet Ertug, "Use of Computers in the Design Process" by

BarbarosSagdl~, "Notes on Industrial Product Design" by Onder Ku~ukerman,

"The Awarded Conservation in Mugla" by Oktay Ekinci and "Hasankeyf' by

NezihBa~gelen; the presentations of "A Bank Building in Baklrkoy" by Cengiz

11 Startingfrom its ninth issue dated November-December 1990, the journal is being published by
"TasanmPublications" .
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Bekta~, "House in Yenikoy" by Utarit izgi, "Islamic Technical Education and

Research Center in Dakka - Bangladesh" by Doruk Pamir and Ercument

GUmruk, "The Congress Hotel in Fellbach" by Yavuz Selim Sepin and "An

Office Building in Alaska"; the results of the photography competition on

"Examples of Ugly Architecture" and a commentary essay on the

responsibilities of local administrations on the conservation of natural

environment in coastal areas. Several pages at the end of the journal were

reserved for the announcements of competitions, conferences, symposiums,

exhibitions and fairs; news related to architecture; the summary in English and

the presentation of the contents of the next issue.

Figure 4.4 The cover page of the first issue of Tasanm

The first publication committee of Tasarzm consisted of Cengiz Bekta~,

M.Raglp Bulu~, Tuncay <;avdar, Ali N. Erten, Ahmet Ertug, Gungor Kaftancl

andErkut Ozel. Evaluating the composition of the publication committee, it is

possible to observe that Tasarzm was born as a professional medium that aimed

to stay closely related to architectural practice.

Arredamento Dekorasyon and Tasarzm, that both started their

publications in 1989 are products of different publication policies. It was in the
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late 1980s that the Turkish architectural periodicals started to develop concerns

for presentability. Presentability was sought in the quality of paper and the

printed images as well as the popular names and tendencies preferred in the

selection of theoretical and practical products.

Following a long period of constraints, the late 1980s were significant

with the suddenly increasing foreign impacts. The way of living that the Turkish

society was not ready for led to an intense design process oriented to house

interiors. Though the country had almost never been in relation with the culture

of "life-style", this culture was readily imported with all its related sectors. It

should be remarked that a similar reductive importation was previously

observed in the arrival of modernism and similar foreign developments to

Turkey, leading to difficulties in the assimilation of these developments. The

rising demand for the culture of "life-style" was met by Arredamento

Dekorasyon, that replaced the foreign periodicals on decoration, textile and art

of living. Although the journal showed a tendency towards a variety of fields, it

is possible to observe that the publication of Arredamento Dekorasyon is

simultaneous with the transformation in the culture of inhabiting. The journal

was the first example of the numerous house and decoration magazines that

started their publications during the 1990s. ihsan Bilgin' s comments on the

sectoral existence of periodicals in Turkey are important for defining the basis

of the subject:

" ... media runs with manipulation. First the demand is created, then it is

supplied. The supply should meet an existing demand, otherwise it does

not survive. In the case of decoration magazines, the existing demand is

this "life-style" culture, whose reflections have started to become

observable in Turkey."(Bilgin 1998, int.)

Arredamento Dekorasyon that had started its publication as a "life-style"

journal with the impacts of the dynamics mentioned above, is significant with

the process of transformation during its publication period towards a more

professional architectural periodical. The change in the publication committee
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that took place in the 59th issue of the magazine dated May 1994 constitutes an

important threshold in this transformation. Although the publishers waited for

the 100th issue to change the name of the periodical as "Arredamento

Mimarlzk", the rising tendency towards the more professional subjects had

started long before the 1OOth issue. Consequently name change in the 100+ 1st

issue should not be seen as a sudden change in the nature and publication policy

of the magazine but rather as the legitimization of a transformation that had

been going on for a long time. Ugur Tanyeli remarks that the magazine had

almost no relationship left with the field of decoration since the 71st issue.

Although the readers had been asking for a change in the name of the magazine

since then, Tanyeli states that the 100th issue was thought as appropriate for

such a change. (Tanyeli 1998, int.)

\ IZ)O\ DEKORASYON

Figure 4.5 An example of the cover page design of Arredamento Dekorasyon
in the early issues, which is prepared by a collage of the symbols that represent the contents.

The design is very different from a conventional decoration magazine such as
Vizyon Dekorasyon on the right

Although Arredamento Dekorasyon had started as a decoration magazine

in the beginning, its cover pages had never been designed to show that its focus

was on interior design and decoration. The cover page of Arredamento

Dekorasyon is being designed by BUlent Erkmen since the end of 1989. Starting

from the second half of 1990, it is possible to observe the pure and simple
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)proach of Erkmen towards cover page design. This search for extreme

mplicity has led to an almost minimalist approach after 1992.

Until the year 1998 when the name of the periodical was changed as

rredamento Mimarhk, the cover subject was the architect, artist or designer

'ho was introduced in the "Profile" section of that issue. Starting with the

100+ 1st" issue, the cover design of Arredamento Mimarhk began to focus on a

Lajoror minor subject other than "Profile", often making use of an object that

ymbolizes the subject.
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Figure 4.6 Changing approach to cover page design after the lOOth issue
in which the name of the periodical also changed.

Whether interpreted as an intellectual effort for design, or a packaging

at presents the product inside; Arredamento Dekorasyon's approach that

andles the architectural periodical itself as a design object signifies a new

~eriodin architectural publishing.

The transformation that Tasarzm went through is the inverse of the

orocess of Arredamento Dekorasyon. Tasarzm, which had started as a

rrofessionally prepared architectural periodical with a focus on practice, later
startedto move away from its initial contents and publication policy. Refraining
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from architectural criticism, the magazme preferred to establish a popular

viewpoint towards the architectural works instead of questioning them.

Mimarhk & Dekorasyon edited by Barbaros Sagdl~ IS another

architectural periodical whose publication has started m 1991, after

Arredamento Dekorasyon and Tasarzm. Similar to Tasarzm, the journal used the

subtitle "Journal of Architecture, Interior Design and Visual Arts". Mimarhk &

Dekorasyon that focused on the projects and buildings of Turkish architects in

its early issues, started to publish translated profiles of foreign architects during

the late 1990s as its publication policy. The word "Decoration" (Dekorasyon) in

the title had been required by the media group that published the early issues of

the journal, in order to get a share from the non-professional market. (Sagdl~

1998, int.)

Figure 4.7 An example of the cover page of Mimarlzk & Dekorasyon

The first issue of Mimarhk & Dekorasyon had tourism planing as its

"Dossier" subject. Other contents of the first issue consisted of art news and

exhibitions and the pages on construction materials and building technology.

The pages on construction technology and fine arts later became main titles

regularly published in each issue. Other than the few pages reserved for these
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two mam titles, the rest of a typical issue is shared equally between

advertisements and presentations of projects, buildings and architects.

Being published by an architectural office, Mimarlzk & Dekorasyon is

relatively different from other commercial professional journals. The periodical

wasat first planned to be financed by the 10% of the income of the architectural

office of Barbaros Sagdl~. In time, Mimarlzk & Dekorasyon became self

sufficient with the advertisement incomes. (Sagdl~ 1998, int.) Besides focusing

on the worldwide architectural practice, Mimarlzk & Dekorasyon also serves to

archive the works of the office that finances and publishes it.

It was in 1991 that the publication of another architectural periodical

directed by Ahmet Turhan Altmer was initiated by Geli~im Publications. The

periodical was named after Arkitekt, the most long-lived Turkish architectural

periodical that was edited by Zeki Sayar and had come to an end in 1980. The

first issue of Arkitekt, which was subtitled "The Monthly Periodical of

Architecture and Art of City" started with the good wish message of Zeki Sayar.

Thepublication committee of the periodical consisted of Zafer Akay, Can Aker,

H. Murat Aydm, Boran Ekinci, Gtiven incirlioglu, Ahmet Ozgtiner, Ali Osman

Ozturk, Tevfik Tozkoparan and Ahmet Ardl~oglu. In the introductory article,

AhmetTurhan Altmer stated that the publication committee would try to revive

the informative, critical, professional and vanguard characteristics of the

previousArkitekt in the new journal.(Altmer 1991)

The contents of the first issue of Arkitekt consisted of the essay entitled

"Venustas" by Zafer Akay; the articles "Petrovski Passage", "The Exhibition of

Modern American Handcrafts", "To EASA", "Krier", "Industrial Design in

Turkey" by Alpay Er, "After Mehmet Ali Handan" by Mehmet Cubuk, "An

Architect for Each Prince" by Erkin Ayta~, "Citta Felice" by Emel Akozer and

"TheFirst Sin of Krier" under the main title "Four Columns"; the presentations

of "Villas in Eliye~il Woods" designed by Erkut Sahinba~ and Alpay Gtileyen

and "Four Apartments and a Villa" designed by Abdurrahman HanCI under the

main title "Buildings"; articles titled "The Illustrated Story of istanbul and
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Ankara" and "The Projects of istanbul and Ankara" in the "Dossier" called

"The Tale of Two Cities", the articles "Baltimore: Smart House in the USA",

"From Japan: Genius Within the Classical Style", "From Europe: Big Brained

Bauhaus" in the "Dossier" called "The Smartest Houses of the World"; the

presentation of the architectural competition "The Environmental Planning and

the Fair Complex Project for izmir KUltUrpark"; the section called "Materials

and Technology" that introduced new construction materials and building

systemsand "Announcements".

···
···
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Figure 4.8. On the left, the cover page of the first issue of Arkitekt, named after the earliest
Turkish architectural journal. The English version of a later issue on the right shows the shift

in the publication policy of Arkitekt towards the "art of living".

With its early issues, Arkitekt succeeded to become accepted as the

continuation of Zeki Sayar's journal in the professional circles. In the later

issues, the magazine reserved a considerable number of pages for introducing

and mentioning Turkish architects. Following this publication period oriented

towards professional subjects that lasted for one year; Arkitekt started to be

published with a completely different publication policy that was evident in its

new subtitle "the art of living". The journal that was previously prepared

particularly for architects went through a transformation, aiming to attract the

attention of the audience who considered architecture as a field of interest

ratherthan a profession.
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Another professional architectural periodical that should be examined is

Archiscope, the most recent journal whose publication has started in 1998.

Though it is not possible to evaluate Archiscope with the few issues published,

the magazine already symbolizes a new understanding in Turkish architectural

publishing. Different from other Turkish periodicals, each issue of Archiscope

focuses on a main theme and determines all its contents in relation to this

theme. As the main subject is evaluated in terms of theory and practice, the

presentations on new products and construction materials are also related to the

maintheme; aiming to preserve the totality of each issue.

Archiscope, which is directed by Zafer Akay and published by Hir

Numara Hearst Publications, is a bilingual periodical with full text in English

andTurkish.

Figure 4.9 Cover page of the first issue of Archiscope

The objective of the magazine has been stated in the first Issue as

"becoming the international media of design and architecture in search of

rationaluse of new technologies that can bring solutions to the needs of the real

world,at the border of a happy new age". (Akay 1998, p.83)



and Robert Slutzky on the subject. Under the related title "Office Buildings";

"Yapl Kredi Bank Operation Building", "Ekinciler Headquarters", "Yalova

Elyaf Administration Annex", "Sabancl Center", "Buttim" and "Maya Meridien

Office Building" were presented. Aydan Balamir's critical essay on Yalova

Elyaf Administration Annex titled "Young Steps for an 'Acting' Architecture"

was also included in this section.

Figure 4.10 The example of a typical page setup of Archiscope
with full text in English and Turkish

When the contents of Archiscope are evaluated, it is possible to observe

that the journal is organized under four main subtitles. In the first section;

construction materials, new products, building systems and the related

companies are introduced integral to the advertisements. The second section of

Archiscope is reserved for theoretical articles and translated essays from Turkey

and worldwide. In the third part, the recent important projects that have been

realized in Turkey are introduced. The last part of Archiscope is an

independently designed section called "The Millenium Syndrome Mega-Zine"12.

This section, that is more freely prepared in terms of its language and page

12 Startingfrom the fourth issue, the title of this section was changed as "ArchiZin"
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setup includes technological news related to the coming millenium as well as

information on computer programs and technologies.

Archiscope prefers to use the photograph or three-dimensional

presentation of a project realized in Turkey as its cover subject. It should be

remarked that Archiscope's approach is an example of a publication policy more

oriented towards specification on professional issues. Its relatively different

position among the Turkish architectural periodicals has the potentiality to

become an important component of the identity of Archiscope.

During the late 1980s, a field that was left unattended by architectural

periodicals was the field in between architectural design and building

production. Different from the majority of Turkish architectural periodicals that

refrained from specialization, Dizayn Konstruksiyon that was first published in

1985, aimed to specialize on this unattended field. The journal that was edited

by Recep Yurdakul focused on construction technology and the practical

problems of building production after the design process and aimed to reach a

groupof readers that were directly involved in the construction sector.

It is possible to observe that the early issues of the magazine reserved

manypages for subjects related to architectural design. The 23rd issue of the

journal that was published in 1987 is a typical example that may give an idea

aboutthe contents and the publication policy of Dizayn Konstruksiyon until the

1990s.

The contents of the 23rd issue consisted of Asuman Sahin's article "A

Better Life for Orphans" under the title "Architectural Design"; the articles

"Landuse in Settlements and Industrial Sites - The Case of <;orlu" and

"Environmental Problems and Urban Landuse" written by Cengiz Giritlioglu;

thepresentations on "University of Oldenburg" and "Youth Center in Rotingen

Pintfort"; the essays titled "German Steel Construction Awards" and "Thermal

Insulation of External Facades" under the main title "Construction" and the
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article "Well Insulated Houses" under the main title "Building Materials". The

periodical ended with the section on "News".

Figure 4.11 When the 160lh issue published in 1999 (right) is compared with the 23rd issue
published in 1987, it is possible to observe the shift in the publication policy of Dizayn

Konstruksiyon towards construction sector.

In its later years, the tendency of Dizayn Konstruksiyon shifted from

architecture towards the construction sector. Besides articles, the journal started

to publish research charts related to building production. During this period, the

periodical was organized under the main titles "Prefabrication Systems",

"Insulation Systems", "Construction", "Construction Materials", "Construction

Technologies", "Research" and "Sectoral Exhibitions". In its later issues after

1990, the magazine started to publish the advertisements of the companies

related to the contents on its front cover. Dizayn Konstruksiyon has been

continuing its publication that started in 1985 as a commercial periodical that

presents its readers the construction materials, related companies and examples

ofthe construction practice of these companies.
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4.2.2.2. ARCHITECTURAL PERIODICALS SUSTAINED BY

INSTITUTIONS

It is possible to observe that the publication lives of the commercial

professional periodicals published after the 1980s are much longer than the

majority of the previous architectural periodicals that were realized by amateur

and idealistic approaches of individuals. This observation proves that the

supports of large media groups and publication companies have become of vital

importance for professional architectural periodicals after 1980s.

It is not a coincidence that the only journals whose publications started

before 1980 and succeeded to continue after this date are Mimarlzk published by

The Chamber of Architects, Yapz published by YapI-Endiistri Merkezi and

METU Journal of the Faculty of Architecture published by the Middle East

Technical University. Even Arkitekt edited by Zeki Sayar, that still holds the

record of 50 years could not resist the conditions of the 1980s whereas the

architectural periodicals supported by institutions succeeded to survive and

continue their publications after 1980. This interesting observation proves that

it has become difficult to sustain the publication of architectural periodicals

with idealistic and amateur efforts, within the conditions and context of the late

1980s.

Being the publication of Chamber of Architects that IS an

institutionalized professional organization, the position of Mimarlzk IS

significant among the other institutional periodicals.

Mimarlzk, whose publication began in 1963 has met both the disciplinary

and the professional demands of Turkish Architecture since its early years.

After 1980, the journal abandoned its excessively political approach that had

started during the 1970s, and focused again on the profession and the discipline

of architecture. During the late 1980s, Mimarlzk also went through a formal

transformation. Due to the increase in the dimensions and the quality of paper
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and print; the amount of images and advertisements considerably increased

duringthis period.

Although the publication committee of the journal is independent from

the executive board of the Chamber of Architects, it is possible to observe that

the regular changes in the administrative board and the publication committee

ledto evident transformations in the publication policy of Mimarlzk. Although

these short-term administration changes have been evaluated as negative

influences on the stability of the publication; it cannot be neglected that they

providea more dynamic approach for Mimarlzk.

The publication committee of Mimarlzk has changed three times since the

second half of 1990s. The evaluation of these three different periods is

interesting in terms of observing the transformations that the journal has gone

through within this short period. This evaluation will also contribute to the

understanding of the previous transformations that occurred in the publication

policyof the journal since 1963.

I

Figure 4.12 Examples of cover pages of Mimarhk
used by the last three consecutive publication committees

The first of the three publication committees to be mentioned here was

directed by Ash Ozbay and had Alev Erkmen as its Publication Secretary.

Duringthis period, the amount of advertisements had increased considerably. It

shouldbe remarked at this point that the publication policy of Mimarlzk was not

inclinedto publishing an excessive amount of advertisements until the second

half of the 1980s. The periodical preferred to publish a minimum number of
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projects and buildings other than evaluations of national architectural

competitions. The contents of the journal mainly consisted of articles on

architectural theory. A considerable number of pages were reserved for news,

announcements and happenings. The journal equally focused on architectural

practice, professional problems and issues related to architectural education.

With the change in publication committee, Kenan Gtiven9 started to

direct Mimarlzk towards the end of 1996. The contents of the journal, that did

not accept as many advertisements as the previous period, almost totally

consisted of theoretical articles. During this period, the publication committee

became more cautious in presenting projects and buildings. The few projects

that were presented were published together with their critical articles. This

critical approach that can also be observed in the evaluations of competitions is

probably the most significant characteristic of Mimarlzk during this period. The

number of pages reserved for news and announcements considerably decreased

whereas the amount of architectural criticism and discussion increased.

TOYO A PLAZA-A KARA
Figure 4.13 Example of a project presentation in the 27yd issue of Mimarlzk,

where the critical text is emphasized by larger fonts.

Critical approach was not limited to the pages entitled "Criticism" and

wasdominant in the presentations of projects and competition results. The focus

on architectural criticism has become so evident that it can be formally

observed in the page setup. In the presentation of a building in the 273rd issue,

the presentation essay of the designer and a critical article were assembled on
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the same page. Within the page setup, the criticism that theoretically evaluated

the building was emphasized with a more dominant presentation than the

designer's technical article.

During this period, Mimarlzk, and consequently the publication

committee were opposed and criticized by the members and various branches of

the Chamber of Architects. When compared with the previous periods, it is

possible to observe that the general distribution of contents did not change

radically. Consequently, the objections towards the journal were against the

extremely graphical presentation, intense use of translated articles and the

difficulty of understanding the language rather than the distribution of the

contents. It should be remarked that the radical changes in the existing order of

the journal can always be opposed and criticized since Mimarlzk reaches all

members of the Chamber of Architects.

Figure 4.14 The provocative cover designs that challenged the traditional character of
Mimarllk led to discussions.

The article called "On the Language of Mimarlzk", that was published in

the fourth issue of 1982, was an example of a similar opposition towards

Mimarhk. In his article, M. Tevfik Giirsu had remarked that the main objective

of the journal should have been "to take its reader, and member, one step

forward" rather than to increase its readership. Giirsu had drawn attention to the

intense use of words from other languages and the sentences whose expressions

could not be understood; stating that Mimarlzk should not be prepared for the
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interests of a specific group but for all the members of the Chamber. (Giirsu

1982, p.21)

It is interesting that similar oppositions towards the publication policy of

Mimarhk still occupy the agenda after fifteen years. Being the publication of a

professional organization and the only periodical that reaches all registered

architects, Mimarhk has been expected to focus primarily on the issues of

common interest with a simple and pure linguistic expression. However, being

aware of the potentiality of the readership of the journal and considering

Mimarhk as a medium to provide an intellectual basis for Turkish architects

may be a more productive viewpoint. According to Murat Ulug who was

another member of the publication committee; approaching this subject by

asking "What do people demand?" is a false reconciliation that postpones the

birth of new ideas, and consequently is not ethical. Ulug defines the oppositions

as the consequences of concealed demands of the society, and draws attention to

the necessity of provoking these concealed demands as much as possible. (Ulug

1998, p.80)

The last of the three different periods to be examined is the one that

started in the second half of 1998. During this period that has been going on,

Mimarhk is being directed by Sel~uk Batur with BUlent Tanju as the publication

secretary. An interesting point about this period is that the meetings of the

publication committee that were being held in Ankara since 1974 moved back to

istanbul after 25 years. The publication policy of the journal has differed from

the previous one that had been opposed and criticized, but still not the same

with the approach of the one before. During this period, Mimarhk has achieved

an even distribution of various subjects in its contents, by focusing on a

different "Dossier" subject in each issue. It is possible to observe an increase in

the number of pages reserved for news, announcements and recent professional

problems. In terms of publishing the presentations of projects and buildings, the

approach of Mimarhk is similar to the policy of the two previous periods. As

the publication of a professional organization; Mimarhk refrains from becoming

a medium of legitimization for the projects published, and consequently prefers--- _. ~.-• ,.. I'
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topresent only the projects and buildings that are capable of arising theoretical

discussions.

Mimarhk, whose last three publication periods have been studied above,

has changed its approach towards presenting projects and buildings starting

fromthe 271 st issue. As the publication of the professional institution, Mimarhk

refrains from presenting a project based on the comments of its designer. This

attitudeof Mimarhk can be interpreted as the preferential refusal of subjective

evaluation. It should be remarked that this was a consistent approach in the

publication policy of Mimarhk before 1980, and was accepted again in the

1990s.

Due to the decline in the political concerns after the threshold of 1980,

Mimarhk has returned to its original position within the scope architecture.

During the five-year period that has been examined above, the formal and

ideational characteristics of the journal have arisen discussions similar to the

previousyears. The publication committee of the 271st_280thissues has been the

target of recent discussions and criticisms about the changing format and

content of the journal. However, it is possible to say that with the radical

transformation in Mimarhk, the publication committee has succeeded to

generatethe crucial discussion on the identity of Mimarhk and has fulfilled its

provocative mission. Consequently, the journal has been forced into a

transformation process by the critical discussions and has been published with a

newformat different from all previous periods.

As the publication of a professional institution, the trans formative effects

of the cultural context of 1980s have influenced Mimarhk in more concealed

wayswhen compared to the commercial publications. Besides the many changes

that have taken place in Mimarhk since 1963, it is still possible to observe

characteristics that have not changed since its first issue.

Another group of periodicals that should be mentioned among the

journals supported by institutions consists of the regional architectural
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periodicals published by vanous branches of the Chamber of Architects.

Regional architectural periodicals are mediums of communication that serve as

bulletins to announce the activities of the branches and regional news. Among

all the regional periodicals published by the branches of the Chamber of

Architects, Ege Mimarlzk holds a different position with its contents and

objectives.13

Figure 4.15 The cover page of the first issue of Ege Mimarlzk
whose publication has started as a regional journal

The publication of Ege Mimarlzk, the journal of the izmir Branch of the

Chamber of Architects, has started in 1991. In the first issue, the publication

committee announced that Ege Mimarlzk was a regional periodical that aimed to

discuss the urban, environmental, social and cultural problems of the region

with a professional viewpoint, inform the members of the technological

developments and provide communication between the colleagues. (Ege

Mimarlzk, 1991)

The contents of the first issue of Ege Mimarlzk that focused on subjects

related to izmir, consisted of various titles like "Bulletin", "Forum", "Dossier",

13 Ege Mimarhk is being published and distributed by YapI-Endiistri Merkezi since its 23rd issue dated
1997. The journal is sent free of charge to the members of the izmir Branch of the Chamber of Architects.
Being sold in the exhibitions and other professional organizations of YapI-Endiistri Merkezi, the journal
hasachieved to reach a national audience.
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"Interview", "From Students", "Building Presentation" and "Arts-Culture". As

the scope of the journal expanded, nationally recognized authors 14 started to

contribute to Ege Mimarlzk, as in the "Dossier" of the 22nd issue titled

"Conservation: Incongruous Discourses - Incongruous Applications".

Ege Mimarlzk, that has transcended its regional identity, has preserved its

initial structure and section titles within a general framework, and is regularly

being published four times a year. The section called "Bulletin" has become

another periodical called "News", which is also published by the Izmir Branch

of the Chamber of Architects. The current news, discussions and developments

in the agenda that need to be communicated faster than the publication period of

Ege Mimarlzk are announced to the members by "Haberler".

Within the social activity of the 1980s, the establishment of alternative

forms of organization had become inevitable in the field of architecture. Turkish

Free-Lance Architects Association that aims to provide a common medium for

practicing architects has been founded in 1987 as a professional organization

other than the Chamber of Architects. The organization that was established by

a group of practicing architects has started to publish the periodical SMD Mimar

in 1991. The objectives of the Turkish Free-Lance Architects Association have

been announced as the determination of the basic truths in the professional

activity and the preservation of these truths in architectural practice. (TUrner

1991,p.1) In this respect, SMD Mimar has been thought as a medium to support

the objectives of the association.

Hasan Ozbay evaluates the publication of SMD Mimar as integral to the

necessity of the foundation of Turkish Free-Lance Architects Association. The

variety and differentiation that can be observed in the Turkish architectural

practice caused the architects in architectural design practice to feel the

necessity of an alternative organization in order to agree on the common

14 The contributors to the "Dossier" in the 22nd issue were Giirhan Tiimer, Ugur Tanyeli, Emre Madran,
tlhan Tekeli, Cengiz Be~, Ayda Arel, Numan Cebeci, Oktay Ekinci, Needet Teymur, Besirn <;egener,
Mehmet Y. Adam, Gonill Tankut, Gtil Asatekin, Hasan Ozbay and Ernel Goksu.
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obligations and behaviors. SMD Mimar can be defined as the recorded

accumulation of the studies of the Turkish Free-Lance Architects

Association.(Ozbay 1991, p.3)

Figure 4.16 The cover page of the first issue of SMD Mimar

In the first issue of SMD Mimar, the journal reserved considerable space

for the presentations of the projects "Ankara Golf Club" by Sevki Vanh,

"TPAO's GiilHik Motel" by Oner Olcay and Yurdanur Sepkin, "Ziraat Bank

General Directorate Service Annex" by iIhami Ural and "Design for Kay

Hizmetleri General Directorate Complex" by Siray Erdemir and Yiiksel

Erdemir. The "Dossier" on "Ankara Concert Hall" was supported by the article

on "Walt Disney Concert Hall Competition". The main title "Criticism"

included the articles "Notes on Atakule" by Hasan Ozbay and "The Good, the

Bad and the Ugly in the First Ten Years of Architectural Criticism" by Abdi

Gtizer. The subject of the "Profile" section was "A Cyprian Architect: A.Vural

Behaeddin", who was introduced by the essay of Cengiz Bekta~. "Kayseri,

Kocasinan City Hall Competition" was presented under the main title

"Competitions" whereas the "Material-Technology" section included an article

called "A New Alternative in Insulation: Foamglass". Cern Al;lkkol's article on

the foundation of Turkish Free-Lance Architects Association and the main titles

"Laws-Regulations", "Architectural Agenda" and "Summaries in English" were

other subjects of the first issue of SMD Mimar.

It is possible to observe from the contents of the first issue that SMD

Mimar almost never publishes articles on architectural theory and prefers to
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focus on subjects related to architectural practice under the mam titles

"Dossier" and "Criticism" besides "Project-Practice". In this respect, the

publication policy of SMD Mimar is similar to the journal Mimar that had been

published by Cemil Genyek in the early 1980s. It should also be remarked that

Cemil Geryek is one of the members of th~ publication committee of SMD

Mimar.

Yapz, the journal of YapI-Endiistri Merkezi that is positioned between

architecture and building industry, had started its publication in 1973. The

journal that was prepared bi-monthly until 1988 is being regularly published

monthly since the issue dated July 1988. Similar to Arkitekt, the publication

policy of Yapz has been consistent since its first publication in 1973. Although

Yapz is the publication of a professional organization, the journal has been able

to preserve its initial approach. Yapz owes this consistency to the continuous

presence of Dogan Hasol, who has become an important figure in the

publication of the journal since 1973.

Figure4.17 Yapz, which has been published in a consistent square form since the beginning of
its publication, reserves its front cover for the words of art and architecture

The most recent issues of the architectural agenda such as news,

comments, discussions, announcements, related articles from the press and the

summary in English are published in the first several pages of Yapz, that are

also known as "the yellow pages". The yellow pages that have become an

important characteristic of the journal have been detailed and developed

especially after 1993. Yapz, that always reserves its last pages for art, is

primarily maintained by the theoretical productions and contributions of the
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academicians. Due to this close relationship with the academicians, Yapl

frequently focuses on subjects related to architectural education.

It should be remarked that YapI-Endiistri Merkezi is the source of many

activities related to the building industry; including the Construction Fairs and

the preparation of the annual Construction Catalogue. As a product supported

by the sector of construction, Yapl reserves a considerable number of pages for

related advertisements. In a typical issue of the journal, the number of pages

reserved for advertisements is equal to the sum of the pages on theoretical

articles, project presentations and the architectural agenda. With the supports of

YapI-Endiistri Merkezi and the advertisers from the construction sector; Yapl

has succeeded to preserve its continuity and consistency even during a

transformative period like 1980.

4.2.2.2.1. ARCHITECTURAL PERIODICALS SUST AINED BY

ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS

As the majority of architectural periodicals acquired a commercial

identity during the late 1980s, the publication of METU Journal of the Faculty

of Architecture restarted as an academic periodical far from commercial

concerns. The journal that had focused on the problems of urbanization, built

environment and the researches within the context of modern regionalism

during its previous period, preferred to concentrate on industrial design and

architectural criticism after the 1990s.

METU Journal of the Faculty of Architecture15, whose publication had

paused between 1981 and 1987 has been continuing its publication since 1988.

The journal that is presenting studies on architecture, planning, design,

15 From 1975 to 1981, METU Journal of the Faculty of Architecture was regularly published twice a year.
The two issues published in 1981 and 1986 were the only ones published between 1981 and 1987. The
regular publication of the journal restarted in 1988 and the journal is being published regularly once a year
since 1990.
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education and environment is still the only refereed periodical of Turkey in the

field of architecture.

Figure 4.18 Back and front covers of Giri~im Media published by METU (No:2, 1990)

The return of the academic periodicals has not been as strong as the late

1970s. Giri~im Media is another of the few academic journals that was first

published in 1989 as a journal of the METU Faculty of Architecture. However,

the second issue published in Fall-1990 was not enough to sustain the

periodical. A section within the second issue of Giri~im Media was called

Stiidyolar, where the selected student projects were presented and discussed.

STiiDYOLAR
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Figure 4.19 Studyo/ar for the departments of
Architecture and Industrial Design in METU

Stiidyolar had previously been published as a journal in 1987 in order to

provide an archive and a medium of discussion for student projects. Stiidyolar,

that appeared as a section within the 1990 issue of Giri~im Media, is being

published regularly as an independent periodical since 1992. The journal that
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is published once a year presents the studio works of the students in the

Departments of Architecture and Industrial Design and supports the

presentations with the related theoretical articles.

Another academic periodical that should be mentioned is Beyaz Duvar,

that was prepared by the students of istanbul Technical University Faculty of

Architecture Department of Architecture. The journal that was first published in

1995 could last for only three issues. Beyaz Duvar can be evaluated as a

medium that reflected the critical and questioning approaches of the students

against the education system. The journal that was completely prepared with the

efforts of the students is a unique example that is worth mentioning among

academic periodicals.

Figure 4.20 The cover page of Beyaz Duvar, which was an experimental publication of
the students of tTU Department of Architecture

The number of foreign architectural periodicals that reached the Turkish

architects has increased considerably after the 1980s. Consequently,

international recognition has become one of the major objectives of the Turkish

architectural periodicals. Ugur Tanyeli remarks that the academic periodicals in

Turkey are more advantaged in terms of being known internationally.

International recognition depends on "having a word to say in international

circles", in other words, the capability of presenting either a parallel or a

contrary discourse of the same level. According to Tanyeli, academic journals
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are the only form of media that achieves such an international theoretical level

in Turkey. (Tanyeli 1992, p.32)

Tanyeli's remark draws attention to the fact that the academic and

university-based periodicals are almost the only ones that offer mediums of

theoretical discussions on architectural discourse. The incapability of non

academic periodicals in achieving an internationally recognized theoretical level

is due to their imprisonment in the interface between the professional architect

and the client. Commercial concerns are one of the factors that influence the

linguistic level of the non-academic periodicals. It is this linguistic level that

determines the quality and level of the "word" to be said.

4.2.2.3. INDIVIDUAL AND IDEALISTIC EFFORTS IN

ARCHITECTURAL PUBLICATION

From the early years of the Republic until 1980s, the architectural

periodical publications in Turkey had been published with the objective of

creating a medium of professional communication and organization. Until the

appearance of strong commercial media groups on the scene in 1980,

architectural periodicals had been realized either by a supporting institution or

by the idealistic efforts of individuals. Since the economical conditions of the

1980s were far from providing the continuity of amateur periodicals, the

journals that have managed to survive in the 1980s have been those supported

by commercial groups or institutions.

Among the architectural periodicals of the 1980s, Konu§malar held a

relatively different position. Different from commercial journals with high

advertisement incomes that focus on a visual presentation of the architectural

products by using large and good quality photographs; Konu§malar, was based

on the graphical presentation of the written products. The journal is a

significant example that has concentrated on the narration of architecture, which

has been seen as secondary to the practice of building, especially in Turkey.
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Konu§malar was not supported by a commercial power and consequently

had no concerns for advertisement and readership. The journal can be seen as

one of the few reflections of the amateur and idealistic architectural publishing

of the past within the cultural context of the 1980s.

Figure 4.21 The first issue of Konu$malar, whose format and page design
was much different from conventional periodicals

Instead of "positioning itself on the interface" between the user and the

architect; Konu§malar, preferred to "create the interface" between the user and

the architect. The journal, whose publication was simultaneous with the

publications of Tasanm and Arredamento Dekorasyon, had interesting contents

that differed from the examples based on the reflection of architectural praxis.

Konu§malar, which had the subtitle (Conversations) "on Architecture and

Design", was first published in 1989 with the directorship of Zehra Tiimertekin.

The main objective of the journal was to inform the non-professionals about the

field of architecture and design as well as the roles of the architect and the

designer. The journal that was distributed free of charge was in the form of a

large bulletin of four pages. Aiming to present the philosophy, ideas and the

viewpoint of the designer; the journal made use of interviews and

conversations.
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The first issue of Konu~malar dated October 1989 included the interview

on architects and architecture made with the gossip writer Fran Lebowitz and

the interview with the designer Boris Sipek made by the journal Intramuros.

The journal published the translations of foreign interviews and discussions in

its early issues. From the 14th issue on, debates and conversations on Turkish

architectural medium took place in the contents of Konu~malar. The journal that

did not publish any advertisements had consciously selected its sponsors from

fields not related with architecture and construction, in order not to be

influenced and directed.

However, the economical condition of Turkey is still not convenient for

the survival of amateur publications realized by the efforts of individuals.

Similar to many amateur journals, the publication of Konu~malar came to an

end after 17 issues.

4.3. EVALUATION

The social, cultural and economical medium of Turkey in 1980

symbolizes the beginning of a process of fundamental transformation in almost

all fields of life including Turkish architectural publishing. As the new culture

and standards of "life style" was introduced to the society, periodicals that

urged people to evaluate and transform their living space and environment

started to appear. These journals primarily aimed at the users and clients of

architecture, familiarizing them with the profession. Turkish architectural

publishing that had been exposed to a strong interruption in the early 1980s

expanded in the 1990s by the acceleration of this non-professional group of

periodicals.

Different from the early periods when architectural publishing was

realized by idealistic and amateur efforts of individuals, periodical publishing

of the late 20th century has become a professional occupation accomplished with

the supports of commercial media groups. The difficulty of providing the
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continuity of architectural periodicals during the first 50 years was overcome by

these supports. However, as architectural periodicals became more commercial,

their continuity became more dependent on the quantity of advertisements rather

than the number of readers. The variety of contents in architectural journals

aims to attract a larger group of advertisers. The periodicals that prefer not to

specify on subjects directly related to architecture should be interpreted as a

consequence of the dependence of publishing on the advertising sector.

Architectural periodicals for professionals have been the primary medium

of theoretical production for Turkish architecture. However, the architectural

milieu of Turkey has been inadequate to generate a periodical publication

specified in architectural theory, as in all fields of the profession. Due to the

lack of theoretical production integral to architectural praxis, the tradition of

architectural criticism, that has been cited in periodicals since the 1930s, has

not been able to develop. Siiha Ozkan, who remarks that there were almost no

architectural periodicals capable of establishing a culture of architecture during

the 1980s, draws attention to the low readerships of the current periodicals.

Ozkan focuses on the importance of the critical medium for Turkish architecture

as he says:

" ...it is possible to say that the time has come to discuss to what extent

the medium of architectural criticism has been established. Presentation

of projects to the public before they are realized can be of great use .... I

believe that readership of architectural journals is of no importance. Even

a journal that sells 1000 copies five of which reach the necessary places,

would be effective. In Turkey, the medium of architectural criticism is in

the process of revival. As the critical discourse continues to exist, fewer

mistakes will be made since architectural criticism naturally requires

contribution." (Ozkan 1991, p.50)

The evaluation of the Turkish architectural periodicals verifies the

disjunction between the Turkish architectural practice and the critical discourse.

According to Abdi Giizer, the significant difference between the debates in the
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building practice and the cultural milieu of architecture has recently become

more evident. (Giizer 1998, p.51) The establishment of the tradition of

architectural criticism is compulsory for the integration of architectural practice

to theory. Architectural periodicals constitute the most effective medium for the

development of a critical approach towards architectural praxis.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

Within the cultural context of the 20th century, the definition of

the term "media" has considerably changed recently, due to the wide

distribution of the various means of communication and the expansion of

its activity field. As well as reflecting the conditions of its period,

contemporary media also holds the power to influence and determine the

agenda by its interpretative and evaluative approach. It is possible to

observe that the leading and directing identity of media has transcended

its informative and communicative role with the recent transformations

and developments in the field. The correspondents of the changing

concept of media in the field of architecture have been examined in this

study, with a focus on the architectural media in Turkey; periodical

publications.

Through a general evaluation on the history and evolution of

published media, it has been observed that periodicals have been the

most effective form of publication in terms of the contributive

relationship they establish with their readers. With their appearance that

offered a more dynamic flow of information compared to the prevIOus

static forms of publication; periodicals have provided an efficient

medium of discussion. The interpretative and evaluative approach of

periodicals, which constituted a medium for testing and verifying

information, has also increased the reliability of the knowledge

distributed through journals.

When the historical process of architecture in the 19th and 20th

centuries is evaluated, it is possible to observe that the most efficient

means of communication in architecture has always been the periodical
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publications. With the beginning of the publication of architectural

periodicals, a new field of activity other than the traditional one of

"building" has been introduced in the profession. Architectural theory

has become another maj or type of production. During the last two

centuries, the narrative production in architecture has often transcended

the traditional scope of the profession and become powerful enough to

direct the architectural praxis.

In this study, the evolution of architectural periodicals in Turkey

has been evaluated with respect to this conceptual framework on

architectural media and periodical publications.

Simultaneous with the transformations in the social and cultural

dynamics of the country and the architectural agenda, it has been

possible to observe a quantitative and qualitative differentiation in

architectural journals. The chronological overview of the Turkish

architectural publishing during the Republican Period has been outlined

in a chart that shows the major political, social, cultural and

architectural events of the 20th century with reference to the journals

published. (Appendix C, AC 6) The chart that verifies the interrelations

of Turkish architectural periodicals with the national and international

developments also shows the important transformations and thresholds

that have effected the evolution of architectural journals in Turkey.

Based on the threshold of 1980, which symbolizes a political,

social and economical interruption for Turkey, Turkish architectural

periodicals have been evaluated in two different phases. The first phase

begins with the foundation of the republic and the modernization project

that was rooted in the last years of the Ottoman Empire and continues

until the interruption in 1980. The second phase, which has continued to

cover the current period, has been initiated by the cultural and social

transformations during the post 1980s.
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In spite of the interruptions in the information flow and the

negative consequences of the irregular publication periods, Turkish

architectural periodicals hold the potentiality to be evaluated in order to

keep track of the architectural agenda of Turkey. Among the numerous

interruptions mentioned in this study, one of the most important

thresholds in the political and social history of Turkey identified with

the date 1980, is the starting point of a transformation process that the

country is still going through.

Through the evaluation made by the simultaneous reading of the

characteristics of the architectural periodicals and the subjects of

discussion in the architectural agenda; it has been concluded that the

Turkish architectural periodicals constitute a medium through which the

developments and changes in the architectural agenda can be traced.

The pnmary objective of the architectural journals published

during the first phase between 1923 and 1980 was to legitimize the

profession of architecture III public and provide a medium of

professional organization, unification solidarity and education. The

efforts for the assimilation of modernism in the 1930s, the nationalist

oppositions towards foreign architects in the 1940s, the revival of the

modernist approach and the intense construction activity during the

1950s and the political role that the technocrat class acquired as a result

of their collaboration with the state in the 1960s and 1970s are

significant examples of the incidents that were reflected in the

architectural periodicals of the Republican period.

It has been possible to observe that the Turkish architectural

periodicals published during the first phase have often become means to

transform the architectural, cultural, social and political behaviors and

dynamics in the country by influencing their readers. During the 1930s
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and 1940s that were significant with the increasing reactions towards the

practice of foreign architects, the architectural journals that reflected

the public reactions also encouraged these oppositions by publishing

reactionary articles; establishing a two-way relationship with the

architectural agenda. The efforts of Mimarlzk ve Sana! during the early

1960s to evaluate architecture with an intellectual viewpoint integral to

other disciplines of art and design can be mentioned as another

significant effort to transform the Turkish architectural milieu. A similar

approach can be observed in the publication policy of Mimarlzk during

the 1970s. Following the 1960s when it was criticized for not being

political enough, the journal took over the mission of transforming the

social and political dynamics of the country in the 1970s.

The second phase of Turkish architectural publishing that covers

the period after 1980 has to be evaluated with respect to the changing

dynamics in the society. With its formation and influences, 1980 has

been a point of transformation in all fields of life for Turkey. The

economical and cultural medium that followed the period of social and

political tension has inevitably influenced architectural theory and

practice. Due to the rigid disjunction between social classes, new

standards of living that have never been demanded before have become

the major issues of discussion within the society. Consequently

architecture, that was previously recognized as a profession, has become

a field of interest for the users who sought in journals the new "culture

of living". The most significant effect of the cultural context of 1980s

on architectural periodicals has been the appearance of the journals that

aim to attract a non-professional group of readers.



journals that were being realized by the idealistic efforts of individuals.

In this respect, the term "anonymous" is valid for both subjects of the

phrase "anonymous journals for non-professionals". The ambiguity of the

target reader group of consumer magazines is one of the factors that

make these publications "anonymous". It is also possible to say that

these journals are "anonymous" themselves, since their publishers

prefer to conceal their professional identities beyond the large media

groups that sustain these journals and legitimize the use of the term.

Commercial concerns are the main reason beyond the increase in the

number of consumer-oriented periodicals and the sameness of the

journals in this sector. The competition between the media groups, that

is based on not leaving any field of interest unattended has led to the

publication of many periodicals that are very similar in character.

According to Kazmaoglu and Tanyeli; architecture, which can be

defined as a professional activity with its praxis; can also be recognized

as a "cultural system" identified as the whole set of social values.

Kazmaoglu and Tanyeli remark that these two spheres of architecture

that were concurrent before the Industrial Revolution have become

independent fields with the effects of industrialization. In the pre

industrial societies, the architectural product was in a harmonious and

consistent relationship with the expectations of its audience. Following

the disappearance of this balanced relation in the industrial age, it has

become possible to talk about the existence of a public audience of

architecture. (Kazmaoglu & Tanyeli 1986, pp. 31-32)

The architectural periodicals that directly aIm at a professional

audience have also experienced transformations caused by the

economical, social and cultural milieu of the 1980s. With the exception

of the journals of institutions and professional organizations, almost all

of the architectural periodicals in the second phase have been sustained

by commercial publishers. During this period, the idealistic
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understanding of periodical publishing has been abandoned and

architectural periodicals have started to become the publications of large

media groups. The sixty year amateur tradition of architectural

periodical publishing was dominated by commercial concerns during the

late 1980s.

As a positive consequence of this transformation in the financial

dynamics of architectural publishing, the publication of the journals has

become more regular and continuous with the supports of media groups

and companies. It should be remembered that among the journals whose

publications started before 1980, the only ones that have achieved a long

publication period have been the institutional journals Mimarlzk

published by the Chamber of Architects and Yapz supported by the

sectoral organization YapI-Endiistri Merkezi. It should be remarked that

the fifty-year publication of Arkitekt is a significant exception of the

first phase that has become possible with the idealistic and individual

efforts of Zeki Sayar.

However, it has been observed that the financial constraints of the

1980s inhibit the continuation of an architectural journal only with the

limited income from readership. Following the culture of consumption

that entered the country after 1980, it has become possible to observe a

rapid development in the advertising sector due to the various imported

construction materials that entered the Turkish market. It should also be

remarked that a change in the style of advertisements becomes evident

following the quantitative increase in advertisements especially after 1980.

Especially until the 1970s, architectural journals considered advertisements as

means of communication between the people in the building industry rather

than sources of profit and income. The continuation of these early journals

was primarily dependent on the interest of the readers. With the

commercialization of architectural publishing during the late 1980s, the

continuity of journals has become dependent on advertisements. This is the
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mam reason beyond wide scope of contents that IS preferred by Turkish

architectural journals. Attracting the interest of various disciplines and

achieving to reach a variety of professionals from different disciplines has

become more preferable than being read by a high number of readers from a

single group. Consequently, specialized architectural periodicals with a

consistent identity have not evolved in Turkey.

With the commercial powers supporting professional journals, the

architectural periodicals have been considered objects of consumption.

Following this major differentiation in the point of view, the informative

and communicative efforts of the publications realized by individual and

amateur efforts or institutional supports have been replaced by a more

populist approach.

Through an investigation that alms to evaluate the Turkish

architectural milieu during the post-1980 period by interpreting the

architectural periodicals, it has been observed that professional

architectural journals have been the major medium for the presentation

of the architectural praxis in Turkey. The representation of buildings in

architectural periodicals is done by either visual materials like

photographs and drawings or by critical texts.

The visual and narrative methods used by Turkish architectural

periodicals has been questioned with respect to the conceptual

framework derived in the second chapter. It has been observed the

methods used for the presentation of buildings in Turkish journals have

differed considerably, parallel to the developments in the printing

technology in Turkey. The visual materials used have recently been

dominated by photographs and the drawings that constitute a more

professional language have either diminished to illegible sizes or not

used at all. This attitude has led to the understanding of photogenic

architecture, that aims to present architecture as a field of interest to a
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larger audience beyond the limits of the discipline. Consequently,

images do not only serve the support the ideas but become independently

perceived subjects with individual meanings. The difference between the

original building and its representation on two dimensional medium

signifies the existence of the contradiction between the architectural

product and its presentation.

As well as being the medium for presenting the architectural

product to a larger audience, it has been observed that the Turkish

architectural periodicals have also served as the primary sources of

narrative production. However, the architectural theory that has been

presented and opened to discussion in Turkish architectural periodicals

has often been inadequate to influence professional practice and

determine the architectural agenda.

Based on Tanyeli' s idea that the academic architectural

periodicals are the only periodical publications that are capable of

presenting an internationally recognized architectural discourse, it is

possible to say that theoretical production diffuses mainly through

academic journals. However, the contents of Turkish academic journals

remain far from the most recent discussions in the architectural agenda

and prefer to present timeless scientific articles on architecture and

design. In addition, the quantitative inadequacy of academic

architectural periodicals in Turkey has become evident especially after

1980. Since the current academic journals have no concern of reaching

the architects in professional practice, filling this gap between theory

and practice has been one of the functions of professional architectural

periodicals.

The contemporary architectural approaches in the Western world

that are dominated by theory have been presented to the Turkish

architects mainly through professional journals. However, this
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presentation has often focused on the products of architectural practice

and considered the conceptual background as a secondary issue. This

attitude has inhibited the development of an understanding of

architectural practice based on architectural discourse.

Evaluating the Turkish architectural journals of the Republican

period, it is possible to observe that the tradition of narrative criticism

has not been established in Turkish architecture. The attitude of Arkitekt

in the 1930s that refrained from criticism as its publication policy and

the cautious approach of C;evre towards criticism in the 1970s are

consequences of the misunderstanding of the term as a negative,

destructive and derogatory act. It has been observed that the evolution

of the tradition of criticism to be considered as an alternative method of

presenting the architectural products is still inefficient and inadequate.

The lack of criticism in periodical publications leads to a legitimization

of the published works without being questioned. This approach is also

significant in the sense that it proves the efficient power of media.

This study has primarily aimed to verify the two-way relationship

between the architectural periodicals and the agenda, by a simultaneous

chronological reading. Based on this verification of the reliability of

architectural periodicals in reflecting the architectural agenda; the

contemporary architectural medium has been discussed through an

examination of the current architectural journals. Considering the lack

of organized information on the subject, this study should also be

evaluated as an initiative effort to contribute to the documentation of the

60 years of architectural publishing in Turkey.
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APPENDIX A

INTRODUCTORY ARTICLES OF THE

TURKISH ARCHITECTURAL PERIODICALS

1. MiMAR (1931)

BiRLiK ve MECMUA

Yazan: Mimar O. Faruk Galip

Giizel Sanatlar birligi mimari ~tlbesi kdtibi

Guzel San'atlar Birligi Mimari Subesi 930 Hey'eti idaresi bilvaslta bile olsa bu gun

programlmn en muhim bir maddesini ayakta durur ve elle tutulur gormekle buyuk bir seviny

duymaktadlr. Butun Turk Mimarlannm ve Turk Mimar! San'attnm bir varhgl olan "MiMAR"

tn ya~amasl iyin etrafmda kuvvetli ve sarstlmaz bir dugum olmamlz lazlmdlr. Bu dugumun

ortaslnda mecmua: ~imdiye kadar iyimizde kalml~ ate~lerimizin bir araya geliip etrafa

ta~amaml~ olan san'at hislerimizin mihrakl olarak yanacak parlayacaktlr.

Her i~ ustaslnm eiinde tekamul eder. Senelerce bu meslegi okumu~ tetkik etmi~,

inceliklerini, ya~aYI~lm, zevklerini, elemlerimi yaktndan hissetmi~ bizlerin; memleketimizde

sesimizi duyuracak ve etraflmlzda gittikye kuvvuetli bir muhit yaratacak olan; "Mimar" I

ylkaranlan ne kadar tebrik etsek azdlr. Ayni zamanda bir tarafa ta~mak isteyen san'at a~klntn,

meslek vazifesinin dogurdugu mecmuamlza; butun mimarlann butun fen adamlannm, nihayet

butun munevverlerin hami olacagl muhakkaktlr. Hey'eti idaremiz mecmuamn ilk saYlsmda

muhim bir klsmtnl almaga ve bunu Turk Dunyastntn her ko~esindeki memleket buyuklerine,

idarecilerine ve meslek arkada~lanmlza gondermege karar vermi~tir. Bu hem mecmuaya bir

yardlm hem de cumhuriyet hudutlan dahilinde-imara her tarafl muhtay olan memleketimizde

bir meslek ve san'at mecmuasmtn ylkttgtnl haber vermiye yarayacakttr. idare Hey'etti Mimari

Subesi mecmuamn kendi mali olmamastnl fakat Turk Mimarisi iyin bu te~ebbuse atllan

arkada~lanna azami muaveneti yapmagl bir vazife addederek mecmuamn her saYlstnda bir

adlm daha ileri gitmesi iyin butun klskanyhgtle yah~maga karar vermi~tir. Dunyantn her

taraftndan lazlm olan mecmualan, kitaplan getirmegi mecmuada milli oldugu kadar

beynelmilel ~ah eserlerden beynelmilel mimari te~ekkullerden bahsetmegi muvaflk gormu~tiir.

Memleketin her taraflndaki mimarlarm kendi mallan olan mecmuaya ayni klskanyhgl

gostermelelerini. dertlerini, fikirlerini ve olduklan yerlerdeki mimari hereketleri resim ve

fotograflarile gondermelerini isteriz.

O. Faruk GALip

GALip, O. F. (1931), "Birlik ve Mecmua", Mimar, 1931, No:l, p.20



ARKiTEKT (1980)

ARKiTEKT iLE 50 YIL

Bu sayt ile Arkitekt 50. yaytn ytltm bitiriyor.

Arkada kalan elli ytlm ktsa bir muhasebesini yapmayt gerekli bulmaktaytm. Yanm

yiizytlda nereden nereye geldik. Bunu, ytllann katre katre birikimi olan on bir bin sayfaltk

Arkitekt kolleksiyonunu izlemekle anlanz.

1931 'de, rahmetli Abidin Morta~ ve birka~ arkada~ma, 0 giine kadar e;:ok ihmal edilmi~

mimarltgtmtza eski saygmltgmt kazandtrmak ie;:in Arkitekt'i e;:tkarmaga karar verdigimizde,

i~in zorlugunu ve onemini pek kavrayamamt~ttk.

Ba~ka iilkelerde mesleki dergilerin yaymlanmasmt ekseriya yaym evleri

iistlenmektedirler. Oysa, 0 ytllarda bizde bu i~i yiiriitecek bir yaytnevi bulunmuyordu. Bu

nedenle, d_erginin yaymt ie;:in, her ~eyi bizim yiiklenmemiz gerekiyordu.

Arkitekt, boyle bir ortamda biitiin olumsuzluklara ragmen, araltkstz yaytnlanarak

bizim ie;:in onemli bir merhale olan ellinci ya~mt idrak etti.

1930 larda, gene;: Tiirkiye Cumhuriyeti ba~kenti Ankara'da ve iilkenin her tarafmda

geni~ bir mimarltk faaliyeti vardt. Ancak, bu yogun in~a faaliyetine maalesef mimarlanmtz

e;:ok ktSltll bir ~ekilde kattlabiliyor, buna kar~lltk onemli devlet yapllan davet edilen battlt

yabanct mimarlara veriliyordu. Tiirk mimarlan ne topluma, ne de resmi makamlara geregi gibi

tantttlmamt~ olduklanndan bu sonue;: dogaldl.

o ytllarda mimarlanmtzm haklanm koruyacak ve onlan tamtacak mesleki bir kurulu~,

seslerini duyuracak bir yaym orgam da yoktu. Esasen, mimarlanmtz bu i~lerin iistesinden

gelecek bir kadroya da sahip degillerdi.

i~te, Arkitekt boyle bir ortamda D.G.S. A. 1928 ytll mezunlanndan bir kae;: ki~inin

heyecamndan dogdu diyebiliriz.

Amactmtz her ~eyden once, Tiirk mimarltgml tamtmak, ona eski saygmltgtnl

kazandtrarak, iilkenin mimarltk mukadderattna sahip ~tkmastnt saglamaktl. Bu nedenle ilk

ytllarda (Mimar-Arkitekt) miinhastran mimarlanmtztn eserleri ve yaztlanm yaytnlamakla

yetindi ve zamanla da bunda etkin olmaga ba~ladl.

Ancak, bir mimarltk yaytmmn belli bir amaca yonelik bir propaganda araCI olarak

kalmastnt da uygun bulmamakta idik. ilk ytllarda bu ~ekilde devam eden Arkitekt'e yeni bir

yon vererek, gen~ ku~aklan ~agda~ diinya mimarltgmdan haberdar etmeyi de gorev saymakta

idik. Belli bir yazar kadrosu olmamakla beraber, mesleki sahada yazan ve dii~iinen

meslekda~lar Tiirk mimarltgl temaStnt Arkitekt'te i~liyorlar, i~ten ve goniilden kampanyamlzt

siirdiirmemize yardtmct oluyorlardt. Bu meslekda~lann degerli eserleri, ara~ttrmalan,

makaleleri, bugiin elli ytlltk mimarltk tarihimizse mal olmu~tur. Kendilerine burada

~iikranlanmlzl sunarken, aralanndan kaybettiklerimizin hattralannt saygt ile amyoruz. 1940

larda olaylar bize daha da yardlmCt oldu. ikinci diinya sava~tna rastlayan 0 ytllarda,

Almanya'dan Nazi rejiminden ka~an Tamnmt~ profesorler iilkemizde gorev almt~lardl.

Arkitekt'in sayfalanm bu degerli meslekda~lara a~t1k. Bu suretle kendi yazarlanmlz arasmda,
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Bruno Taut, Martin Wagner, G. beisner, Ernest Reuter gibi diinyaca taOlnml~ otoritelerin

mimarhk hakkmdaki gbrii~ ve fikirterini gen9 mlmar ku~aklanna duyurmak flrsatml elde

ettik. 2. diinya harbine rastlayan 0 ydlarda, tarafslz olan iilkemizde British Council ve

Amerikan haberler ajansl yaYln sahasmda bir sempati propagandasl siirdiirmekte, Arkitekt'e,

iilkelerine ait kiiltiir ve sanat yazllanOl cbmertge gbndermekte idiler. Bu suretle, tarihi' ve

9agda~ anglosakson mimarhglOa ait literatiirii okuyuculanmlza duyurmak firsatlOl

buluyorduk.

Zamanla, Arkitekt diinyanlQ her yanm-dan yabanci mimarhk yaYlnlan ile ili~ki kurdu,

fikir ve eser ah~veri~i yaptl, bnemli bulduklanOl, okuyuculan i9in say-falanna aktard1.

Arkitekt kotleksiyonlannda yabancl kaynakh bu fikir ve sanat yazdanOln 90gu et'an

giincetligini korumaktadlr. Bununla beraber Arkitekt esas hedefi olan Tiirk mimarhgl

sahasmdaki 9ah~malanlll ihmal etmedi.

YazartanmlzlO mimarhk tarihimiz hakkmda incelemelerine, ara~t1rmalanna daima

bnem verdi. itmi' ve fikri' yaYlOlanmlz arasmda, iilke mimarhglm taOltma propagandasml

lsrarta siirdiirdii ve bl9iilii bir meslek politikasl yapmaktan da gekinmedi.

Bugiin diinya mimarhgl eskiye nisbeten bir ~ok yeni sorunlarta kar~da~maktadlr.

Kentle~meden dogan konut ve ~evre sorunlan, anormal biiyiiyen kentlerde mimarhk mirasmlO

korunmasl, petrol krizinden dogan giine~ enerjisinden faydalaOllma gibi ~apra~lk ve zor

meselelere teknik ve bilimsel a~ldan ~6ziim getirmege mecburdur.

Oniversiteler, Akademiler ulusal ve uluslararasl mesleki' kurulu~lar bu konulara

egilmektedirler. Ara~tlrmalar, doktora ~ah~malan yapllmaktadlr. Artlk her zamandan daha

90k mimarhk yaYlOlanna ihtiya9 vardlr.

Artlk, mimarhk camiamlzm bu sorunlara bilimsel ve teknik ybnden egilecek bir kadro

ve mesleki' seviyeye eri~tigini ve fikir berabertigi eden gen9 ku~aklann birte~erek dergiler

yaYlOlamaga ba~ladlglOl memnuniyetle izlemekteyiz.

Arkitekt'in, ge~en etli yllda Tiirk mimarhglOm bu giinkii 91zg1slOe eri~mesinde,

imkanlar nisbetinde kii~iik ve na9iz bir katklsl olmu~ ise, bundan bahtiyarhk duymaktaYlz.

Bu siire i~inde benimle samimiyetle ve menfaatslz bir ~ekilde 9ah~ml~ olan mesai

arkada~lanma ve meslekda~lanma te~ekkiirii bor~ bilirim.

Zeki SAYAR

SAYAR, Z. (1980), "Arkitekt ile 50 Yd", Arkitekt, 1980, Volume:49, No:380,

pp.3,123
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Dergi, ilk sayIlanndan belki tamamen tatmin edici bir mukemmeliyette olamlyacaktlr.

o da normal tekamul devresini ge~irecektir. Ancak onun kIsa bir zamanda olgunla~masl ise bu

i~te vazifedar olanlann sarfedecekleri gayretle birlikte butun ilgililerin benimsemelerine

baghdlr.

Derginin sutunlan mimarhk ve yapl ile uzaktan ve yakmdan alakalt butiin sanatkar ve

aydmlanmlza a~lkttr. Saym okuyuculanmlzm dergi hakkmdaki her tiirlti tenkit ve

du~uncelerini bize ar;:lk~a bildirmelerini bilhassa rica ederiz. Bu mu~terek kulttir eserini yurda

azami derecede faydaII ve kendimizin de begenecegimiz bir hale getirmek ir;:in onu e1birligi

ile ya~atahm ve buyutelim.

Mimarhk

MiMARLIK (1944), "MimarlIk (,':lkarken", MimarlIk, 1944, No: 1, p.l

3. ESER (1947)

A

ATATURK, bize ~u parolaYI verdi:

"Sanat ve sanatkardan mahrum bir cemiyetin hayatiyeti olamaz".

Bir millet daima verdigi eserler kadar buyiiktiir. Bugun, sanatm her kolunda yeni bir

nesil ilk eserlerini vermege ba~laml~ bulunuyor. Yeninin geli~mesi, gerinin zararII

basklsmdan kurtulmasl Iazlm. ESER, gen~ sanatkarlann seslerini i~eriye ve dl~anya

duyuracak bir bulu~ma merkezi. Sozle i~ arasmdaki farktan kurtulmak i~in, sozii blraklp i~e

gtrl~lYOruZ.

Eser

ESER (1947), "A", Eser, July-August 1947, No:l, p.3

OKUYUCUMUZUN KULAGINA BiRKAC SOZ

ESER, slrtml hir;: bir resmi kurula dayamlyan, tamamile baglmslz bir sanat dergisi.

Ortaya ~lkmasl i~in yapllan inantlmaz gayret ve masraflann, okuyucu tarafmdan ilgisizlikle

kar~llanacagtnl ve Turk okuyuculanntn boyle bir dergiyi ya~atacak halde olmadlgtnl iddia

eden ki~iler var.

Bu sattrlan okumamz, bu dii~iincenin aksine olan inanclmlzm delilidir. Eser, sadece

sizin ilginize giiveniyor.

Her okuyucumuzun 10 lira olan yIllIk abone kar~llIglm ESER-ANKARA adresine

posta havalesile gondermesini ve onu tantdlklanna tamtmasml rica ederiz.

ESER kendi teknik imkanlanna kavu~uncaya kadar titizliginden fedakarlIk etmemek

ir;:in, iki ayda bir kere r;:lkacaktlr.

Seicuk MiLAR

MiLAR, S. (1947), "Okuyucumuzun Kulaglna Birka~ Soz", Eser, July-August 1947, No:l,

p.31
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4. MiMARLIK ve SANAT (1961)

DERGiNiN AMACI

Memleketimizin sanat dergilerine olan ihtiyacl, edebiyat ve kiiltiir dergilerinin ve

gazetelerin yamaclna slglnml~ bir sanat ele~tirmesinin geli~emiyecegi ve geli~medigi aylk bir

geryektir Bizde, edebiyat hariy, diger giizel sanat alanlannda ylkan dergileri ya~atmayan,

ya~ayanlan kanslz, canslz blrakan, bu alanlardaki yah~malann clhzhgl ml, yoksa bu dergileri

ya~atacak kalem ve ilgi yoklugu mudur?

iyi kotii, bugiinkii Tiirk toplumunun ihtiyaylanm -bu ihtiyaylann kalitesi

tartl~liabilir- kar~"ayan resim, heykel, mimari ve kiiyiik sanat faaliyetleri var. Bu sahalan

besleyen okullar var. Sergiler, konkurlar var Bir sanat piyasasl var Fakat bu sanat ah~veri~i

bir ticaret piyasasmdan pek de farkh degil. Bir tarafta mahnlll muhakkak iyi oldugunu iddia

eden tann vergisi kabiliyetlere sahip sanatyl, diger tarafta zevki selimin ~a~mazhglna insanca

bir sathk~a inanan ve sanatylYl ya~attlgl iyin de onu, tannsal kabiliyetlerinden daha yok

etkileyen ve satllabilirin, bayagmln seviyesine yeken ahcl.

Bu ikisi arasmda, ~uurla yiiriitiilen, fikirlerin berrakla~masma yardlm edecek bir araci

yah~ma yok. Toplumca ve sanatkiirlarca takdir edilen, zevkle, heyecanla ve tabii, bilgiyle

yiiriitiilen yok tarath bir didaktik yah~ma, sanatkiirlan yaratmalannda tahrik ettigi kadar

onlan goklerden indirecek bir "purification" olmadlkya, bizde milletlerarasl piyasaya ylkacak

eserlerina zhgl veya yoklugu devam edecektir Yurtta, sanat yah~malanmn biitiiniiniin yiiksek

bir seviyeye ula~masl bir hayal olarak kalacaktir

Resim ve heykelde oldugu kadar, mimaride de tesirli bir kritik faaliyete olan ihtiyay,

kuvvetle duyulmaktadlr

Tiirkiye'de, bugiine kadar ya~ayabilen yegiine mimarhk mecmuast "ARKiTEKT"

olmu~tur

Bu bir tek mecmua ile ve hemen hemen hiy mevcut olmayan, mimari yaYllllarla 

hatta terciime dahi pek nadirdir- mimarltk alamnda geryekten ftkara bir goriinii~iimiiz var

$iiphesiz, sanattn, bilhassa giiniimiiz mimarisinin milletlerarasl karakterini dii~iinerek,

yurdumuza biiyiik olyiide glren yabanci mecmua ve kitaplann bu eksikligi

gidcerebileceginden bahsedilebilir. Ashnda bu, kiiltiir diinyasmda bir nevi seyirciliktir.

Eger yirmibe~ milyonluk bir toplum, -bugiin mill! olyiilerin dt~lOa, hiy bir sahada, tam

olarak ytkmak giiciinii gosteremedigimize gore,- yagtmlZ kiiltiiriine kendi mah fikirlerle

kan~amazsa, bir kiiltiir somiirgesi olmaktan ileri geyemiyecektir. Mimari' de enternasyonal stil

yaygaralanmn kesildigi, mimari eserlerin yeniden mahalll ve geleneksel olanla beslenmege

ba~ladlgl bir devrede ya~lyoruz.

Yabancl yaYllllarla bu anlamda bir kiiltiiriin geli~emiyecegi meydandadtr. Zaten

bunlardan istifadenin yok yaltnkat oldugu, iiniversite mezunlan iyinde bir yabancl lisandan,

tam olarak istifade edenlerin parmakla gosterilecek kadar az olu~undan da anla~"abilir. Peki

mimarlanmtz ne okuyorlar? Ekserisi kendi meslegiyle ilgili hiy bir ~ey. Okumanlll bir gelenek

olmadlgt muhakkak memleketimizde. Fakat okumamamn genel sebeplerinden biri, okuyacak

~ey bulamamak, okunacak ~eyi bilememek. Hele lisan bilmeyenler iyin bu muhakkak boyle.
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Memleketimizdeki mimari fikirlerin yoklugu veya herciimercini izah etmek yers1z olacak.

Bulamk fikirlerle ortaya attlm1~ bir organik-geometrik miinaka~as1 devam etmektedir. Fakat

organik tasavvurun geometrik formlarla da meydana gelebileceginden habersiz olanlar .;:ok.

Organik tabiri, tarihi' geli~me i.;:inde k1ymetlendirilmiyor. Doksan ya~mda ,>len Wright'1n ne

dedigini anlayan .;:ok nadir. Mimarhk ogrencileri ve mimarlann .;:ogu Le Corbusier'nin yeni

geli~melerinden, habersiz goriiniiyorlar. Fonksiyonel veya rasyonel'den bahsedenler,

Malevitch'den, Neoplastisizm'den, hatta Kiibizm'den habersizler. Le Corbusier veya Mies'in

en hararetli hayranlanmn Picasso kar~1smdaki tav1rlan ~a~tlacak geriliktedir. Diinya mimarhk

yaymlannt saran, Yeni Briitalizm veya Yeni Art Nouveau cereyanlan, yeni bir sembolik

ara~ttrma gayretleri, yeni Moniimantalizm, Brasilia, Chandigarh gibi denemeler, ger.;:ek

yonleriyle bizim mimarhk muhitinde hi.;: bir akis yapmam1~lard1r.

Mimarltk ve ~ehirciligin sosyal baglannt konu edense hi.;: yok. Eger ~ehirler

gecekond~larla doluyorsa, eger imar faaliyetleri iyi netice vermiyorsa, bu kabahat sade

idarecilerde degil, fakat mimarlardad1r. Bizim meslegimizde - ki bir ihtisas i~idir

miidahaleler ancak, yine mimar eliyle ~ekillenebilir. Yap1 tatbikat1 Kontrolii, mimarltk ve

yard1mc1 meslek ogretim meselesinin reorganizasyonu, mimarltk ogretiminin Bat1'daki yanm

aS1rhk tecriibelerle memleket ihtiya.;:lan gozoniine ahnarak geli~tirilmesi zarureti, bizde

mimarlar ziimresinin benimsedigi problemler olmam1~t1r. A';:1lan konkurlar ve neticeleri

bitaraf gozle tenkit edilmemektedir, kazananlar birer dahi, jiiri karan peygamber sozii

addedilmekte, boylece, ancak kritikle beraber yiiriidiigii zaman faydas1 olabilecek bir

miiessese, bazan, bilhassa yeni yeti~enlere, zararh dahi olmaktad1r. Velhastl, kendi meseleleri

d1~mda kalan boyle bir meslek toplulugu pek i~ a';:1C1degildir. ~iiphesiz, ~ok uzun siireli

geli~meler hari.;:, gelecek vadetmemektedir.

Bugiiniin mimarisini ve mimarimizi ilgilendiren biitiin bu meseleler d1~mda,

insanogluna mesut olacag1 maddi' bir .;:evre yaratmakla gorevli mimarlann bu mesuliyet

kar~1smdaki tav1rlan da incelenmege deger. Bu mesuliyeti ~uurlu olarak hissetme imkant,

tarihi', ekonomik ve sosyal olaylan kavnyacak bir kiiltiirle belirlidir. Ekonomik ve sosyal

fenomenler bir yana, sadece tarih, hatta mimarhk tarihi kar~1Stnda, mimarlanm1zm tavn ve

ilgisi enteresan bir tetkik konusudur.

Bu problemlerin, maalesef pek de ho~ olmayan ~ekilde ortada olu~u bu derginin

y1kanlmas1 sebebidir.

MiMARLIK ve SANAT bir resimli haber dergisi olarak dii~iiniilmemi~tir. PiyasaY1

yeter ol.;:iide istila eden yabanc1 yaymlar varken, bunun yok onemli oldugu kamsmda degiliz.

Biz sanat ve mimari alanmda eksikligini hissettigimiz fikir tart1~malannt te~vik etmek, daha

salim bir sanat atmosferi ve yaratlc1 bir ortam meydana gelmesinde bir vesile olmak istiyoruz.

Bunun i.;:in, mimari ve sanat diinyasm1 saran yeni ak1mlardan okuyuculanm1z1 devamh olarak

haberdar edecegiz. Eski ve yeni mimarhk ve sanat problemlerini tamtacak, mimarlan

ilgilendiren konularda meslekda~lann fikirlerini yaymlayacag1z. Baz1 saY11anm1zda tamnm1~

dergi ve kitaplardan compte-rendu 'ler verecegiz.
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Her yeni kulturiin, ancak tarihi geli~me iyinde ve onunla organik olarak baglandlgl

olyude, anlam kazandlgllla inandlglmlz iyin, memleketimizin geymi~teki mimar ve sanat

degerlerinin etud ve kritigi bir ba~ka yah~ma alalllmiz olacaktlf.

Yurdumuzdaki tabii ve in~a edilmi~ yevrenin gelecegi meselesini topluma ve

mimarlara maletmek ve ozlli bir "bizdenligi" te~vik etmek bu derginin amaylanndan biri

olacakttr.

Dergide talllttlacak, az miktarda mimari esenn daha once ne~redilmemi~ oimasllla

gayret edecegiz.

TeFik ve tahrik edilmesi gereken bir potansiyel ilginin, bu ve buna benzer yaYllllan

ya~atacak kadar yayglll oldugunu limit ediyoruz.

Bulent OZER

bZER, B. (1961), "Derginin AmaCI", Mimarhk ve Sanat, February 1961/1, No:l, pp.7-8

5. MiMARLIK (1963)

CIKARKEN

Biraz gey te olsa camiamiz, sesini duyuracak, davalanlll izleyecek bir dergiye, bu ilk

saYISI ile kavu~mu~ bulunuyor. Bugune kadar mesleki meselelerimiz uzerindeki Odamlzln ve

Subelerinin yah~malan zaman zaman sirkulerler vasltasiyle duyuruluyor ve bir Sube

bolgesindeki yah~madan diger bolgelerdekiler haberdar olamlyordu. Aynca Odamlzlll

faaliyetleri hakklllda mlisbet veya menfi manada kanaat ta~lyan uyelerimiz, bu kanaatlanlll

herkese duyuramlyor, ancak du~uncelerini birbirlerini yolda, Belediye koridorlannda

gordukleri zaman, kendi aralannda dertle~mek suretiyle ifade ediyorlardl. Bu fikirler iyinde

yapici mahiyette olanlar Subelere ve Merkezimize aksetse, dikkate ahnabilirdi ama,

gucenilmesin, bu kadar zahmeti ihtiyar eden pek az uyemiz bulundugundan bu du~uncelerden

istifade edilemiyor, buna mukabil faaliyetlerin seyri hakktnda yakllldan bilgisi olmayan

liyelerimiz, Odamlz ve Subelerini yok defa hakslz olarak tenkit ediyor, sureti hal gostermeden

bu i~ler ~oyle duzeltilmeli, boyle esaslara baglanmah diye netice vermeyen ve uyenin iyinde

bulundugu camiaya baglanlll zaYlflatan huzursuzluklar hastl ediyordu.

Oda Merkezimizin Kol ve Komisyonlar kurmak hususunda Umumi Hey'etten aldlgl

selahiyete dayanarak kuru Ian Yaym Kolumuz haZirladlgl yah~ma programllll butUn uyelere

duyurmu~ ve bu programm hangi maddelerinin oncelikle ele ahnmasl istendiginin anla~llmasl

iyin ayilan ankete, yok az da olsa, lutfedilmi~ olan cevaplarda Kolumuzun mesleki neFiyat

yapmasl ve IUzumlu dokumanlar ile, proje musabakasl neticelerini bastlrmasl talep edilmi~ti.

ButUn bu arzulara cevap verecek bir derginin ~ekli, hacmi, mali veyhesi, kadrosu ve

ihtiva edecegi konular, Kolumuz idare Hey'etinin toplanttlannda muzakere konusu olmu~ ve

neticede, dergimizin, bu gordugunuz tarzda ylkmaSllla, bilahare gelecek tenkitlerle istenilen

istikamette inki~afllla karar verilmi~tir. Daha iyisini, daha ilerde yapmak gayesiyle, uzun

zaman hazlfhk yaplp boyle geyici kadrolar iyinde hiybir~ey yapamadan vazifeyi devredenler

durumuna du~mektense, miitevazi bir ba~langlyla ortaya ylkmaYI daha uygun bulduk.
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Tenkidlerinizin muhayyel bir metne degil, mii~ahhas bir niimune iizerine teksif edilmesine

imkan hazlrladlk

Biitiin saylianmlzl, iiyelerimize paraslz olarak gondermek arzusunda oldugumuzdan

reklam gelirlerinden azami ~ekilde istifade etmeyi dii~iiniiyoruz.

Keza; Yaym Kolumuz gelir iyin kurulmu~ dergilel gibi geni~ ve devamh bir kadroya

sahip olmadlgmdan. dergimizin her ay aym zenginlikte ylkmaSI kolay olmayacaktlr. Bu

itibarla, bazl say1lann fazla sahifeli, bazl sayliann az sahifeli olarak ylkmaSI muhtemeldir.

Bunu pe~inen ifade etmekle, iki ~eyi soylemek isteriz. Birincisi dergimizi yaz1lanmzla

beslemeniz ricasldlr. Boylece her tiirlii dertlerimiz, temennilerimiz, ba~anh eserlerimiz,

mesleki ara~tlrmalanmlz dergide yerini alabilecek ve dergimizi zenginle~tirecektir. Siitunlar,

biitiin iiyelerimize aYlktlr. Aynca, muhtelif terciimelere de sahifelerimizde yer vermek

istiyoruz. Kolumuzun statiisii her tiirlii telif ve terciime esere tT.U. Yaym Yonetmeligine gore

iicret odemeye miisait oldugundan iiyelerimizin yazma zahmetlerine bir kar~lhk vermek

miimkiin olacaktlr.

Soylemek istedigimiz ikinci husus, devamh olarak ilan alabilmemiz iyin, her ay

muntazaman dergimizin yaymlanmasl mecburiyeti oldugundan, kafi dokiiman toplamadan bazl

saylianmlzl zaYlf miinderacatla ylkarmak mecburiyetinde kahrsak bedbinlige dii~memenizi

hatlrlatmak olacaktlr. Miihim olan sesimizin ylkmaSl, devamh Ylkmasldlr. Bu ses mademki

derdimizi, davamlzl, sevinylerimizi terenniim edecektir, 0 halde temenni ederiz ki

kulaklanmza ho~ gelsin.

i. Huliisi GUNGOR

GUNGOR, t H. (1963), "<;:lkarken", Mimarhk, Febmary 1963/1, No: 1, p.l

6. AKADEMi - mimarhk ve saBat (1964)

ONSOZ

Akademide, sanat konulannl ele alacak bir dergi ylkanlmasl, y1llardanberi arzu

edilmekte idi.

Akademimizin fikir orgam klymetini ta~lyacak boyle bir Derginin amaylan ~unlardlr:

a) Ara~tlrma ve incelemeler yaparak mimari, resim, heykel ve siisleme sanatlanmn

yaYllmasma ve geli~mesine yardlmcl olmak,

b) Sanat ele~tirilerine yer vermek suretiyle, yurd sanatmm geli~iminde rol oynamak,

c) Plastik sanatlar yoniinden, yurd sorunlanna yer vermek,

d) Sanaty1lan, yakmdan tamtacak biyografiler vermek,

e) Akademi ile ilgili sanat olaylanm, yurd iyi ve yurd dl~l 6nemli sanat haberlerini

duyurmak.

Amaylanm klsaca belirttigimiz, Akademi Dergisinin, memleketimiz, sanatyl, sanat

sever ve aydmlannm, plastik sanatlar alamndaki yaym ihtiyacml, ktsmen olsun,

kar~1Iayabilecegini umuyoruz.
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Diger memleketlerin sanat diinyalan ile bizimki arastnda bir bag kuracagtna

inandlglmlz derginin ba~anh olmaStnl dileriz.

Giizel Sanatlar Genel Miidiirii

Hali! DiKMEN

DiKMEN, H. (1964), "Onsoz", Akademi (Mimarhk ve Sanat), March 1964, No: 1, p.l

7. YAPI (1973)

Y API DERGiSi (:IKARKEN

Cumhuriyetin ellinci y1l1m tamamlamak iizere oldugumuz bugiinlerde, her alanda, son

elli ylltn muhasebesi ve ele~tirileri yapllmaktadlr. Bugiinkii sonu~ ne olursa olsun, etli yllda,

iilkemizin goriinii~iiniin biiyiik ol~iide degi~iklige ugradlgl bir ger~ektir.

Oretim hacminde, uretim ili~kilerinde, toplumsal yaplda, bilim ve teknikte, ~e~itli

sanat dallannda bugiin varml~ oldugumuz diizey, bu elli yllln hem ba~langlCtnl hem de

bitimini ya~ayabilmi~ ku~aklarca olaganiistii bir geli~me saYlhrken, yine aym elli yllm yalmz

sonlanm ya~aml~ ku~aklarca pek de yeterli saYllmamaktadlr.

Ku~kusuz bu iki gori.i~te de hem ger~ek, hem de yamlgl paYI bulunmaktadlr. Ne var

ki, belli bir biitiindeki geli~me, ne yalmz onun kendi yaplsl i~inde, ne de yalnlz kendi

dl~mdaki benzerleriyle kar~lla~tmlarak ol~iilebilir. C;iinkii degi~ebilme giiciinde olan her

biitiin, hem kendi dl~tndaki gii~lerin etkileriyle, hem de kendindeki oz giictin etkileriyle

geli~ebilir.

Bugtin, ulkemizin son elli ylldaki geli~imine bakarken, bunu yalmz geli~mi~

iilkelerdeki ilerlemelerle kar~lla~tlrmak, bizi hakslz bir umutsuzluga gotiirtir. C;tinkti her ~eye

kar~m, iilkemizin kendi oz giiciindeki geli~me, hi~ de aZlmsanmayacak bir duzeye eri~mi~tir.

Oretim hacmindeki artl~, bilim, teknik ve giizel sanatlar alanmdaki ba~anlar, hlzla yiikselen

bir grafigi ~izmektedirler. Biitun bunlar, i~lerinde ta~ldlklan ka~llllimaz yeli~kiler ve

yanh~larla da birlikte, iilkemizin yanm konusunda bir umut kaynagl olmaktadlr.

i~te, her yeni giri~im gibi, Y API dergisinin temelinde de bu umut ve giiven

bulunmaktadlr. Btittin ~abamlz, iilkemizde her alanda yapllagelen iiretimi topluca yansltmak

ve tilkemizin tUrn yaplsml olu~turan degerleri belirlemek olacaktlr. Boyle bir toplamm,

soziinii ettigimiz geli~meye yeni bakl~ a~llan kazandlracagml sanmak da bo~ bir iyimserlik

olmasa gerekir. En geni~ kapsamlyla aldlglmlz Y API sozciigii, boyle bir yabamn simgesidir.

Y API dergisi, yukanda da belirtildigi gibi, en geni~ anlamlyla tiim yaplsal sorunlan

incelemek amactndadlr. Bu baklmdan, aglrhk merkezi in~aat, teknik ve endiistri olmak iizere,

~e~itli sorunlar, iktisadi konulardan sanat konulanna kadar aplan bir yelpazede, bir biittinliik

iyinde ve elden geldigince eksiksiz olarak ele ahnacaktlr.

Hep birlikte ba~anh olmak umuduyla.

Dogan HASOL

HASOL, D. (1973), "YAPI Dergisi C;lkarken", Her Seyin Miman Var, February 1998, YEM

Yaym, istanbul, pp.157-158
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8. ODTU MiMARLIK FAKULTESi DERGisi (1975)

ONSOZ

G.D. T.a. Mimarltk Fakiiltesi Dergisi bilimsel ayldan yevre sorunlanna kuramsal ve

kliglsal yo liard an l~lk tutan, egitim ve uygulamada degi~ik yonlendirmeleri ara~tlran yazilann

olu~turacagl bir yaym olma yabaSl giltmektedir. AmaCl yevre sorunlan ile ilgili, gerek

kavramsal gerekse de deneysel dilzeyde ara~tirma yap an, yah~ma silrdilren ki~ilere bir

tartl~ma ve dil~iln ah~-veri~i olanagl saglamak olarak saptanml~tir. insan-yevre ili~kilerini,

yevre ile ilgili davram~ ve tutumlan inceliyen ve ara~tlran degi~ik akademik ve ugra~l

dallanndaki ki~ilerin bilimsel yah~malannl, yontemlerini, deneyimlerini, bulgulanm sonuy ve

silreylerini birbirlerine duyurabilme ve aktarma yollanm saglamaYl amay edinen bir ileti~im

aracldlr bu dergi. Kapsaml iyine girebilecek konular klsaca slralanabilir: (evrenin ve insanm

birbirlerine olan kar~i1lkh etkenlikleri; degi~ik boyutta ve dilzeydeki yevre etmenlerinin

insanm a~gllamasmda ve yevre ile olan fiziksel ve ansal ah~-veri~inde blraktigl etkilerin

insamn ya~ama silreci iyinde yevreye getirdigi degi~iklikler ve bu degi~ikliklerin toplumlann

ve bireylerin bili~sel gereksinmelerinde yanslmalan; yevresel zorlamalar kar~lsmda ve

degi~en yevresel ko~ullar iyinde insamn yahn davramml yevreyi degerlendirmesi yevresel

bilinci geli~tirip pekle~tirecek tilm olaylar dizisi.

Gorilldilgil gibi kapsam oldukya geni~ tutulmu~tur. (evre sorunlan ve insan-yevre

ili~kileri ilstilne yapilan yah~malan yansltacak bilimsel bir dergi kesinlik ile ne yalmzca bir

akademik ne de bir ugra~l dahmn tekelinde kalabilir; iyeriginin ozilnde yatan ve biltiln

karma~lk sorunlara ozgil olan yok yanh ve degi~ik yah~ma-dallan-arasl bir nitelik gerektirir

bu tilr bir derginin kapsaml. Yine konunun gerektirdigi biyimde yah~malar yerel ve yoresel

olabilecegi gibi geni~ boyutlan iyeren, daha evrensel yah~malara yonelik ara~tirma ve

yah~malann olu~turacagl yaztlarm yaymlm yap an, somut oldugu kadar soyut anlamdaki

inceleme yazilanllln olu~turacagl bu yay III orgam, yevre sorunlan ile ilgili bilgi iiretimine ve

geli~tirilmesine bir katklda bulunmak amaCl ile dii~ilniililp geryekle~tirilmi~tir. Koyu ve kati

ugra~l anlaYl~lmn slmrlan dl~ma ylklp ye~itli bilgi dallannm insan-yevre ili~kilerine

odakla~tlgl ortak bir sorun olarak onayan bir dil~ilnce, kalllmlzca ustiine egilinmesi,

yozilmlenmesinin yapilmasl ve yozilm seyeneklerinin belirginle~mesi iyin zorunlu bir

ko~uldur. Bu du~ilncenin uriinil olarak bir bilgi birikimi saglanmasl bunun yevre sorunlan ile

ilgili yok ki~iye iletilebilmesi ve ye~itli bilim dallannda yah~ma yapan ki~ilerin birbirlerini

duyup dinlemesi ancak ortak konulann iistiine egilen degi~ik yakla~lmlann ve goril~ aytlannm

bir. araya gelmesi ile saglanabilir. Bu geryekler ile dergimiz ne yalmzca salt mimarllk,

planclhk ve koruma-onanmclhk ile ugra~anlann, ne de katl ugra~l anlaYl~lmn bir iiriinil olan,

dar yeryeveden olaylara bakan ve kendi ugra~llan iyinde bir biitilniin geryek aniamllll

yitirenlerin tekelindedir. insan-yevre ili~kilerine kendi aytlanndan yakla~an biryok bilim

dalmlll (ornegin: toplumbilim, ruhbilim, yevrebilim, ekonomi, muhendislik, tarih, insanbilim,

cografya) urunil olan, bilimsel ara~tlrma smlrlan iyinde siirdilrillilp geryekle~tirilmi~ ve yevre

sorunlanna odakla~an yazllar olu~turacaktir bu dergiyi.
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G.D.T.V. Mimar/zk Fakiiltesi Dergisi. 1971-1975 ydlan Slrasmda O.D.T.U. Mimarltk

Fahiltesinde teksir baslml ile ~ok slQlrli saYlda yaYlmlanan Biilten'in olu~turdugu bir dil~iln

dil~ilniln ilrilnildilr.

<;:e~itli nedenler ile yayml aksayan ve ~ok smirii bir okuyucu kitlesine ula~abilen

Billten genyekte bu derginin bir ba~langlcldlr. Niteliksel olmasa bile niceliksel bir degi~iklige

ugradlgmdan ve ileride dogabilecek bazl kan~lkltklara yol a~masmdan duydugumuz endi~e ile

yeni bir bi~im ve daha geni~ bir kapsam ile G.D. T.V. Mimar/zk. Fakiiltesi Dergisi adl ile

bundan boyle yaYlma ba~hyoruz. Umidimiz insan-~evre ili~kileri ve tUrn ~evre sorunlan ile

ugra~an, ilstUnde ara~ttrma yapan ki~ilere faydaii bir kaynak saglayabilmektir.

Derleyen

TURAN, M. (1975), "Onsoz", ODTU Mimarltk Fakilltesi Dergisi, Spring 1975, No: 1, pp.2-3

9. CEVRE (1979)

(:EVRE'den

(:evre sozcilgilnden, insan yapisl ~evreYI ve bunun dogal ~evreyle uyumunu

anhyoruz. insan yapisl ~evre ise en genel anlamda politikadan ve planlama kararlanndan

ba~laYlp vitrinde gordilgilmilz bir kitabm kapagma kadar uzamyor. Bu geni~ ~er~eve i~inde

verimlerinin gorilniirli.igil ve kalIclltgl yonilnden en bilyiik aglrhgl belki mimarltk ta~lyor.

Ama hemen arkasilldan i~ mimarltk, dekorasyon, endilstri tasanml ve gorsel sanatlann tilmil

geliyor. Gilnlilk ya~amlmlzl bir konut slkmtlsl, bir trafik tlkamkhgl ya da dogru

ol~illendirilmemi~ bir iskemle nasil etkiliyorsa duvarlanmlzl dolduran afi~lerin tasanmlan ve

renkleri de oylesine etkiliyor. Ye biz Tilrkiye'de bu ~evrenin olu~umunu ve dogal ~evreyle

uyumunu saglayacak ~alt~malan yonlendirecek; bir yandan kendi ko~ullanmlz,

gereksinmelerimiz ve olanaklanmlz, ote yandan insan giicilmilz ve dogal kaynaklanmlz

arasmdaki dengeleri ara~tlflp inceleyecek, ele~tirip degerlendirecek bir yakla~lm ~e~itliliginin

yoklugunu hergiln duyuyoruz, ya~IYoruz. Bu ~e~itliligin bulunmaYI~I, tek tek ortaya

koydugumuz verimler kendi i~lerinde ne denli yetkin olursa olsun; insamn i~inde ya~adlgl

~evre tek elemanlann YIgI~masmdan degil, tersine kendi i~inde bir biltiin olu~turan siirekli ve

tutarh bir dokudan olu~acagl ve boyle bir doku kollektif ~aba gerektirdigi i~in ozellikle onem

kazanmaktadl r.

<;:EVRE'yi yaymlamaya giri~enler, bireysel yetenek ve ~abalanmlzln, bunlara

dayanarak ilrettiklerimizin gerek bu silrekli doku i~inde, gerekse kent ya~amInm orgiltlil ve

kollektif olmasl gereken yapisl i~inde, bu orgilt ve yaplyla kayna~lp bagda~madlgl siirece

dogrudan olumlu sayilamayacagi inancml ta~lyoriar.

Bunun yalllsira Tilrkiye'de kent planlamaslndan mimarltga, ~e~itli milhendislik

dallanna, endilstri tasanmma, giderek gorsel sanatlara uzanan geni~ platformda

kil~iimsenemeyecek bir bilgi ve yetenek birikimi bulunduguna da inamyorlar.

Bu birikimin toparlamp gereksinim duyulan bir yakla~lm ~e~itliligi ve zenginligine

donil~tilrillmesine ~imdilik engel olan en onemli olgunun da bu alandaki ileti~im eksikligi

oldugunu dii~ilnilyorlar. Ger~ekten bu alanda, ~evrenin olu~umuna kattlan meslek adamlan,
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yoneticiler ve halk (kullamcl) arasmda kurulmu~ olmasl gereken ileti~im ve etkilenme agl,

blrakmlz bunu, heniiz aYnI alanda ~ah~an meslek adamlan arasmda bile kurulmu~ degil.

i~te <;EVRE en ~ok bunun i~in, oncelikle ~evrenin olu~umuna katI1an ~e~itli meslek ve

disiplinler arasmda yurti~i ve YUrtdl~l ileti~ime katklda bulunmak i~in yaymlanlyor. Dogru bir

~er~evede bulu~mak ve anla~mak, oncelikle birbirimizin ve ba~kalannm verimlerini

tammamlzl, ele~tirmemizi gerektiriyor. Ancak bu ele~tiri ve ijz-ele~tiri ortamInda ilk

engelleri a~abildikten soma saghkh bir yakla~lm ~er~evesinin ilkelerinin saptanabilecegini

dii~iiniiyoruz.

<;EVRE'nin ilk amaCl bu. Ve bu amaCln ancak kent planclhgInl, mimarhgl, endiistri

tasanmInl ve gorsel sanatlan uygulayanlann ve bu konularda dii~iinenlerin katkI1anyla a~I1lp

zenginle~ebilecegi de bir ger~ek. DolaYlslyla bu endi~eleri ve sorumlulugu duyan herkesin

katkIlannI bekliyoruz.

Kendiliginden gelecek ya da derginin ~ah~anlannca derlenecek olan bu katkIlar ilk

planda:

a. <;evrenin olu~umuna katI1an biitiin meslek ve disiplinlerin bugiinkii verimlerinin

saptanmaSInl ve belgelenmesini, giderek bu konuda bir envanterin ba~latIlmasInl,

b. Daha geni~ ~evrelerin birbirlerinin ~ah~ma ve verimlerinden haberdar olmalaflnI,

bugiine degin ~e~itli ki~iler (ogrenciler dahil), kurumlar, iiniversiteler, akademilerce yapI1an

ama ancak dagltlml smlrh yaymlarda yeraldlklan i~in ~ogunluk~a bilinmeyen ~ah~malann

daha geni~ ~evrelere yaydmasml,

c. Dolayslz, a~lk ve ozgiir bir ele~tiri ve oz-ele~tiri ortammIn dogmasml

saglayabilecektir.

Ba~ka toplumsal donii~iimlere de bagh oldugu i~in ~imdilik uzak olmakla birlikte aSll ama~,

biitiin bu birikimi, bugiinkii toplumsal orgiitlenmemiz i~inde ~evrenin olu~umuna ve bu

olu~umu belirleyen kararlara katI1amayan ama bu ~evrenin i~inde, onun biitiin ~arplkhk ve

yozlugunu ya~ayan geni~ kitlelere ula~tlrmak, insan yaplsl ~evrenin olu~turulmasl ve dogal

~evreye uyumlanmasInda halk'm katI1lmlnl saglamaktlr.

(::evre

<;EVRE (1979), "<;evre'den", Cevre, January-February 1979, No:l, pp.2-3
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10. MiMAR (1980)

BASLARKEN

Milattan once 2500 ydlannda Mlslr'da bir amt mezar yapdd1. <;:ok kesin bir

geometrisi vardl, kare tab ana oturan e~kenar bir piramid, tepeye dogru geni~ basamaklar

halinde kademe kademe ~ekilleniyor, son derece kuvvetli bir imge blraklyordu Malzemesi

ta~tan, zor iklimsel ko~ullara dayanabilecek nitelikte, giiniimiize kadar geldi. Yaplm yontemi

Ylgma idi, ta~ ta~ iistiine konularak uzunca bir siirede ger~ekle~tirildi. Bu yaplYl herkes bilir :

Ziggurat: 0 kadar ki, ismi bu tip yapdara simge oldu. MiMAR'l da biliniyor : Imhotep.

Mimarllk diinyamn en eski ugra~tlanndan biri. Yapl malzemeleri zamanla degi~ti,

yaplm yontemleri, estetik anlaYl~l da degi~ti. Ancak bu ii9 niteligin olu~turdugu biitiinliik hi9

degi~medi, onemini hi~ yitirmedi. ister teokratik, ister totaliter, ister demokratik olsun,

yapllar hep ait olduklan toplumlann biinyelerini mekanda yanslttllar. Toplumlann sosyal,

ekonomik, kiiltiirel ozellikleri bu~lukta somutla~tl, maddele~ti, donduruldu. Mimarllk

ugra~lsml yiicelten, bu meslegi saygldeger kdan etmenlerin kokeninde bu ii9liiliik yatar. Ana

ogeler degi~memekle beraber, kendi aralannda aglrllklan, onemleri zamanla azahp 90gald1.

Mimarllk egitimi veren okullar, ara~tlrma yapan enstitiiler, kitaplar ve nihayet

dergiler, ~agda~ geli~melere ve gereksinmelere gore yonlerini saptaddar. Zaman oldu gevrenin

gorsel boyutuna aglrhk verildi, Giizel Sanatlar ger~evesi i9inde olaya yakla~lldl, teknik ve

toplumsal boyutu adeta kii9iimsendi. Bazen salt bilimsel ve teknik a9ldan olaya egilindi,

her~ey ol9iilebilen klymetler iizerinden degerlendirilmege ~ah~lldl, toplumsal yoniine aglrllk

verildi, i~in oziine inmege ~all~ddl, fakat bu oziin, eninde sonunzda yaplya donii~ecegi

unutularak. Herbir yakla~lm kendisine ozgii egitim kurumlanm da beraberinde getirdi.

Ku~kusuz en saghkh yol ve co~ku vereni Mimarhk mesleginin biitiin yonleri ile ele

allnmasldlr. Yayma ba~hyan MiMAR konuya genelde boyle yakla~maktadlr. Fiziksel gevreyi

~ekillendiren biitiin etmenler konumuz ~ergevesi i~ine girmektedir. MiMAR kelimesi

boylesine geni~ bir ~ah~ma alam igerisinde her konuyu aym onemle i~lemesi yerine belirli

noktalara aglrllk vermesi bize daha yararll goziiktii. Boylece yaym daha belirgin bir goliinii~e,

etkiye sahip olacaktlr. i~te bu noktada tasanm + uygulama ikilemi ortaya ~lkmaktadlr.

Tasanm, kelime olarak belki yeni, fakat kavram olarak eski. Klsaca : dii~iiniilen,

hayal edilen, tasarlanan ~ekillerin, mekanlann kaglt iizerinde yanSltIlmasl. Mimarhk egitimi

veren okullann temel ugra~l alamdlr tasarlama. Onbinlerce ogrenci ve mimar bu alanda

siirekli ~ah~maktadlr. Onemi buradan kaynaklanmaktahr. Ancak tasanm ne kadar onemli ve

ba~anh olursa olsun bir gere~tir, en sonunda mekanda yapl denen fenomene donii~ecektir.

Olduk9a uzun, zahmetli ve karma~lk a~amalardan gegerek, tasanm yaplya donii~mekte ve

adeta toplumun bir par9asl olarak sessizce giinliik ya~antImlza katdmaktadlr.

Tasanm ve uygulama birbirini tamamhyor ve MiMAR'm ydlarca siiren ugra~lslm

simgeliyor.

Cemil GER~EK

GER<;:EK, C. (1980), "Ba~larken", Mimar, February-March 1980, No:l, p.6

IIZMIR YUK5EK TE!~:Gl~.Jj_f!..STirOsu :
REKrO lUGU :

,Kijl:~[~'Jr~liP nll!"imnntnruftn n_: __ n I
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11. DizA YN KONSTRUKSiYON (1985)

BA~LARKEN

Dergimizin ilk saytst ile yaytnlanan bu tant~ma yaztmtzda, yeni yaytna ba~layan

biitiin dergiler gibi, ilk once ~izgimizi ktsaca a~tklamak istiyoruz. Ulkemizde ve diinyada

kullantlan yapt gere~leri, yapt teknikleri ve mimari tasanm, endiistriyel tasanm, mimarllk ve

sanat tarihi konulanmtztn ana hatlannt olu~turacak. Her saYlda biitiin bu yukanda

straladtgtmtz konulan, i~ ve dt~ kaynaklardan yararlanarak topluca yaytnlamayt dii~iiniiyoruz.

Bunlann dt~tnda sergi, kongre, seminer, ihale ve proje yan~malannt duyuracagtz.

Bu yaytn ~izgisi t~tgtnda ilk saytmtzda ~agda~ mimarinin okulu saytlan Bauhaus ve

kurucusu Gropius'la ba~lamayt anlamll bulduk. Yapt alantnda yenilikler ve endiistriyel

tasanmtn _onciisii Italya'dan yeni endiistriyel tasanm iiriinlerini de bu saytmtzda bulabilirsiniz.

En iyiye sizlerin onerileri ile birlikte ula~mak dilegiyle merhaba.

Dizayn Konstriiksiyon

DizA YN KONSTRUKSiYON (1985), "Ba~larken", Dizayn Konstriiksiyon, April
1985 No:l

12. ARREDAMENTO DEKORASYON (1989)

"Tann, ayrmhdadtr."

Biiyiik mimar ve tasanmct Mies Van Der Rohe'nin bu sozii giinliik ya~anttmtztn her

antnda yeniden dogrulantyor. (:evremizi saran milyonlarca aynnttntn hi~biri otekinden daha

onemsiz degildir; bir teki bile ihmale gelmez. Ve her biri tek tek ayn ozen ister. (:iinkii hay at,

"kii~iik giizellikler yaratma sanatt"ndan ba~ka bir ~ey degildir asllnda. Dekorasyon adt alttnda

"i~ diinyalar"t konu edinen bir dergi ~tkanrken, biz de meseleye i~te boyle, iistad Mies'in

goziiyle, baktyoruz.

Uyandtgtmtz saniye bakttgtmtz saatin kadrant, goziimiize ~arpan ilk duvann dokusu,

i~inde ktptrdadtgtmtz yatak, ~tplak ayagtmtzt degdirdigimiz hall, gozgoze geldigimiz ayna,

yiiziimiize su ~arpttgtmtz musluk, indigimiz ilk merdiven, suyun fokurtuyla kaynadtgt

~aydanllk, giiniin ilk yaytnt yudumladtgtmtz bardak, salladtgtmtz tuzluk, arabamtzda

ku~andtgtmlz (ya da ku~anmadtgtmtz) kerner, ofisimizde bizi sadakatle bekleyen bilgisayann

durdugu masa, toplantl salonumuzdaki hareketli sandalyeler, ogle yemegini yedigimiz

lokantadaki lo~luk, kaldmmda iki adtm yiiriidiigiimiiz arka sokagtn tantdlk simasl, i~ yorgunu

ylklp bir kadeh atttgtmiz Amerikan bar ("onefortheroad"), evde pardesiimiizii dinlendirdigimiz

vestiyer, gazeteyle birlikte kendimizi i~ine atttgtmtz deri koltuk, ayaklanmtzl uzatttglmtz puf,

ba~ucumuzdaki "minimalist" lambantn tarifedilmez I~tgl, kalaballk bir ak~am yemegine e~lik

eden tabaklarla ~atal-bt~agtn yalln ve ba~edilmez giizellikteki ~izgisi, i~ine gomiildiigiimiiz

divan, kallavi fincanlar, puro giyotinleri, lale kadehler, Bach, belki asude bir bah~ede ufak bir

gezinti, sonra tiril tiril pamuklu ~ar~aflar ve ~tt! lambantn diigmesi. 2000 ytltntn e~iginde

modern design (tasanm) tannstntn yonlendirdigi bu biiyiilii nesneler aleminin I~tlttstnda size

sonsuz bir gezinti oneriyoruz Dekorasyon'la. Bir dergide her~eyi kapsamantn imkanstz
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oldugunu biliyoruz tabii. Ama imkanslzl istemek de 0 kadar kotii bir ~ey degil, diye

dii~iiniiyoruz.

Ev ve i~ mekanlan, bizim temel konumuz. Oturma odalanm, yatak odalanm, r,;ah~ma

odalanm, kiitiiphaneleri, salonlan, mutfaklan, banyolan, bahr,;eleri, biiro ve ofisleri zaten

kapsayacaglz. Ama, burada durulabilir mi?

Buzdolaplanm, mikrodalga fmnlan, mutfak ve ev robotlanm, videolan,

bilgisayarlan, hologramlan, duvar kagltlanm, ISI ve ses yalttlmmdaki ideal yapl elemanlanm,

r,;ini sobalan, ~omineleri, ultra-modern yeraltl Isltma sistemlerini, haltlan, r,;inileri, hatlan,

binbir tiirlii ~ekle giren carnian, aydmlatmanm aydmhk diinyasml ir,;imize almadan durabilir

miyiz? Sozii uzatmaya gerek yok, Arredarnento-Dekorasyon, r,;agda~ ve modern diinyamn

estetik anlaYl~lm, giiniin pratik gerekleri ile birle~tiren bir "ya~ama kiiltiirii dergisi" olacak.

Amar,;, ir,; mekanlarda ya~amaYI siirekli bir zevk, hayatmln aynlmaz bir parr,;aSI sayan

insanlann_ ayagma boyle bir estetik-pratik biitiinle~meyi ta~lyabilmek. Ama, bu noktada da

durulamaz. Evinde, i~yerinde, <;:agda~ begeniye uygun degi~iklikler yaratmak isteyen insanl

tatmin etmekle bile yetinemeyiz <;:iinkii. Bu zevk ve estetik diinyasma yon veren ir,;mimarlann,

mobilya tasanmctlannm, dekoratOrierin, kuma~ yarattctlanmn gelenekten gelecege uzanan

teleskopik bakl~lm olanca canhhglyla yansltmamlz gerekli. Tiirkiye'de her biri kendi alamnda

uzmanla~ml~ bir YIgm dergi oluncaya kadar, bu "eklektik" yakla~lml siirdiirmek zorundaYlz. 0
halde, ya~asm eklektisizm! Arredamento-Dekorasyon, Tiirkiye'de aZlmsanmayacak olr,;iide

ahcl bulan yabanci dekorasyon ve mobilya dergilerinin yerini alma iddiasmda. Bu alanda

diinyada herkesin bir atba~1 oniinde giden Italyan yaymlanndan birkar,;1 ile baglanttlan var.

(Fabbri yaymevinin "Dekorasyonda Pratik Rehber"i bunlardan biri.) Yabanci dergilerin

"yerini almak", bundan boyle onlann satm ahnmayacagl anlamma gelmiyor elbette. Onlan da

zaman zaman almaya devam edeceksiniz tabii. Ama bizim iddiamlz ~u: Size ilgin<;:, rengarenk,

taze, diri ve -biraz da- bize ozgii bir dergi veriyoruz. Her saYlsl -ama ~u, ama bu yoniiyle

mutlaka kendinden bahsettirecek, ah~tlml~ deyimle "haber olacak" bir dergi bu. Bunu

boylesine rahat soyleyebilmemizin bir nedeni de ~u: Tiirkiye'de bu i~leri en iyi bilen

insanlarla <;:ah~IYoruZ. Sonur,; olarak, Arredarnento-Dekorasyon, "kiir,;iik giizellikleri

yaratma" sanatmda kiir,;iik bir katkl olacak; bir aynntl hatta. Ama, ne "aynntt"!

Orner MADRA

MADRA, Q. (1989), "Tann Aynntidadlr", Arredamento Dekorasyon, February 1989, No:1,

p.43

ARREDAMENTO MiMARLIK (1998)

ARREDAMENTO DEKORASYON'DAN

ARREDAMENTO MiMARLIK' A

Subat 1998'de yaYlmlanan 100. saYlslyla 10. yaym ytlma ula~an Arredamento

Dekorasyon, uzun denebilecek bir evrim siirecinin zorunlu sonur,;lanm ya~IY0r. Dokuz Yl1

once entelektiiel tml ta~lyan popiiler bir dekorasyon dergisi olarak yaptlan ba~langlr,;tan bu

yana, i<;:erik ve nitelik olarak onemli degi~imler ge<;:iren dergi, artik Arredamento Mimarhk
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adm1 ta~1yacak. izleyenler bu degi~imin nedenlerini yeterince biliyorlar: Dergi bugun

bulundugu noktaya, entelektuel i~erigi daha zengin olan tasanm ve sanat bolgelerine dogru

yonelten talebin iti~iyle gelmi~tir. Soz konusu talep sayesinde Arredamento, ag1rlIkh yabaS1m

salt gorsel olandan du~unsel olana dogru kayd1rm1~ ve bunu yaparken de geni~ bir du~unenler

kitlesinin desteginden ve katkIsmdan yararlanm1~t1r.

100+ 1 biyiminde numaralandmlm1~ olan elinizdeki Mart 1998 saY1s1yla birlikte,

iyerikle adm bulu~mas1 saglanacak. DolaY1s1yla, bu degi~imin radikal olmas1 beklenmiyor.

Ornegin, "daha fazla mimarlIk" gibi bir sloganla eyleme ge~ilmedigi ozellikle belirtilmelidir.

Dergi iyerik zenginligini -"dekorasyon" ad1yla ozetlenen yakla~1m1n ornekleri hariy olmak

uzere- eskiden oldugu gibi yine surdtirmeye yah~acak. Ku~kusuz, bunun anlam1 iy mekan

tasanmlanna yer verilmeyecegi degil. Ka~Inilacak olan, "kitsch"le ~ok kolay ittifak kuran bir

yonelimin urunleri olac,ak. Ote yandan, kimi vurgu 1srarlanndan vazgeyilmesi de ongoruluyor.

Ornegin "Profil" konusunun kapag1 belirlemesi art1k bir zorunluluk olmaktan Y1kacak.

"Dosya" ya da ba~ka tistba~hklar altmdaki konular da ta~1d1klan ag1rlIga gore kapaga

"~1kabilecekler". Ontimtizdeki sayilarda a~I1mas1 ongortilen yeni bir tistba~lIk ise "Yap1

Teknolojisi". Her ay, Ttirkiye'nin yap1 sektOrune yeni sunulan bir teknoloji ve/veya

malzemenin kapsamli biyimde tamtI1masmm ama~land1g1 bu yeni bolumun, derginin mevcut

yap1smdan ayn (en arka sayfalarda, farkh bir kag1t cinsi/rengi uzerine bas1Im1~) bag1ms1z bir

"foy" ~eklinde haz1rlanmas1 du~uniilmekte. Bu boliimde, deneyimli bir meslek adammm da

ilgisini ~ekecek kadar duzeyli bir iyerik olu~turabilmek gerekiyor. Ama bu iyerige, diger

okurlara itici gelmeyecek bir boyut da kazandmlmaya yah~I1acak.

Genel olarak Arredamento bir tasanm kultUrti dergisi olmay1 surdurecek. Kimilerinin

"seykinci" diye niteledigi, ancak bizim "populizmden uzak kalmaya ~abalayan" diye

adland1rd1g1m1z tutumunu koruyacagm1 da soyleyebiliriz. Bu vurgu ozellekli onemli ve

ya~amsal gozukuyor. Cunku, standart yakmma kahplanmn ve kolay yozum onerilerinin prim

yapt1g1 bir ortamda, kendi konulanna biraz uzaktan, biraz sogukkanh ve biraz da entelektiiel

dinginlikle bakan bir yakla~1mm zorunluluguna inamyoruz. Ozetle, dergi kendisi olarak

kalmay1 ve ad degi~ikligi gibi ciddi bir degi~ime giri~erek de kendi i~erigine daha uygun

biyimde amlmaY1 amayhyor. Yoksa, "Arredamento A~evi"ni "Mimarhk Restaurant"a

~evirerek kavramm saygmhgmdan yararlanmak gibi bir kayg1m1z kesinlikle yok.

Arredamento Mimarhk

ARREDAMENTO MiMARLIK (1998), '" Arredamento Dekorasyon'dan 'Arredamento

Mimarhk'a", Arredamento Mimarhk, March 1998, No:100+I, p.21
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13. TASARIM (1989)

BA~LARKEN ...

Uzunca bir gecikmeyle de olsa, T ASARIM'I ger~ekle~tirmenin mutlulugu ir;:indeyiz.

Bugun ilk saYlSlm ele aldlgtnlz dergi, ilk fikir a~amastndan bugune, uzun ama sagltklt

bir sure~ten ge~erek olu~tu. Derginin bir;:imi ve i~erigi uzerindeki goru~lerimiz, ta~lyacagl

ozellikler; mimar dostlarla yI1lar suren tartl~malar ve fikir alt~veri~leriyle geli~erek,

olgunla~t!.

Bir sure once, yaytnlanm pazarladlglmlz Amerikalt yaytnCI bir dostun, neden bizim

de onlara mimarltk ve tasanm alamnda sunacak bir~eyimiz olmadlgl sorusunu yoneltmesi bizi

du~unmeye itti. Ku~kusuz, bizim de bir~ok yaratImlar yapan mimarlanmlz, tasanmcI1anmlz

yard!. Oyleyse eksik olan neydi? Yamt, konuya 0 gune kadar yakla~Ilmaml~ olmasl, hir;:bir

yaym kurulu~unun boyle bir organizasyona onculUk edecek atlllml yapmamaslyd!.

Bunca yIldlr mimarlanmlzla, tasanmcI1anmlzla yakm ili~kiler i~inde olmu~, onlan

tamyan, yaptlklanm bilen ve degerlendirebilen "Bilimsel Eserler" kurulu~u olarak bu gorevin

bize du~tugunu gorerek, i~e ba~ladlk.

Teknik bir dergi r;:lkarmamn ne denli ciddi ve uzun r;:alt~malar, buyuk emekler ve ozen

isteyen bir ugra~ oldugunun bilincinde; yilmadan, direnr;:le ama zevkle ~alt~tlk ve T ASARIM'I

ortaya r;:lkardlk.

Artlk Amerikalt dostumuzun aym soruyla kar~lmlza gelemeyeceginin sevinci ve yurt

dl~mda da izlenebilir bir mimarhk dergisi yaYlmlamanm kIvancl i~indeyiz. C;:unku, Tasanm

ba~ta A.B.D. olmak uzere, Avrupa ve Uzakdogu ulkelerinde de satI~a sunulacak.

Kisaca belirtmek gerekirse, T ASARIM'I her yonuyle en iyi ~ekilde gerr;:ekle~tirmeye

r;:ah~tIk, elimizden geldigince. Bu onemli gorevde en buyuk dayanaglmlz; yardlm ve

katlhmlan Ir;:m baFurdugumuz uzman ki~ilerin gosterdigi olumlu yakla~lm ve

beklentilerimizin uzerindeki ilgi ve teFikleri oldu. C;:lkarslz, ozverili yardlmlan ve yol

gostericilikleri ir;:in hepsine ve turn emegi ge~enlere te~ekkuru burada bir bor~ biliyoruz.

Bu gorevin, turn mimarlanmlzla, tasanmcIlanmlzla, hepimizin oldugunu

du~unuyoruz. i~erik, bir;:im ve diger konulardaki uyan ve ele~tirilerinizle bizi aydmlatmamzl

ve geli~tirmenizi, yorum ve tasanmlanmzla katklda bulunmamzl bekliyoruz. ikinci saYldan

itibaren "Okuyucu Mektuplan" ko~emizde istek ve ele~tirilerinize yer vermeye ba~layacaglz.

Bu yepyeni dergiyi hep birlikte daha ileriye, daha iyiye gotiirecegimize inanlyor ve

guveniyoruz.

Yeni TASARIM'larda bulu~mak iizere, sevgi ve saygllanmlzla ...

Ra~it TiBET

TiBET, R. (1989), "Ba~larken ... ",Tasanm, June 1989, No: 1, p.12
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14. MiMARLIK DEKORASYON (1990)

MD'den: MiMARLIGIN KiMLiK ARA YISI ve KiTCH'LER

Diinya yuvarlagl son yillarda biiyiik degi~im ve geli~imlere gebedir.

Kiiltiiriin aynmlanmaz bir par~asl olan ~aglmlz mimarlIgl da bu degi~im ve geli~imler

dogrultusunda son ytllarda yeni ve onemli donii~iimler i~erisindedir. Tiim sistemler

~atlrdarken, sosyo-ekonomik, sosyo-politik ve sosyo-kiiltiirel bir ~alkantl ve giderek donii~iim

i~erisinde iken, mimarltgm da bundan etkilenmesi dogaldlr. Bunun kiiltiire ve giderek ~agda~

mimarltga yanslmaSI yadsmamaz. Bu baglamda ~aglmlz mimarltgl biiyiik bir ~alkantl,

donii~iim ve araYI~ i~erisindedir.

C;ok farklt yaptlann, aklmlann ve bi~emlerin bir arada belirli bir araYI~ i~erisinde

olmasl, bir anlamda belirli bir kaos ortamlm da belirlemektedir.

Tarihin oldugu gibi kopya edilmesinin, ozlemlerden kaynaklanan araYI~lann ~oziim

olmadlgl, bugiin artlk kabul edilmi~tir.

Bunlann "kitch" (dii~iinsel olmayan, slradan) sonu~lar verecegi ortadadlr. Fakat

toplumsal ~alkanttlar i~erisinde "kitch"lerden de ka~mtlamaz. Bunun bir olgu olarak kabul

edilmesi ve degerlendirilmesi gerekir.

Ge~mi~ ancak belirli degerleri ile analiz edilip, yeniden ozgiin bir sentezde kendini

var ederek gelecek giinlere malolabllir.

Ancak bu baglamda da ge~mi~in kiiltiirel degerlerinin a~lmsanmaSI ve mimarltgm

oziine ili~kin degerlerin ele~tirilip yeniden, yeniden iiretilmesi gereklidir.

Bu ele~tiri, ayn~t1rma ve yeniden iiretilme siireci, teori-kavram-fenomen diyalektigi

i~erisinde iiretilen yeni degerlerin kuramlm da olu~turacaktlr.

Bu anlamda tiim yeni ve ozgiin seslere a~lk olarak ve diinyadan aynmlanmaz bir

biitiinliik i~erisinde degerli ele~tiri, oneri ve katktlanmzl bekliyoruz, MD okurlan.

Barbaros SAGDH;::

SAGDlC;, B. (1990), "MD'den: MimarlIgm Kimlik AraYI~1 ve Kitch'ler", Mimarltk &

Dekorasyon, 1990, No: 1, p.l

15. SMD MiMAR (1990)

EDiTOR'DEN

"Konser Salonu yapma gelenegi olmayan iilkemizde herhangi bir yanlt~a gitmemek

l~m dl~andan ornekler almmasml istemek ~ok mu yanlI~tlr... Konser salonu bizim

enstriimammlzdlr, bizim sazlmlzdlr. insan dogal olarak enstriimamm, Saztnl se~er. Biz de

diinyamn en iyi konser salonlanndan ornekleri dile getirdik. Buna en giizel ornek

Gewandhaus'tur. Bunu soyledik, her zaman da soyliiyoruz. Diinyanm en iyi akustigi bu

salonda var. Zaten konser salonu bir orkestra i~in akustik demektir. Ba~ka hi~ bir ~ey demek

degildir.,,1

"Feshane binasmda biiyiik bir restorasyon yapacaklar ve 'C;agda~ Resim Miizesi"

kuracaklar. Bu proje benim bugiine kadar gordiigiim en akll almaz projedir. Bir kere bu i~e

I Cumhuriyet 14.7.1991 GOrer Aykal de yapl1an sOyle~iden.
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belediyenin girmesi ~ok yanh~tlr. Ben, ~ok zengin bir i~adamt olsam, mtmannt yurtdt~mdan

getiririm. C;:unkii muze mimarisi denilen bir ~ey var. Bu bir ihtisas meselesidir. Miize

kurulmaya en elveri~li yeri bulmas i~in bu mimara burada etiidler yaptmnm. Arsayt satm

almm, 0 ki~i binayt yapar ... Miize kurmak diinyadaki en zor i~lerden biridir. Nastl Bogaz

Koprusu i~in yabanctlara ba~vuruyorsak, aynt sistemi muze i~in de oturtmahytz.,,2

Mimarhk ile ilgili yaymlann hem sayt, hem de kalite olarak artttgt bu giinlerde neden

"SMD MiMAR" dergisi ~tktyor diye bir soru sorulabilir. Bu soruyu yanttlamak i~in once

"Ned en SMD" sorusuna yantt vermek gerekmektedir.

Ulkemizdeki mimarltk pratiginin yaygtnla~tp dallara boliinmesi, tasanm sureci ile

ugra~an mimarlann ortak davrant~ ve kurallar geli~tirmek i~in yeniden orgiitlenme

gereksinimi duymalan SMD'nin varhk nedenidir. Yaym ise bu orgiitlenmedeki birikimin

yaztya donii~iimudur. Bir ikinci yantt ise yukandaki iki paragrafda yatmaktadtr. Ulkemizde

"aydm ka~ronun se~kinleri" olarak gorulen sanat kesimlerinin bile mimarhga nastl bakttgt bu

iki ornekten yanstyor. Ornekleri arttlrabiliriz. Ancak, goriilen 0 ki mimarhgm ne oldugunu,

Turkiye'li "mimarlann" neler yapabilecegini ~evremize anlatmak i~in daha ~ok mimarhk

yaymma ihtiya~ vardtr.

Elinizdeki dergi miitevazi bir yaymdtr. Temel hedefi iilke mimarhgmt belgelemek,

tartl~mak ve tasarm sureciyle ugra~an mimarlar arasmda mesleki ileti~imi kurmaya

~ah~maktadtr. Ancak bu, hedefin dar oldugu anlamma gelmemelidir. Dogal ve kiilturel

mirasm korunmasmdan, ~evremizi etkileyen her konu derginin eylem alanmt olu~turmaktadtr.

Evrensel ol~ulerdeki mimarhk i~in gerekli ortamm olu~turulmast mucadelesi, bu hedefin

biitiinudiir.

SMD MiMAR giindelik olaylan yansttmak isteyen bir magazin dergisi degildir. Kahct

bir dergi olmayt ama~lamaktadtr. Dergi periyodu da bu amaca gore saptanmt~tlr. U~ ayltk

yaym periyodu ile "SMD-MiMAR" giincel ya~anttnm sakin bir izleyicisi, gozlemcisi ve

yorumcusu olacaktlr. Bu arada diger yaymlann, giincelin yogun temposu i~inde ka~trdtklannt

izlemek de dogal bir sorumlulugumuz olarak dergiye yanstyacakttr.

Yaztmt turn mimarlara bir ~agnyla bitirmek istiyorum. Ulkemizdeki mimarltgm

kurumla~mast i~in mimarhk ile ilgili yaymlara sahip ~tkmamtz gerekmektedir. C;:tkan tiim

mimarltk yaymlannt hem alarak, hem de yazarak destekleyelim.

Sizler dii~unup, iiretip, yorumladtk~a bizler yansttacaglz. Bu ileti~imin saghkll

kurulmast umuduyla hepinize merhaba diyoruz.

Hasan OZBAY

OZBAY, H. (1991), "Editor'den", SMD Mimar, 1991/1, No:l, p.3

2 Argos Temmuz 1991 s:72 Galeri Baraz'lll sahibi Yah~i Baraz ile Berran Ersan'm yaptl!!;1 soyle~iden
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16. ARKiTEKT (1991)

ARKiTEKT'TEN

K!saea, Zeki Sayar'm ARKiTEKT'inin bilgilendiriei, ele~tiriei, meslek~i ve oneii

nitelikleriyle, Tiirkiye ve diinyadaki mimarltk ve kent ya~am! olgulanm birlikte netle~tirmeye

~alt~an arkada~lanm!zm plfllttlanm, bir mimarl!k ve yap! sektori.i dergisi olarak, yeni

ARKiTEKT'te yans!tmaya 'Yah~aeaglz.

Ahmet Turhan AL TINER

AL TINER, A.T. (1991), "Arkitekt'ten", Arkitekt, 1991/1, No: 1

17. EGE MiMARLIK (1991)

BA~LARKEN

Uzunea bir suredir haz!rhklanm siirdiirdiigiimiiz "EGE MiMARLIK"m 1. say!stn!

sunmamn sevin'Y ve gururunu ya~amaktay!z.

EGE MiMARLIK Bolgesel bir dergi olarak yaytn hayatma ba~lamaktad!r.

Amae!mlZ ~ubemize bagh Marmaris, Bodrum, Aydm, Denizli, Manisa, U~ak, Mugla,

Akhisar, Fethiye, Ku~adas!, Odemi~, Nazilli, Turgutlu, Salihli, Milas, Bergama, Menemen

birimlerimizde ya~anan kentsel, ~evresel sosyal kiiltiirel sorunlann mesleki a~!dan tartl~maya

a~tlmasl onerilerin ortaya koyuldugu bir platformu yaratmas!, diinyadaki mesleki ve meslekle

ilgili teknolojik geli~melerin, iiyelerimize aktanlmas!, meslekta~lar arasmda ileti~imin

saglanmas!d!r.

EGE MiMARLIK biilten, dosya, S. makale, olay, forum, Yap! tamttm! ogrenei

sayfas!, sanat, kiiltiir b6liimlerinden olu~aeakt!r.

Biilten b61iimiinden; ~ubenin, temsileiliklerin etkinliklerinin haber ve duyurulara,

Dosya b6liimiinde; bir konu ele altnarak tiim yonleri ile irdeleyeeek yazllara,

S. Makale b6liimiinde; degi~ik konularda iiyelerimizin gorii~lerine,

Olay boliimiinde; b6lgemizdeki giineel ve en 6nemli bir olay ya da etkinlik hakkmda

bilgilendirme ve degerlendirmelere,

Forum boliimiinde; iiyelerimizin bir konu iizerinde degi~ik g6ri.i~lerine,

Yap! tamt!ml b6liimiinde; b61gemizdeki iiyelerimizin yapltlanmn tamttlmasma,

Ogrenei sayfasl b6liimiinde; D.E. Universitesi Mimarhk B6liimii ogreneilerinin

~ah~malanna,

Sanat ve kiiltiir b6liimiinde ise meslekta~lann sanatlanmn ve degi~ik sanat dallanyla,

kendilerinin tamttlmasl, b61gemizde yaptlan sanat ve kultur etkinliklerine yer verileeektir.

"EGE MiMARLIK" B6lgemizde OdamlZln yurutttugu politikalann Odam!z uyelerine

ve topluma aktanlmasl, turn halktmlzl etkileyen imar yasas!, otopark y6netmeligi,

g6kdelenler, dogal ve tarihi ~evrenin yagmalanmasl v.b. konularda uyelerimize ve topluma

ula~mamn bir arael olaeakttr.

"EGE MiMARLIK" hi'Y ku~ku yokki merkez yaytn orgam "MiMARLIK" dergisinin

bir par~asldlr. Bu baglamda OdamlZ!n merkezi politikalanmnda anlattld!g! ve 0 politikalar
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dogrultusunda biitiine ili~kin demokrasi ve mesleki miicadelesininde yer alacagl bir platform

olacaktlr.

ilk saYlSmIn Ocak 91 r;:Ikanlmasl planlanml~ ve bu plana ko~ut olarak Istanbul' da bir

baSlmevi ile derginin reklam kar~lhgl bastlmasl bir;:iminde bir anla~ma imzalanma a~amasma

gelmi~ken, 0 giinlerde patlak veren "Korfez Sava~I" nedeniyle firma reklam gelirlerindeki

azalmaYI one siirerek anla~madan vazger;:mi~tir. Dike ekonomisininde olumsuz yonde

etkilendigi kriz siiresince yeni bir baSlmevi aranml~, sonunda derginin Izmir'de basl1maslna

karar verilmi~ ve derginin finansml saglamak iizere reklamlann tarafImlzdan toplanmasma

ba~lanml~tlr. Yukanda ar;:lklamaya r;:ah~tlglmlz nedenlerden otiirii iki ayhk bir gecikme ile

sizlerle birlikteyiz.

Mimarlar Odasl Izmir Subesi Yonetim Kurulu olarak, biiyiik bir ozveri ile r;:ah~arak

dergiyi yayma hazlrlayan, yaym kurulunun tiim iiyelerini kutluyor, derginin etkinliginin

artmasl ir;:in katkl koyacak tUm meslekta~lanmlza ~imdiden te~ekkiir ediyoruz.

SaygIlanmlzla.

TMMOB Mimarlar Odasl izmir Subesi Yonetim Kurulu

TMMOB MiMARLAR ODASI iZMiR SUBESi YONETiM KURULU (1991), "Ba~larken",

Ege Mimarhk, 1991/1, No:l, p.4

18. ARCHISCOPE (1998)

Archiscope da, mutlu bir yem r;:agm smlflnda, gerr;:ek diinyanIn gereksinmelerini

yamtlayacak yeni teknolojilerin akIlcl kullammlm ara~tlran, mimarhk ve tasanmIn bir

uluslararasl medyasl olacak.

Zafer AKAY

AKAY, Z. (1998), "Mimarhgm Saydamhgl", Archiscope, September 1998, No:l, p.83

19. ViZYON DEKORASYON (1991)

Sevgili okurlanmlz,

i~te heyecan ile bekledigimiz an ... Yeni dergimiz ViZYON DEKORASYON'u

okumaktaSInlz. Bizim ir;:in ViZYON DEKORASYON yeni bir ViZYON olmaYI ba~ardl. Ama

ku~kusuz onemli olan sizin de aym fikri payla~mamz. Bu konu ile ilgili ba~ka ~eyler yazmaYI

gereksiz goriiyorum- dergi elinizde. Bu siitunda okumaya devam ettiginiz her satlr sizi

dergiye bakmaktan ahkoyuyor. Heyecanh ve sablrslzlz. Bir an once derginin son sayfasma

gelip

"Evet, gerr;:ekten yeni bir ViZYON dogdu" diyeceginizi umuyoruz ..

SaygIlanmla,

D.Deniz ALPHAN

ALPHAN, D. D. (1991), Vizyon Dekorasyon, October 1991, No: 1, p.21
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20. ART+DECOR (1993)

AD'den

Belirlemek ve farktnda olmak ... Ya~aml belirlemek ancak onun farktnda olmakla

mumkun. Farktnda olmak ise, ayn bir birikimin, doygun bir arka plantn uretken aktlltltg1.

Hayattn farktnda olanlar, hayatl belirleyenler oluyor aym zamanda.

i~te hayattn farktnda olanlar ve hayatl belirleyenler i9in yeni bir dergi 91k1YOr: "AD".

Hurriyet Dergi Grubu'nun gU91ti 9atlsl alttnda, 0 guce yakl~lr bir dergi "Art+Decor". Kisaca

AD. Kisaca 6zel olana 6zel keyifler sunan. Belirleyen ve farktnda olan!

o nedenle gundemdeki dergilerin dl~mda 6zellikler ta~lyor ve onlarla 9izgiler gekiyor

araslna.

Her gun taze bir umutla merhaba dedigimiz, susleyip piisledigimiz evleri a91yor

sayfalanna, detaylanyla; bazen de ofisleri, barlan, restaurantlan. Bazen yeniden yarattyor

mekanlan. Diizenleyip, alternatifler sunuyor. ~arplcl, 6ncii, 9agda~, sofistike, se9meci, ama

ukala degil!

Bazen onlarca dekoru ta~lyor sayfalanna; dizaynlan, imzalan, fiyatlanyla ... Ya da

Bergere bir kanapeyi, Tophane bir fincanl, bazen de bir Osman Hamdi resmini ... "Art"l ve

"decor"u kapsayan her~eye a9lk, her~eyle ilgili. Ama en 90k da Oscar Wilde'tn dedigi gibi

"6liimiin ula~amadlgl tek ~ey sanat"la ...

Bazen bir heykelin uzaytnda, bazen iznik mavIslmn bitimsiz hevesinde, antikanm

biiyiisiinde, tartl~manm dinamiginde yogunla~IYor. .. Bazen asaletin, gung6rmii~ltigiin ~iiri

giimu~te, alttnda.

Bazen altp g6tiiriiyor uzaklara, kentler 6tesine uzamyor. Osmanlt ahenkleriyle bezeli

sofralar sunuyor bazen. Popiiler s6yle~ilerden cemiyetin iinlii isimlerine kadar hayatm 6zel

tayflanna bakan ve bakttran bir dergi olmaYI hedefliyor.

~evre, mitoloj i, miizik ... Kisaca insam insan kllan unsurlarla varoluyor.

AD, yalmz igerigi ile degil; fotografl, kagLdl ve 6zenli basklsl ile de benzerleriyle

9izgiler gekiyor arastna.

Altl ayltk hazlrltk a~amaslyla se9kin tatlar katarak geliyor giindeme. Ve yepyeni bir

seviye getiriyor iilkemiz dergiciligine, i9indeki ingilizce 6zet sayfalanyla, selofan kaplt ku~e

kapaglyla, iplik diki~li cildiyle ve ayhk yaym periyodu ile de slynltyor diger dergilerden.

Ve belirleyenlere, farktnda olanlara, farktnda bir dergi olarak "merhaba" diyor.

Akadur TOLEGEN

TOLEGEN, A. (1993), "AD'den", Art+Decor, Aprill993, No:l, p.7
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21. ViLLA DEKORASYON (1994)

V

Tasanm Dergisi'ni bilenler hatlflayacaktlr, 33, 34 ve 35. sayilanmlZl ViLLA bzel

sayilan olarak hazlrlaml~tlk. Oncelikle okuyuculanmlzdan gel en tepkiler "villa" konusu ile

ilgili yerli ve yabanci brneklere yer veren ve Tiirk~e olan yaytnlara ihtiya~ duyuldugunu

gbsterdi. Hemen ardtndan bzellikle yurt dl~tndan villa ile ilgili pek ~ok proje, yaytnlanma

talebi ile dergimize gelmeye ba~ladl. Tasanm Dergisi'nin c,;izgisi bu yogunlukta villa

projelerine yer vermeye elveri~li olmadlglndan ancak ar~ivimizde oldukya nitelikli projeler

birikmeye ba~ladlgtndan ve bu konudaki yaytn eksikligini bildigimizden bu projeleri sizlerle

payla~mamlz gerektigine karar vererek ViLLA dergisini olu~turduk. Bunu yaparken sizlere iyi

brnekler sunmamn yamslra piyasa hakkmda bilgi vermeyi de ama~ladlk. Bu amac,;la bncelikle

bir ARASTIRMA bbliimii olu~turduk. Ara~t1rma bbliimiimiizde her saYlda farkh bir konuyu,

ele alarak 0 konuyu miimkun oldugunca a~acaglz. Bu saYlmlzm ara~tlrma konusu "Hazlr

Ah~ap Ev". Gelecek saYlda ise "Devre Miilk" konusunu inceleyecegiz. Gerek tasanmcl, gerek

villa yaptlrmaYI du~unenler i~in Turkiye'de ~e~itli urunleri iireten/ithal eden firmalar ve

uriinlerini kendi anlatlmlanyla -OBJEKTiF - bblUmunde sunuyoruz. Tlpkl ismi gibi,

KALEYDOSKOP'da, farkh renk ve gbruntudeki iirunleri, firma isimleri ve fiyatlanyla birlikte

bulabileceksiniz. Turkiye ve dunyadaki geli~me ve yenilikler hakkmda sizleri bilgilendirmek

bir diger gbrevimiz oldugundan fuarlan sizin i~in takip edecek ve aktaracaglz. Bu saYlmlzda

KblnMesse fuan yer almaktad1r.

Sbz konusu tum bblumlerle ilgili ula~abileceginiz adresleri de veriyoruz.Zaman

ic,;ersinde sizlerden gelecek bneri ve ele~tiriler dogrultusunda ViLLA'mn geli~ecegine

inand1g1mlzdan bize yazmamzl diliyoruz.

ikinci saY1da bulu~mak uzere ...

A. Pelin DERViS, mimar

DERViS, A. P. (1994), "V", Villa Dekorasyon, 1994, No:l, p.31

22. MAISON FRANCAISE (1995)

"NEDEN MAISON FRANCAISE?"

K1rkaltl ya~1na basm1~; bir "kult" dergiydi Maison Fran~aise. Maison Fran~aise'i

yaymlayan ve uluslararasl bir ileti~im devi olan Havas/ Alcatel grubunun titizlikleri 0 denliydi

ki, bzellikle son 2 y11dlr derginin parlayan satl~ grafigine ragmen bir~ok Avrupah yaytn

kurulu~una isim hakk1 vermeyi reddetmi~lerdi. Turkiye'de en iyi tamnan, en ~ok okunan

yabanc1 dekorasyon dergisi oldugu da bir ger~ekti Maison Fran~aise'in. Tum bu olumlu

verilere kar~1, i~erigi ve yap1s1 bize ne derece uygundu? Turkiye'de yaymlayabilir miydik bu

dergiyi? Ve birimiz "Neden Maison Fran~aise?" sorusuna ~u yamtl verdi anSlzm: "Sayfalan

~evirdik~e insaoa ya~ama sevinci veriyor." i~te bu noktadan yola ~1ktlk ve ~ah~t1k~a bakin

neler bulduk: Maison Fran~aise basit bir ilkeden yola ~1kiyordu ashnda: "c;agda~ bir tuketici

ic,;in yepyeni bir dekorasyon anlaY1~1." Yalmzca sayfalanna bakllan, hayal gucunu zorlayan

ger~ekustu mekanlar, albenili dekorlarla dolu bir dergi olmantn btesinde, okunan, bilgiye
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ula~tlran, pratik se~enekler sunan, uygulanabilir fikirler veren se~kin bir yaYllldl Maison

Fran~aise. KlsacaSI biz Maison Fran~aise'i ~ok sevdik ve onu en dogru bi~imiyle Turk okuru

i~in uyarladlk: Yaygm ama se~kin, sofistike ama i~levsel, ~lk ama pratik. Bu u~lu talllma

yakl~lr bir uygulama ise, sag sayfalara reklam almamaktll Bilin~li ilan verenlerin inan~la

katl1dlgl ve ozveriyle kar~l1adlgl bu yakla~lmla Maison Fran~aise ~agda~ yaYlllclltga yenilik~i

bir ilke de getirmi~ oldu. Fransa da dekorasyon dergileri piyasasllll, % 85 gibi inallllmaz satl~

artl~lanyla altiist etmi~ Maison Fran~aise'in, ulkemizdeki seruvenini de aYlll ~ekilde

surdurecegine yuzbinlerle allllan okur kitlelerine bizde de klsa surede ula~acagilla inalllYoruz.

Ya~amlll ince zevkine varml~ turn okurlar, yeni evinize ho~geldiniz.

Fato~ ERBiL

ERBiL, F. (1995), "Ned en Maison Fran~aise?", Maison Fran\'aise, January 1995, p.3

23. ADRES (1997)

ARKA BAH(:E

Konutlarla insanlar arasillda gizli bir bag vardlr ... Kar~l1lklt bir etkile~im ... Ornegin

yuzuniiz gelecege doniik ya~amak istiyorsalllz, a~lllml~ e~ikleriyle size geymi~teki konuklanlll

alllmsatan eski bir konakta kendinizi yabancl gibi hissedersiniz.

Ge~mi~le i~ i~e olmak size huzur veriyorsa, ultra modern bir yerle~im biriminde,

korumalarla ku~atl1ml~ bir mahkummu~sunuz duygusuna kapllabilirsiniz.

o zaman ya biittin e~ikleri degi~tirirsiniz ya da modern evinizi antikalar, i~lemeli

ortulerle donatirSllllz ...

Bunu, Franslzlann dedigi gibi "kendinizi derinizin i~inde iyi hissetmek iyin"

yaparsllliz. Konuttan ba~laYlp mahalle, kent, iilke olarak geni~leyen halkalar, sizi tipkl kendi

deriniz gibi sarmaltdlr. Ne ~ok slkl, ne fazla geni~ ...

Kendinizi iyi hissetmekle bunun yakmdan ilgisi vardlr. Bu yuzden degil midir ki

~aglmlzda insanlar, yerle~imle ilgili yeni araYI~lar iyindeler... Ve yine bu yuzden degil midir

ki kentler, el degmemi~ toprak par~alan, yeni yerle~im egilimleri dogrultusunda yeniden

yaptlalllY°r.

Adres, lllsan ya~amllll ve mutlulugunu bu denli etkileyen bir konuda, "yerle~im

egilimleri ve konut edinme rehberi" olarak ozenle hazlrlandl. Ger~ek bir bo~lugu doldurmak

iizere, ger~ek bir rehber dergi olmak iddiaslyla Ylktl.

Adres sizlere her ay, yurt iyinde ve dl~lllda, "kendinizi iyi hissedeceginiz" bir yerde

ve konutta ya~ama hakkllllzi kullanma ~anSI talllyacak. Bundan boyle her ay birlikte olmak

dilegiyle.

Genel Yayan Yonetmeni

Tiilin KOLUKISAOGLU

KOLUKISAOGLU, T. (1997), "Arka Bahye", Adres, July 1997, No: 1, p.4
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24. AHSAP (1997)

EDiTOR

Hayat (dergi) gibi ...

Zaman, donup ardma bakmak ivin bile olsa duraklamlyor. Oysa duruyor ve arkasma

baklyor insan. Teknolojinin turn nimetlerinden yararlanarak, geride kalanlann taklitlerini

uretmekten vekinmiyor. Be~ yuzYll soma bir Orta ~ag gemisini, tUm olvulerine sadlk kalarak

yeniden yaplyor mesela.

Karaka gibi.

insanoglunun gev1p giden zaman a kar~1 kazanabildigi tek zafer, beraber ya~adlgl

objelerin zaman kar~lsmda sallamp du~melerini, Ylklhp vokmelerini engellemek belki de. Bu

yuzden tum tasanmctlar, tasarladlklan objelerde kahclhgm pe~inde ko~uyorlar.

Chi Wing Lo gibi.

Degi~im kavmtlmaz da olsa, yakalanan guzelliklerden kolay vazgevilmiyor. Gervekten

yamnda istediklerini slrtlaYlp, yeni vaglara ta~lmaktan vekinmiyor insanoglu. Dogru zamanda,

dogru yerde dog an objeler, onemini ve imajml daima koruyor.

Vespa gibi.

Gevmi~inin izini suruyor insan. Geride blraktlklanm yamna vagmyor. Tozlu eserler

yeniden gun l~lgma kavu~uyor. Gervekten degerli sanatvtlar, aradan 21 Yll bile gevmi~ olsa,

hatlrlanlyor.

Kuzgun Acar gibi.

YuzYlllarca degi~imin, yeniligin pe~inden ko~an insanhk -bir duzeyde- ba~ladlgl

noktaya geri donuyor. Evler, toprak renkleriyle, vivek desenleriyle donamyor. Mutfaklar artlk

yemek kokmuyor belki ama, ve1ik pmltls1 yerini daha yumu~ak tonlara blraklyor. Tasanmda,

mimaride ve dekorasyonda zaman samldlgl kadar vabuk gerymiyor. Oz olan, guzel olan,

samimi olan, ya~anan mekanlarda da, gelecek zamanlarda da kendine bir yer bulmakta

zorlanmlyor.

Ah~ap gibi ...

Tuba KOSEOGLU

KOSEOGLU, T. (1997), "Editor", Ah~ap, September 1997, No:l, p.17
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APPENDIXB

NOTES FROM PERSONAL INTERVIEWS

iHSAN BiLGiN iLE SOYLE~i

YJJdJZTeknik Universitesi - istanbuJ - 16.11.1998

Medya:

...Medya her zaman yiizeysel bilgiyi yaratlyor. Bu birilerinin 0 bilgiyi siirdiirmeyecegi

aniamllla gelmez ama, kitlesel olarak siirdiiriilmiiyor .... 0 kadar yok yayiltyor ki bu, belki

biitiin hayattmtZlll oyle bir yiizey haline gelip, kendi habitatlmlzl da kaybetmek gibi bir~ey.

Artlk onlarla 0 kadar me~gul olabiliyorsun ki, orada da derinle~emiyorsun ...

Anonim Tiiketici Dergileri:

Orada (ingiltere'de) ev iizerine, iistelik de ev kadmma yonelik dergiler var. Yani "bir evin

iyini nasll do~emesi gerektigi" iizerine dergiler. Bunun bir yam da reklama ayllan bir~ey,

birtaklm firmalan tamtan bir~ey. Ote yandan bir tiir pedagojik yam da var. "Bir evde ne

bulunmasl gerekir, bu ~ey nasil kullamhr, ne yaplhr?" gibi. Bu medya her zaman olmu~,

sanayile~mi~ iilkelerde de olmu~. Buna paralel bir de mesela "Do It Yourself - Kendin Yap"

kataloglan, dergileri var. Ashnda eve yonelik, modern bannma kiiltiiriiniin bir paryasl oluyor

bu yaYllllar.

... Mimann konumu da burada ilginy oluyor. ... Kendisine gelecek mii~teri 0 donatlyla geliyor.

o mii~terinin bir ktsmt, biitiin diinyada oldugu gibi zaten i~ini kendisi yaplY0r. Bir klsml ise

merakh bu i~e. YaYllllan da izleyip, dekoratore ya da mimara yaptlrmak istiyor. Oyle

oldugunda da mimann, en azmdan kendisine gelen mii~terinin nasil bir donammla geldigini,

onun aktiialitesinin, diinyasllllll ne oldugunu anlamasl aylsmdan onemli .

... Bir yandan da tiiketim modalan var. 0 modal an da takip etmek durumunda mimar. i~te 0

modalan da belki en yok ta~lyan bu ... "House Beautiful" gibi dergiler. Yani ikili bir tarafl hep

var bu i~in. Tiirkiye'de 1980'den once pek boyle ~eyler yoktu. Zaten hiybir sektoriin dergisi

yoktu. $imdi Hint mutfagml tamtan yemek dergisi de var; .. , kadm dergileri de var, "Evini

nasll do~ersin?" dergileri de var. Yani mimarhktan once 0 kiiltiiriin, giindelik ya~ama

kiiltiiriiniin bir paryaSI ashnda. Tabii mimarhga da deginmi~ oluyor. Tiirkiye'de bu tiir

hakikaten geli~ti. iyi veya kotii. Her biiyiik yaym grubunun bir ev dergisi de var galiba .

... Medya daha yok manipiilasyonla i~liyor. Once talep yaratlhyor, arz ediliyor. Tabii 0 arz,

bir~eye kar~lhk geliyor. Bir~eye kar~thk gelmezse tutmaz. Kar~lhk geldigi ~ey, i~te bu

"lifestyle" meselesinin son zaman lard a tiim diinyada ve Tiirkiye' de kar~Illk bulmasl.

insanlann kendilerini ayn~tlrmak, bir stili olmaslm istemek gibi bir tavtrlan var. Bunun

kar§lhglllda da bu manipiilasyon tutuyor. Boyle bir zemin oldugu iyin. Zannetmiyorum ki

insanlann "Aman bir dekorasyon dergisi ylkslnl" diye bir talebi var da, ona yamt veriliyor.
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Lifestyle dergileri bir paket olarak ylkmca, onun bir paryasl olarak bunlar da ylkIyor ve bunlar

da mii~terisini bulmu~, yaratml~ oluyor ...

Tiirkiye'de Siireli Yaymlarm Siirekliligi:

... gevre' nin ylktlgl slrada, Tiirkiye'nin yok yalkantlh bir kabuk degi~tirme donemiydi .

... Ortaya atllan bir~eyin tutacagl bir zemin olu~maml~tl daha. 1979' da Ylkml~tl. 0 zaman

Tiirkiye'de oyle dergilerden hiy yoktu. Mimarhk alanmda yoktu, ba~ka alanlarda da 0 tiir

meslek dergileri yok Ylkmlyordu. Mesela Arredamento ... On kiisiir sene, onbir senedir, 110

civannda saYI Ylkarml~. Her ay bir saYI ylkarml~ ve bu ciddi bir siireklilik .... Arkitekt dergisi,

Zeki Sayar'm yok biiyiik bir ki~isel iradesiyle Ylkml~tlr. Yapl dergisi, ashnda tam bir piyasa

dergisi degildir. Yapi Endiistri Merkezi' nin bir yan iiriinii gibi Ylkml~tlr. ... Dogan Hasol onu

baglmslz bir yaYlnclhk gibi degil, kendi "Yapi Endiistri Merkezi Projesi"nin bir devaml

olarak dii~iinmii~ ve ya~atml~tlr. . .. "Yapi Endiistri Merkezi" ~u demek; yapi endiistrisi iyin

siirekli bir enformasyon ortam1. Orad a da dolaYlSlyla boyle bir~ey var. Mimarllk dergisi,

tam amen orgiitiin dinamikleriyle beslenmi~tir. DolaYlslyla bunlann hepsi piyasa dl~l

dinamiklerce beslenmi~lerdir ama 80'lerden itibaren, bir piyasa dinamiginin tek ba~ma

yettigini goriiyoruz. Yani Arredamento'yu piyasa dl~mda besleyen hiybir ~ey yok .... Burada

yine bir ozne var. .... Ama House Beautiful' a ya da Vizyon Dekorasyon' a baktlgmda bir ozne

yok orada. . ..DolaYlslyla bir tiir anonim dergiler bunlar. Yani bir iradeye bagh degil, bir

projeye bagh degil. Anonim. ...Arkitekt tabii burada ilginytir, onun ya~adlgl donii~iim. i~te

uzun siire Ylkmad1. ... 7-8 saYI iddiah bir mimarhk dergisi olarak ylkarmaya niyetlendi .

... Hemen ya~ama sanatl dergisine donii~tii ve "lifestyle" dergisi olmaya yoneldi.

Mimarllk dergisi:

... "Mimarhk", ilginy bir medyadlr. Hem bir orgiit dergisidir -mimarhgln sorunlannl, vs. bir

~ekilde anlatml~tlr-; ote yandan, mimann kendi iyindeki sorunlanm da hep a~ml~, kendi

slmrlannm dl~lndaki bir alanda yah~ml~tlr. Bir ~ekilde toplumun sorunlanna egilmi~

Mimarllk dergisi. . ..Tabii her yonetimle birtaklm degi~iklikler oluyor, ama belki bunu

saptadlktan soma ~u daha ilginy, her yonetimle birlikte degi~meyen taraflanm da saptamak

miimkiin.

Arredamento:

... Toplumun bir talebinin gozlenmesinden ziyade, iyinde bulunan insanlann onu oraya yekmek

istemesiyle ilgili. iy dinamik daha onemli orada. Tabii ~u da denebilir, mimarlann ihtiyaci olan bir

dergiye donii~tu ~u anda. Herhangi bir tuketici, yok sofistike, mimarhk konularlyla ilgili bir mii~teri

degilse, artIk Arredamento Mimarllk'i herhalde almlyordur diye dii~iiniiyorum. ... Ama zaten

anonimlikten ylkma siirecinin tescillenmesidir 0 ashnda.
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UGUR TANYELi iLE SOYLESi

YJldJZTeknik Universitesi - istanbuJ - 20.11.1998

Tiirkiye'deki Mimarhk Siireli Yaymlan:

Yaytn SaYISlmn az olu~unun bir kere temel nedeni zaten mimar saYIStntnl az olu~uydu. Yakln

zamana kadar memlekette mimar saYlsl ben mezun oldugum zaman bile 5 bin civannda bir

saYlydl. Dii~iinecek olursamz, ~u anda 35 bin civannda ki ben mezun olah da kay ytl oluyor.

1976'mn sonunda, '77de mezun oldum diyebilirsiniz, 21 ytl olmu~. 21 Ylldlr Tiirkiye'deki

mimar saYISI bir kere defalarca katlandl. 7 kat artml~ 21 Yllda, bu korkuny bir artl~. Bir kere

bu yaytn saYIStntn artl~lm destekledi, yaytn saYISmtnln Tiirkiye' deki artl~lm destekleyen en

onemli etken, mimar saYIslmn artl~l degi1. C;iinkii Tiirkiye'de mimarlann yok onemli b6liimii

zaten dergi almlyor. ... Tiirkiye' de ashnda mimarlann yok onemli bir boliimii bir kere

mimarhk yapmlyorlar, ikincisi mimarhk diinyasma hiybir biyimde degmiyorlar hatta .

... Medyayla hiybir biyimde ili~kileri olmuyor. Ba~ka bir diinyada yah~lyorlar. Boyle olunca

Tiirkiye'de bugiin bile mimann saYISI kadar dergi sattlmlY0r. Tiirkiye'deki biiWn dergilerin

satl~ miktanm toplasamz 35 bin degi1. Buna odamn dergisini de ekleyin, yine olmuyor. ... C;ok

ilginy bir biyimde olmuyor. Bunun anlaml, Tiirkiye'de demek ki 35 bin mimar var ama 35 bin

ilgili ad am yok. Ba~ka bir sonuy; bazl mimarlar birden fazla dergi ahyorlar anlamma da

geliyor bu.

Siireli Yaymlar ve Reklam Sektorii:

... Tiirkiye'de biitiin dergilerin ayakta durmalanm saglayan ~ey ashnda reklam. Bu varediyor

dergileri Eski Arkitektlere baktn, kimler ilan veriyorlar? Ne yapta? 1930'lu Yillarda ilan

verenler, soguk demirci Firat usta, marangoz atolyesi ibrahim Efendi filan gibi yerlerdir.

Bir de birkay tane yurtdl~mdan ithal edilmi~ malzemenin reklaml var. C;ok az reklam bulunur

onlann iyinde. Ama giincele dogru geldikye reklam miktanmn yiikseldigini goreceksiniz.

Mesela Cemil Geryek'in ylkardlgl Mimar dergisinin iyinde reklam oram bayagl yiiksektir.

Yapl, Yillardtr bu sayede ayakta duruyor .... Yapi Endiistri Merkezi gibi bir olanak vardl.

Sektoriin dergisi olarak ylkardtlar onu. Bugiine kadar da biiyiik olyiide onunla ayakta durdu.

Anonim Tiiketici Dergileri ve Reklam Sektorii:

... Biittin oradaki durum medya politikasmm, medyamn kendi yaYllma politikasmm bir

paryasl. Onlann sekt6riin biitiin alanlanm doldurmak gibi bir dertleri var. Hi~ bo~luk

kalmasm diye ugra~lyorlar, ba~ka bir medya grubuna bo~luk kalmasm. Ne gerekiyor? Ah~ap

gerekiyorsa ah~ap iyin dergi Ylkanyorlar. ... Her grubun ba~mda biitiin bo~luklan deniyorlar.

Ashnda yok kiiyiik oranlarda Ylklyorlar. Yani Tiirkiye'de siirekli ahcIsl olan piyasada kay tane

dergi var? Yapl bOyle bir gruptur dogrusu, Arredamento boyle saytlabilir, Mimarlzk zaten

zorunlu daglttldlgl iyin oyle. Geri kalan dergilerin yogunun oyle siirekli bir ahcl kitlesi yok .

... Bununla birlikte toplumsal i~levlerini de inkar etmemek lazlm. Yani onlar Tiirkiye'de

yaplyla ilgili alanlarda kar~tlanndaki kitleyi ah~tlrma i~levi goriiyorlar ashna bakarsamz.
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... mesela Vizyon Dekorasyon; Vizyon Dekorasyon'un i~levi, mimarhk diinyasl olan bir iilkede,

mimarhk diinyaslOln problemlerine ah~t1rmak oluyor. Dekorasyon dergilerinin Tiirkiye'de

oyle de bir i~levi var. Yeni taOl~lyor insanlar modern ya~amla, yani modern mekanla ili~ki

kurmaya yeni ah~lyor Tiirkiye'deki insan. Modern oncesi diinyada insan mekana kar~l aktif

bir tavlr iyinde degil. byle dii~liiyor, oyle de ya~lYor. Ama modern insaOin eviyle dinamik bir

ili~kisi var, onu degi~tiriyor, yeniden yapmak istiyor. Bu modern bir taVlf. Biitiin diinyada

bunu goriiyoruz. Evine kar~l geli~tirdigi 0 aktif tavn .... Modern insan eve kar~l aktif bir tavlr

geli~tirir. Siirekli olarak degi~tirir, Ylkar yeniden yapar. ~imdi, bu durum belli bir zorunluluk

halidir. Ama bunu mimarhk medyasl araclhglyla yapamazslOlz. <;::iinkiimimarhk medyaslOlO

ula~amayacagl bir diizeyi ya da davraOl~1 tabii ki temsil eder. Ama dekorasyon dergileri

diinyaOin her yerinde bu i~levi goriir. Sokaktaki insan kendi yaklOlOdaki mekanlara nasII
egemen olacak? Ona bu olanagl saglar. Boyle bir ... egitim gorevi ashna bakarsaOlz.

Tiirkiye'de de boyle oluyor. Bir yandan da tabii ki reklam pastaslOdan da pay ahyor, yiinkii

dekorasyon alaOinda da muazzam bir reklam pastasl var. ~imdi onun da biraz derinine

gidersek boyutu kiiyiik de olsa, ithalatyllar ve satlcJlardan olu~an dev bir kitle var ortada.

Bunlar ucuza yok reklam vermek isterler. Amerika Birle~ik Devletleri'nde boyle bir mimarhk

dergisi YlkaramazslOlz. <;::iinkii~irketler 0 kadar biiyiiktiir ve reklam fiyatlan 0 kadar biiyiiktiir

ki, Tiirkiye'deki gibi ...bir sayfa reklam veremez .... Amerikan dergilerine bakJn, iylerinde

Tiirkiye'deki kadar reklam yoktur. Architectural Recorda bakJn, inanamayacaglOlz kadar az

reklam vardlf, incecik bir dergidir. AD'ye baklO Tiirkiye'de, 0 Hiirriyet'in dekorasyon dergisi

de bu kahnhkta Ylkar. <;iinkii burada orta ve kiiyiik iiretici ve ithalatyJlar var ve bunlar ucuza

Amerikan baglantllan yoluyla ilgili reklam yaparlar ve dolaYlslyla plyasaYI bunlar

dolduruyorlar. Muazzam bir reklam verme ihtiyaylan var bunlann. DiinyanlO ba~ka

yerlerinde reklam bile vermediklerini ya da onlardan daha biiyiik gruplann reklam verdigini

dii~iinelim. ...~imdi hiybir ingiliz dergisinde gidip de avize iireticisi bir sayfa reklam

veremez. BlraklO, uluslararasl firmalar bile orada reklam veremiyor. Biliyorsunuz bunlardan

bir tanesi ERCO, uluslararasl bir kurulu~, uluslariistii bir aydlOlatma firmasl. Oraya reklam

veremiyor. Halbuki bizde aylO bakJn ...

...Bu furyanlO boyle ebediyen devam etmesi beklenemez. Bu azalacaktlr. <;ok fazla var ve bu,

piyasadaki ihtiyaca tekabiil etmiyor. Tekabiil ettigi miiddetye mimarhk diinyaslyla baglantlh

bir ihtiyay olmaktan yok bu reklam diinyaslOlO, bu sektoriin daha dogrusu, kendi iy

problemleriyle ili~kili bir ~ey gibi goziikiiyor. ...KullaOiclyla diinyamn her yerinde ili~ki

kuran dekorasyon dergileri olmak zorundadlr.

Arredamento:

.. .ilk ylkl~lOda hiy kimse mimarhk dergisi olarak dii~iinmemi~... .ilk ylktlgl zaman Tiirkiye'de

Mimar/zk dergisi bile yaYlOlOi durdurmu~tu. Biitiin mimarhk piyasasl Arredamento'ya

yiiklendi, herkes yazl gondermeye ba~ladl bir yandan da. ...giderek kuramsal alanda etkili

oldu .... "Dekorasyon dergisi ylkarahm tam zamaOldlr" demi~ler, "Tiirkiye'de yok". Ama ayOl

zamanda mimarhk dergisinin de olmadlgl bir doneme isabet etti bu Ylkl~.



... Bir~ok medyatik mimar yarattl dekorasyon dergileri ve bu Arredamento'nun a~tlgi yol

oldu .... ama Arredamento bunlan ba~lattigi zaman zaten artlk mimarhk kulvanna girmi~ti .

... Zaman gerekiyor. Ortam durulmu~ degil ~u anda ~iinkii, ~ok belirsiz bir noktada, kararsiz

bir noktada duruyor. Denge noktasllla heniiz ula~maktan ~ok uzak. Kimin nerede durdugu

hala belli degil... Yap', ...sektOrle biitiinle~ik bir dergi .... Yapi Endiistri Merkezi'yle

baglantlh olduktan soma zaten sektOriin dergisi olmak zorunda ve 0 da 0 iddiayla ~iklyor.

Arredamento bunlann hi~biri gibi degil. Arredamento sadece para kazamyorsa ~iklyor,

kazanmiyorsa ~ikmiyor. Boyle bir dergi .

... dii~iinsel i~erik beklentisi Tiirkiye'de pek yok yaklll zamana kadar. Ornegin dergi dendigi

zaman ya proje yaymlamaktu beklenti olan, ya da uzunca bir siire boyunca ~ok agirhkh

bi~imde siyasal i~erikli bir mesaji vardu Mimarlzk dergisinin. Arredamento bir de diinyadaki

degi~imin Tiirkiye'ye yansimaslllin bir sonucu olarak mimarhgm dii~iinsel bir ~ey oldugunu

anlatmakla i~e ba~ladi hemen hemen ba~langi~tan beri, buraya getirdi. . ..Tiirkiye ~iinkii 0

noktaya gelmi~ti artik. Talep ediyordu .

.. .Arredamento'nun isim degi~ikligi ashnda ~ok uzun siiredir dii~iiniilen bir~eydi .... Ashnda

eskiden beri boyle bir istek vardi ama bir derginin admi da boyle olmadik bir noktada

degi~tiremiyorsunuz. Yiiz saYi yaymlandiktan soma degi~tirmek durumunda kaldik artik. Bu

nokta uygun diye dii~iindiik. ... Derginin 71. saYida artik dekorasyonla ilgisi dogrusu

neredeyse kalmami~tl.
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